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Advisor: Thomas Wilson 
Advisor: Gordon Hayward 

This thesis mnnects two areas of research: genetic algorithms and code generation for 

embedded systems, primarily digital-signal processors. The first part of the thesis deals 

with enhancements that transform the canonid genetic algorithm into an effective 

mechanisn for handling certain types of coIlStraint-satisfaction problems. The enhanced 

genetic algorithm @GA) works especially well when constraints are highly interrelatai, 

and it dows efficient handling of larger problems than can be handled by other 

techniques. 

Specifically, the EGA promotes the mutation operator into a primary tool for directly 

attacking the cause of unsatkfied constraints. While this causes rapid convergence to a 

feasible region of the solution Wace, a new type of elitism maintains diversity in the 

population. This d o w s  a vanety of different feasible solutions to be generated. The first 

part of the thesis explains the enhancements and iIIustrates their effects on two classical 

problems: graph coloring; and integrated scheduling, module allocation, and binding in 

VLSI design. 



The second part of the thesis examines the use of EGAs in an important application 

a r a  code generation for parallel, highly mcoded instruction sets, primarily DSPs. This 

problem has tightly intefcomected subproblems that are each extremely complex and that 

interact in very subtle ways. A code generation methodology has been developed that 

uses the EGA as the basis for many, if not most, of the required optimizations. The thesis 

not only exhibits the use of EGAs in a large, highly constrained, realistic problem; it also 

exanUnes a variety of strategies for using the EGA on a number of stnicturally different 

subproblems in code generation. 

The use of EGAs as the basis of optimizaton has enableci construction of a 

retargetable compiler, a code generator that applies the same methodology and algorithm 

to produce good quaiity code for a number of different processors. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1 .O Introduction 

This thais explores a novel enhancement to the canonical Genetic AIgonlhm (GA) and 

demonstrates its effectiveness on the problem of generaring highquality code for fixed- 

point Digital-Signal Processors (DSPsj and Application-Speczfic Instruction-Set 

Processors (ASIPs). Genetic algonthms were originalIy developed by John Holland [ l ]  

in the 1960's and represent a f d y  of computational rnodels inspireci by genetic 

processes in biological systems. By rnimicking these natural processes, genetic 

algorithms can be used to pnerate solutions for a wide range of problems, including 

many that are associated with code generation. 

As a major part of this thesis, we propose a set of enhancements to the canonical 

genetic algorithm to improve its ability to solve Conrtraint-Satisfaction Problem (CSP). 

In its general form, a CSP consists of a set of variables, a finite and discrete domani for 

each variable. and a set of comtraints. Each constraint is defined over some subset of the 

original set of variables and limits the combinations of values variables can assume. The 

goai is to h d  one assignment of values to variables that satisfies all of the constraints 

simultaneously. However, solving a CSP is itself an NP-cornpiete problem [Z]. Thus, 

search dgonthms are o h  iimited by the problem of combinatorid explosion. 



To compensate, we introduce a series of performance enhaocements to the canonical 

GA and demonstrate that the resulting Enhanced Genetc Algorithm (EGA) can be an 

effective method for soiving the stated class of CSPs. The EGA cliffers from the 

canonical genetic algorithm in IWO regards. First, the EGA does not depend on extemal 

parameters for controllhg the search. Rather? the EGA is seifddpining, no static 

parameter set is detennined, but an adaptation of parameters occurs during the 

optimizacion process. This enables the EGA to nm unrupemked when solving problems. 

Second, the EGA typically converges at iean an order of magnitude faster than die 

canonid GA. In fact, the EGA does such a good job at finding feasible solutions that 

the a l g o r ï ~  c m  be nm multiple times to tackle o p t i m ~ ~ o n  problems where the '%est" 

of all  possible solutions for a given CSP is sought 

As Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 deal directly with the enhanced genetic algorithm, the 

remainder of this Chapter is devoted to supplying the necessary background materiai for 

the primary application of the enhanced genetic algorit .:  code generoiion. 

1.1 Embedded systems 

Over the iast several years, advances in silicon technologies bave allowed entire systems, 

wmpnsing millions of transistors, to be implemented on a single chip. This has resuited 

in a new trend where both hardware and software components of a design are integrated 

on the same chip. When used for purposes other than general-purpose computing, such 

systems are referred to as embedded systems, and can be found in a variety of products 

including cellular phones, automobiles, microwave ovens, and modems, just to name a 

few. Figure 1.1 shows th<: floorpIan of a typicai embedded system. 

At the hearî of any embedded system is an embedded processor. The embedded 

processor corresponds to the '~grammable" part of the system. Due to their 

pafomiance-cost characteristics, fixed-point digital-signal processors have emerged as 



DSP 
r 

ASIC 
ROM 

Figure ? .1 : A typical heterogeneous embedded system. 

the processor of choice for implementing many embedded systems [3]. However, 

Complex Instruction Set Computers (CISC) and specialized microprocessors are also 

employd In fact, some embedded systems include a DSP dong with a more 

conventional processor. Other system components include Random-Access Memory 

CRAM), R e d - M y  Memory (ROM), Analog-io-Digital (Am) and Digital- t o - M o  g 

@/A) converters, and Application-Specific htegrated-Circuits (ASIC). In practice, 

dedicaîed hardware (in the fom of an ASIC) is only allocated when software cannot meet 

the time-critical requirements of the intended application [4]. 

In an embedded system, rnuch of the complexity of the system resides in the 

software ninning on the DSP. A recent n w e y  of DSP design groups [ 5 ]  revealed that 

typicaliy over half of the design effort is in software development There are twù major 

advantages to implementing as much of a design as possible in software. First, software is 

morefleRble than hardware- Late changes to system specifications, the identification and 

correction of errors, and updates to existing applicatiom are generdly easier to perform in 

software [5] .  This is important because the electronics market is very cornpetitive. 

Companies m u t  always be setking ways to reduce the length of the design cycle and 

wnsequently the tirne-to-market for their products. The second advantage that software 

implementations provide is a reduction in the cost of manufactiiring since the same 



processor can be used for different applications [6]. The ability to reuse a processor 

enables higher initial production volumes to be achieved, resulting in l e s  cost per unit. 

This, in turn, helps to make a company's products more price cornpetitive. 

Code grneration has been receiving considerable attention since the target processors 

have becorne specialized devices with limita heterogeneous-register classes, irregular- 

instruction sets, and substantial instruction-level parallelism. Digital-signal processon 

and application-specific instruction-set piocessors constitute important classes of such 

devices. These processors are ofien programmecl directly in assembly language, because 

available compilers cannot produce suficiently fast or compact code, given the size and 

performance requll-ements of the applications. A new breed of optimizing compiler is 

needed to dlow programmers to work at a higher level and shorten a product's time-to- 

market. During system exploration or ASIP design, it is also necessary to have a 

retargetable compiler thai can adapt to different processors or evolving instruction sets. 

The integration of both hardware and software components, however, places new 

demands on the designers of Cornputer-Aided Design ( C o  tools. Both the software 

that nuis on the processor and the additionai hardware may be designed concurrently in a 

pro- known as hardware-softare co-design. The basic approach to hardware- 

software CO-design is illustrated in Fig 1.2. 

An initial padtionzng step decides which parts of the system are to be implemented 

in hardware and which parts are to be implemented in software; then functions are 

assigned to possible functional units or processors. ASICs are generated for those parts 

assigned to hardware that do not correspond to standard hardware components, while the 

remaining parts are compiled into code that wiil nui on the embedded processor(s). Since 

no commercial tools currently exist for ''optllnaliy" partitionhg a system [4], the original 

parîitioning is only an estimate. Thexefore, a harhvar-e-sofhvae CO-shdation is 



perfonned to check the correctness of the design and its ability to satisfy any real-time 

constraints imposed by the application domain. If the initial design is unsuccessful, 

repartitioning may occur, and the entire process is repeatd 

Hardware Synthesis I 
Logic Synthesis 

T y l s  

Software Synthesis 1 
Retargetable Soffware 

Compiler l 
Hardware-Software 

Co-Sirnulation I 

Figure 1 2 : A sim pl led hardwme-software co-design trajectory. 

To support the previous design methodology, CAD tools are required not ody for 

synthesizing hardware, but &O for generating the code that will run on the embedded 

pmessor. However, the emergence of embedded systems has placed new demands on 



software compilers, both with respect to code perfmtance and size. Many embedded 

systems are employed in reai-tirne applications with attendant real-tirne constraints on the 

operation of the system. Timing violations, resulting fiom overhead in compiler- 

generated code, mut be compensated for by increasing the frequency of the system clock 

[4]. This, in hun, increases power consumption which rnay adversely affect the battery 

Iife of portable devices. For this reason it is very important to be able to generate hi&- 

performance code. Furthmore, every effort m u t  be made to minirnize the size of code 

produced, as the size of the program ROM is closely W e d  to the overall cost of the 

system [6].  However, generating fast, dense code is notonously difficult The 

instruction-level parallelism, heterogeneous registers, and irregular datapaths present in 

most DSPs wnfound traditional compiler techniques Sce those in [7]. 

Unlike general-purpose processors, DSPs have special architectural feaiures to 

support certain operations that dominate digital signal processing algorithms. The 

processors in question usually have a single Arithmetic-Logic Unit (ALU), and a 

rnultiply-accumulate instruction that operates in a single instruction cycle. Although the 

instruction repertoire is limited, the instruction words permit several things to occur in 

parallel during each cycle. These may uiclude: one ALU operation on register-resident 

data; concurrent movement of data to or from the data memory; loading a register with a 

constant from a field of the instruction itself; preparing address registers with a value for 

the next access to data memory; and updahg the program counter, possibly to impiement 

a conditional branch. The ALU is surromdeci by a smdl numbcr of registers whose 

capabilities may be quite varied and specialized. Only certain ones rnay be used for ALU 

operations, for writing to data memory, extracthg constants from program memory, and 

generating addressa. Also, different registers rnay have different combinations of 

capabilities. Ali of these issues combined make generating high-quality code difficult, as 

they extend "optimjirlition" beyond the scope of most "language-level" techniques [7] 

which are intended for use with more conventional processors. 



In addition to optimization, there is also the need for retargetabiliity: the ability to 

generate good code for a variety of DSPs and ASIPs. The size and power budgets of 

many applications do not permit the "extravagance" of comrnercid DSPs, which means 

that modifications are made in instructions, registers, memones, or conneçtivity, to derive 

a more specialized application-specific instruction-set processor. Compilers are required 

not only to generate efficient code for the eventual ASIP, but also to estimate the 

effectiveness of various proposed architectures during design of the ASIP itself. 

Currently, retargetable, optimizing compilers are a missing link in the task of hardware- 

software CO-design. 

1.3 Code generation 

One aim of this thesis is to provide part of the solution to one of the weak links in 

hardware-software codesign. The focus is on code generation - the architecture- 

dependent optimization concentrated in the compiler's back end. To support portabiliw, 

compilers have traditionally been organized into two major parts, called thefiont end and 

the back end. The fiont end is responsible for checking the source program for syntnx 

and semantic errors, as  well as for transforming the original program into a (usuaily) 

machine-independent intemediate representation. The back end then maps the 

intemediate representation to instructions supported by the target machine. However, i t 

is in the back end that a number of machinedependent optimi7ritions can be performed to 

improve the size and performance of the final wde. 

As part of this thesis, we present a vny non-traditional approach to code generation. 

Unlike other approaches [8,9,l O, 1 11 that focus on the real (and irregular) target machine, 

h i a y  optimized wde is "evolved" for an idealized abstraction of the target, calleci a 

clean machine. The dean machine has the same basic capabilities and structure as the 

real machine, but without restrictions on parallelism or constraints on specific registers. 

The optimizations that produce code for the cleau machine are quite powemil and 

generic; machine characteristics that &czt hem can be reduced to parameters and cost 



fhctions. Only near the end of the process7 when high quality reference code has been 

generated for the clean machine7 is the reference code mapped to working code using the 

fully specified real instruction set. (This mapping is performed using two EGAs.) Most 

idiosyncrasies of the actuai machine are d d t  with diiring the rnapping process, and these 

are handled in simila. ways for a variety of architectures. This provides retargetabiliîy in 

the context of optimization. 

The previous strategy has been reaiized in Code GENeraT' (COGENT), a 

retargetable, optimizing compiler cwently under development at the University of 
. *  

Guelph. COGENT employs a nurnber of novel optunrzations, many of which are based on 

enhanceci genetic algorithms. A typical optimization presents the EGA with a suitably 

constrained representation of the particular optimization problem. The EGA quickly 

produces a "pool" of feasible candidate solutions, to which standard evaluation criteria 

are applied. Only when the winner(s) is (are) being selected nom the pool does the target 

architecture have an impact, because its characteristics govem the weighting coefficients 

for standard selection criteria (The EGA nms unsupe~sed with fixed operational 

parameters, regardless of the target architecture.) This methodology is used to generate 

schedules of ALU operations, schedules of array references, memory assignments, and 

alternative alignrnents of ALU and memory refetencing code. 

Thus, at each stage of the code generation process, feasible solutions are evolved, 

h m  which the best is (are) chosen, and these are integrated with previously evolved 

aspects of the instruction Stream. AAer all of the stages of o p ~ t i o n s  have made their 

contribution, full operational instructions have been "evolved". Developing code in this 

unique way has so far been able to circumvent the subtle, and often troublesome, 

interdependencies (known as phase coupling) among different aspects of the code 

generation problem. 



1.4 Organization of thesis 

The remainder of the thais is logically organized into two parts. Part 1 concentrates on 

the eahanced genetic algorithm and starts with an explmation of basic p ~ c i p i e s  in 

Chapter 2. Here genetic algorithms are invatigated with respect to optimization and, in 

particular, the handling of constraints. A cornparison of the advantages and disadvantages 

of diflerent approaches are discussed, before the enhanced genetic algorithm is presented. 

The EGAYs performance and ability to nin unsupenised is demonstrated in Chapter 3 

when the algorithm is appiied to the problem of edge-coloring. The Chapter also 

demoa~tfates how the proposed enhancements affect the p&ormance of the genetic 

search. 

Part 1 concludes in Chapter 4 with the enhancecl genetic algorithm being applied to 

a problem that is similar to the scheduiing problems encountered in code generation: the 

hi&-level synthesis problems of scheduling, module allocation, and binding. A very 

g e n d  version of the problem is considered where modules may perform different 

operations in di fferent numbers of control steps. The inherently interdependent pro blems 

are solved using two EGAs that are intercornectecl in a hierarchical fashion. The 

proposed system is applied to standard benchmarks, and a reduction in time to obtain 

optimal solutions is reporteci. 

Having established the effectiveness of the EGA in Part 1, the algorithm is applied to 

various problems of code generation in Part 2. Chapter 5 begins by describing the 

general code-generation problem in detail, including a survey of the relevant code- 

generation literature and other related research. The COGENT methodology and 

implementation is briefly described in Chapter 6. The remaining Chapters describe the 

EGA-based optimizations that comprise COGENT. 

In Chapter 7 an EGA is presented for scheduliag ALU operations and array 

re ferences . 



The problem of minimi8ng the nimiber of mode-setting i~ts~ct iom is a problem 

that has received very little attention to date. In Chapter 8, a general, architecture- 

indepemdent solution to this problem is presented. We show that the problern can be 

naturally modeled as a minimum cover, and solved using an EGA. 

By postponing focus on the irregularities of the target machine, COGENT employs 

gen&c algorithms to optimize code for an idealized abstraction of the true target 

machine. Chapter 9 presents a novel strategy for mapping the idealized code onto the 

instruction set of the actuai machine - a mapping that forms the keystone of the C û û m  

methodology. The mapping is performed by two enhanced genetic algorithms. One 

perturbs the original sche&.de to find a number of alternative (parallel) instruction 

sequences, and the other evolves feasible register assignments, if possible, for each 

sequence. The mapping technique descnbed is used to successfully map the same "dean 

machine" reference code to two different DSPs, as well as to different 'chome-grown" 

ASIP configurations. 

To increase memory bandwidth, many programmable DSPs employ two data 

mernories. Assigning data to dual memories, however, remains an elusive problem. 

Chapter 10 describes a strategy, based on an enhanceci genetic algorithm, for assigning 

data to dual-memory architectures to improve the performance of the final code. Special 

attention is given to exploiting software pipelining, to data that are accessed most 

fiequently, and to operands that belong to non-cornmutaiive operations Furthemore, 

facilities exist for allowing data to be duplicated in both mernories to M e r  improve 

performance. 

Al1 operations that move data between memory and the ALU must be scheduied. 

Chapter 11 presents an optimization for scheduling data movement operations so as to 

avoid excess parallelism on individual steps and excess demand for registen overall. 

Finaily, Chapter 12 summarizes the major contributions of this thesis, both to genetic 

aigonthms and cade generation. Despite the number of chapters devoted to applications 



in code generation, the prime concem is to explore the use and effectiveness of Enhanced 

Genetic Algorithrns. The chapter order was chosen to best present different features of 

the EGA methodology. The order in which the optimizatioas are applied within COGENT 

will be explained in Chapter 6.  

In addition to generating experimental results for commercial DSPs like the 

Motorola 56000 (M56K) and the SGS Thomson 950 (ST18950), code is aiso generated 

for various ASIP configurations. A description of  these configurations can be found in 

Appendix A Furthmore, the experimental results presented in this thesis are based on 

a number of example programs. For the sake of conciseness the source code for these 

programs is not included in the thesis but can be found at the following intemet address: 

h ~ : l / s h a M ~ . a s . u ~ h . c a \ ~ a e n  
- .  t\benchmark.html. Ali of the example programs are written 

in C+-, o u  fkont-end language. Finally, earlier publications relating to this thesis uiclude 

WI, [131, [W, [W, and [W. 



Chapter 2 

The Enhanced Genetic Algorithm (EGA) 

2.0 Genetic algorithms 

Within the general h e w o r k  developed by HolIand [Il, many different ways exist for 

implernenting the genetic algonrhm; each with its own advantages and disadvantages. 

The discussion that follows is limited to the canonical genetic algorithm f i t  developed 

by Holiand. The discussion begins with a brief overview of the modei, foilowed by a 

more detailed description of its major components. The discussion concludes by 

identifylng the weaknesses of the model, in preparation for the enhancements that are to 

be introduced in Section 2.4. 

2.1 An overview of the canonical genetic algorithm 

A description of the canonical genetic algorithm is given in Fig .2.1. The first step in any 

genetic algorithm implementation is the generation of a (usually) random population of 

individziulî. Each individual represents a potential solution to the problem being soived. 



For example, if the GA is being used for bc t ion  optimization, each individual represents 

a sample point of the function space. 

x=o; 
generate population x; 
evaluate the mernbers of population x; 
while(tennination criteria not satistted) 

generate population x+l fmm population x; 
x=x+I; 
evaluate the members of population x; 

endwhile 

Figure 2.1 : The canonical genetic algorithm. 

To assess the quality of each candidate solution, an evaluation jîînction is used to 

assign a measure of "fitness" to each individual. Again, in the context of ophkation, 

this measure may be simply the value of the fiuiction. Higher fitness values are given to 

those individuals that an closer to the solution being sought. This performance measure 

is used later to focus the search on more promising regions of the search space. If no 

solution is found, the search continues and a new population is generated. However, the 

next generation of individuais is generated h m  the current population. 

The generation of a new population can be viewed as a two-step process. Fint, 

selection is applied to the current population to create an intemediate population. 

Second, reproduction is applied to the intermediate population to create the n m  

population. During the selection process, individu&, now cded  parents, are selected 

randomly from the current population using a scheme that favors higher fitness 

individuals. Good individuals may be selected several times, while poor ones may never 

be selected. The selection process continues until an intemediate population is generated. 

Reproduction then randomly selects pairs of parents fiom the intermediate population, 

and applies genetic operators like crmsover and mutation to generate two new individuals 



d l e d  offspring. Once created, offspring can be copied into the next generation, and the 

process is repeaîed d l  a new population is generated. 

The new population can then be evaluated and the process of selection and 

recombination repeated, if necessary. The entire process of creaîing a new population 

fkom the current population is referred to as a generation. 

2.1.1 Problem dependent components 

Typically, the genetic algorithm is linked to the problem that is being solved by two 

components: a problem encoding and an evulzuztion function. As a first step in the 

development of any genetic algorîthrn, a way of encoding (or representing) potential 

solutions must be found. Genetic algorithms require potential solutions to be encoded in a 

"chromosome-like" data structure. The canonical genetic algorithm uses fixed-length 

binary strings. For example, if the original problem is to rnaximize a function of 3 

variables, the variables might be encodeci as 10-bit binary numbers concatenated to form 

a 30-bit string. The technique for encoding solutions varies fiom problem to problem. 

and no one representation is '%est'' for ail problans. In practice, any problem-dependent 

data structure can be used, including vectors of integer or real values, trees, or graphs. 

In addition to an encoding scheme, a suitable e v a l h o n  function must also be 

devised. The evaluation fiinction provides a measure of how each individual in the 

population performs on the problern. Usually, the hc t i on  returns a numeric value 

proportional to the "fitness" or "utility" of the individual. Ln the canonical genetic 

algorithm. this information is used later by a jihiess function which transfers the 

performance mesure into an ailocation of reproductive opportunities. The terms 

"evaluation fiinction" and "fi tness fhnction" are O ften used interchangeabiy . How ever, 

the evaluation of an individual is independent of al l  other members of the population, 

whereas the fitness of an individual is defined in relation to 0th members of the current 

population. 



In some cases, the evaluation fimction may be well dehed, as in the case of 

function optimization where the performance measure is simply the value of the function. 

In other cases, it may be necessary to develop a simulation of how potential solutions 

perform on the problem. Furthemtore, depending on the context, the evaluation may 

provide only an approximate muisure of pdomance .  This is fkquently true of real- 

world environments where the problem space can be sampled in only a !imited fashion. 

Usually, the evaluaîion function is required to be fast. This is because the genetic 

algorithm must evaluate a number of potential solutions - not just a single soiution as is 

the case with other probabilistic algorithrns. In addition, the evaluation function may also 

be responsible for identifjang a mie s 0 2 ~ 0 n  among the many potential solutions. For 

example, in the cuntext of constraint-satisfaction, a solution may be any individual that 

saîisfies al1 of the problem constraints. In other situations, a solution may be recognized 

when the current population has certain ctiaracteristics, or some other temiination cntena 

have been met. 

2.1.2 Selection 

Ln grnerai, the selection component of the genetic algorithm aims to give more 

reproductive chances to '%etier" population memben, where "%etter" is defined by the 

problem's evaluation function. The strategy is based on the assumption that higher 

fitness individuals are more likely to produce offspring with higher fitness; otherwise 

selectùig "'bette? individu& makes no sense. By focusing on superior individuds, the 

search can target the more promishg regions of the search space. 

Selection can be incorporated into the genetic algorithm in a variety of ways. For 

example, in the context of selecthg parents for the intermediate population, a number of 

different strategies exist: fibess-proportiond seiection, tournament selection, remainder 



stochastic sampling etc. For the sake of brevity, ody the f3st two selection mechanisms 

are discussed, but a good ovenriew of parent-selection schemes can be found in [17]. 

in fimess-proportional selection, the strategy of choice in Holland's original work 

[Il ,  individu& are selected for reproduction in proportion to their fitness; that is, given a 

population of size i, the probabiiity of seiecting individual a, with fitness f(aJ is: 

This technique is ofkn referred to as rotdette-wheel selechon, because it can be 

viewed as aiIocating pie-shaped slices on a roulette wheei to population members, with 

each slice proportional to the member 's fitness. Selection of a population rnember to be a 

parent can be viewed as a spin of the wheel, with the winning individual king  the one in 

whose slice the roulette spinner aids rrp. 

In the previous stnuegy, the intermediate step of computing a modined fitness (or 

probability) can be avoided by using t o m m e n t  selecrion [18]. In tournanient selection 

two (or more) individu& are randomly selected h m  the current population. Whichever 

has the higher evaluation fitness is imrnediately copied into the intermediate population, 

and both individuals are retumed to the current population. The process repeats untii the 

intermediate population has been generated, 

Selection can also be incorporated into the g d c  algorithm by contmlhg which 

individuah are "replaced" h m  generation to generation. The strategies just described 

assume that the entire population is replaced evexy generation. This is known as 

generational replacement, but it giva no guarantee that the '%est" individu& in the 

current generation wili appear in subsequent generatiom. They simply may not be 

selected, or they may be destroyed drrring the reproduction process. 



In con- dtemative stratepies like steaày-sttnte replacement [19] have been 

proposed, where only a few individuals are replaced each generation. For example, two 

parents are selected according to some selection mechanism; then recombinaiion is 

perfomed producing two offspring; W y ,  the offspting replace the two lowest fitness 

members of the population. De Jong has aiso proposed an elirist strategy [20]. In the 

simplest case, the best individual in each grneration is copied mconditionally into the 

next generation. A cumprehensive overview of replacement strategies can also be found 

in [17]. 

2.13 Reproduction 

Selection enables the genetic algorithm to "expiait" those regions of the search space that 

appear more promising. The process of creating new individuals from existing 

individuais, known as reproduction, aliows the genetic algorithm to "explore" new 

points in the search space by creating new individuals. Durkg the reproductive phase o f  

the genetic algorithm, parents are mndomly selected h m  the intermediate population and 

recombined, producing offspring in the next generation. Recornbination is typically 

perfomied using the genetic operators crossover and mutation. 

Crossover enables the random sharing of information among individu& in the 

population. For example, in the canonical genetic aigorithm, two parent strings are 

randomly selected h m  the intermediate population; a random position common to both 

strings is detertnined, and the substrings to the right of that position are switched 

producing two new offspring. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Crossover is not usually 

applied to alI pairs of parents selected for reproduction. Rather, it is applied to each pair 

with probability Pc. Typical values ofPc  include P, = 0.6 [20] and P, E [0.75.0.95] [21]. 

If crossover is not applied, offspring are produced by simply duplicating the parents. 
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Figure 2 2  : Simple i -point crossover. 

Before offspring are copied into the next generation, mutation may be performed in 

order to allow d l  random changes to occur. In the canonical genetic algorithm. 

mutation is applied ta each offspring after crossover, with some low probability denoted 

Pm. A random bit in the seing is selected, and inverted. This is illustrateci in Fig. 2.3. In 

other implementations, a new bit is created, in which cue, there is a 50% chance the bit 

will be inverted. Cornmon values for Pm include Pm = 0.001 [20] and Pm E [0.005,0.01] 

WI- 

Mutation 
f oint 

Figure 2.3 : Bit mutation. 

Ln practice, the irnplernentation of crossover and mutation depends on the encoding 

scheme employed. Clearly, if individu& are represented as trees or graphs, the 

implementation of the operators will Vary signincantly h m  simple bit-string 



manipulations. Operators must ofkn be tailored to the problem being solved, and a 

number of variants exist [22], even of  the simple operators described above. 

2.1.4 The need for enhancements 

One of the objectives of this thesis is to use genetic algorithms in the implementation of a 

retargetable, optimizing compiler for DSPs. However, this domain nahuaily imposes 

certain practical requirements on the modules that employ GAs. Specifically, those 

modules m u t  be able to run unsupenrised, and locate (near) optimal solutions quickly. 

Unfortunately, despite the genetic algorithm's advantages and practical successes, it has 

a tendency to converge slowly and to depend on adjustabIe parameters. 

One of the major drawbacks of the genetic algorithm is the number of parameters 

that must be adjusted [23]. For example, appropriate probabilities must be specified for 

contmlling the rates of crossover and mutation. The usual approach to fmding suitable 

parameters is to perform a large amount of experimentation, as exemplified by Schaeffer 

et. al. [21]. However, effective parameters for one problem, may prove ineffective for 

other problem types and instances [Ml. 

Moreover, there is wide agreement among GA practitioners that for large numbers 

of problems, appropriate parameter values change during the course of the genetic search. 

Therefore, some researchers have investigated dynamic [25] and static strategies [26] for 

varying the mutation and crossover rates over the coune of the search. 

Performance c m  also be an issue with genetic algorithms. Whitely [27] has 

remarked that "though GAs exhibit a more global sampluig of the search space than more 

traditional types of search techniques, it is incorrect to assume that the genetic search 

tends towards the global optimum within the search space". In other words, global 

sampling does not guarantee quick convergence to a global optimum. Furthemore, De 

Jong [28] notes a failure by many to distinguish between "GAs as fiinction optimizers" 



and "GAs are fhction optimizers". Although genetic algorithms can be us4 for 

function optimization, they are not primarily h c t i o n  optimizers. 

The problem of poor performance is an ongoing concem, and many performance 

enhancements have been suggested. Problem-independent techniques include steady- 

state selection 1191 and De Jong's elitist [20] strategy. Although these techniques help 

the GA rapidly locate the region in which the global optimum may exist, they sometimes 

cause the search to b'premahirely converge" to suboptimal solutions. When this occurs, 

there is very little difference between the '%est" and "average" fitness individuals 

amongst the population. Consequently, selection or crossover cannot do much to 

improve things. M y  mutation remains to explore new points in the search space; and it 

does this by performing a random walk. 

The most common solution to the problem of premature convergence is to employ 

selection schernes where fitness values are scaled to avoid "super-individuals" 

dominating the population. By scaling the fitness of exceptional individuais, the 

maximum numba of reproductive chances they acquire can be controlled. Typical 

examples of scaIing strategia are fimess ranking [29] and finiess scaling [17]. A 

comprehensive discussion can be found in 1231. A host of problemdependent strategies 

also exist, which tend to exploit available knowledge about the problem domain. For 

example, they may use additionai information to restrict the search space, or exploit 

apparent symmetries in the objective function. 

To transform the canonical GA into a more suitable algorithm on which to base the 

remainder of this wo& several enhancements are proposed in Section 2.4. The 

enhancements are designed to overcome the two major weaknesses of the GA: 

dependence on adjustable paramet ers and slow convergence rate. The enhancements 

exploit the fact that the GA is being used to solve coIlStraint-satisfaction problems, but 

are otherwise problem independent. 



2.2 Constraint-satisfaction problems 

The problems considered later in this thesis are dl modeled as Cornaint Satisfaction 

Problems (CSPs). A constraint-satisfaction problem consists of a set of problem 

variables, a domain of potential values for each variable, and a set of conrtraints 

specimng which combinations of values are acceptable. A feezble solution speci fies an 

assignrnent of a value to each variable that does not violate any of the constraints. A 

trivial example is show below. 

A 
[O, 1.21 domain 

C variable 
[f 2 1  

Figure 2.4 : CSPS were developed to solve problems like this. 

Figure 2.4 shows three variables A, B, and C, their domains, and the cowtraints that 

exist between them. A feasible solution can only be f o n d  by assigning A=l , B=1, and 

C=2. In this case, both constraints are said to be satrsfied. Assigning A=2 and 8=2 

results in an inféasible solution, since the constraint A<C would be violated. In general, 

a CSP consists of a finite number of problem variables de- over a discrete or 

continuous domain. The relationships between the variables are u s u d y  expressed as a 

series of linear (e.g., 5) constraints. However, in this work rnechanisms exist for 

expressing nonlinear constraints (e.g., *) as weii. 

Frequently, many feasible solutions may exist for a given problem. In CSPs where 

some solutions are '%etter" than others, it may be necessary to find an "optimal" or 'hear- 

optimal" solution according to some objective fiction. This turns the CSP into a 



wrnponent of an optimization problem, where a particular objective is to be muximized or 

minimired over the set of fearible solutions. For example, in the context of scheduling, 

the objective may be to find a minimum length schedule that does not violate any 

ordering constraints. However, the objective bct ion may be non-trivial (e-g., finding a 

feasible schedule having minimum length that also rninimizes any resources necessary to 

implernent the schedule). The requirement that the solution found be optimal is known as 

the Consnuint Satisfaction Optirnikation Problem (CSOP) [30]. 

In this thesis, the problerns considered are primarily pure CSPs, where the problem 

variables have finite, discrete domains and are related by a set of linear (and possibly 

non-linear) constraints. Each constraint is deked  over some subset of the original set of 

variables and limits the combinations of values that the variables in this subset can 

assume. In aii  instances, the goal is to find a feasible solution where one assignment to 

the variables satisfies dl of the constraints. in cases where the ''optunal" solution is 

desired, two different strategies are employed. However, both techniques are still based 

on finding feasible solutions. A more detailed description is provided later in Section 

2.4.4. 

2 3  Solving CSPs using genetic algorithrns 

A variety of standard algorithms exist for solving CSPs, each with varying degrees of 

effectiveness, depending on the application being considered. A comprehensive o v e ~ e w  

of more traditional approaches can be found in [3 11. Since CSPs are NP-complete [3 O], 

approaches that consider the complete search space are O fien limited to small problems, 

due to the problem of combinatonal explosion. Consequently, Tsang [2] has recently 

argued in favor of stochastic methods like genetic dgorithms. Taking his original 

suggestion, this work proposes a series of enhancements to the canonical genetic 

algorithm to enable it to efficiently solve constraint-satisfaction problems in the context 

of code generation. 



Although, no universal strategy for solving CSPs has been developed for genetic 

algorithms [23], four major optimlzation strategies have emerged that one might consider 

for solving CSPs and CSOPs. These include handling constraints by: 

rejecting inféasible solutions; 

introducing specialized operaton to preserve feasibility; 

repairing infeasible solutions; and, 

using penalty functions to penalize violated constraints. 

Al1 four strategies attempt to generate popuIatiom that become more feasible over 

tirne, and many (or only) f a i b l e  solutions may exist withui the population at any given 

tirne. By maintaining multiple f a i b l e  solutions, it is hoped that their recornbination will 

eventuaily lead to the discovery of the ''optimal" (feasible) solution. (Of course in a pure 

CSP, the appearance of even one fa ib le  solution constitutes success.) Each strategy is 

now briefly discussed. 

23.1 Reject infeasible solutions 

The simplest of all strategies is to reject infeasible individuals; that is, solutions with one 

or more vioiateà constraints. Whenever an infeasible individual is obtained, the creation 

process of the individual is repeated, until a feasible individual is found. Although 

conceptually straightforward, the approach has the disadvantage that if the original 

problem is highiy constrained, the algorithm may spend most of its time (randomly) 

creating and rej ecting individuals. 

23.2 Introduce specialùied operators 

Another approach avoids inféasible solutions altogether by ernploying h ighly-specialiizd 

operators that allow only feasible solutions to be generated. Often, the operators Vary 

h m  the traditional genetic operators and, in many cases, are non-trivial requiring 



substantial cornputational overhead. For example, in [32] crossover is c h e d  out, based 

on the result of first performing a binary search to locate the crossover point in the string 

that will lead to the maximum exchange of beneficial information. Sùnilarly, the 

crossover operator in [33] employs a heuristic rnechanim specifically designed for the 

problem being solved. In general, the effectivenas of the operators ofien depends on the 

application being considered. Furthermore, designing operators to maintain feasibility is 

often non-trivial. (It is the entire objective of a pure CSP.) 

2 3 3  Deterministic repair s t r a t e e s  

Glover [34] observeci that techniques that allow movement through infeasible regions of 

the search space tend to yield more rapid opthkation and produce better solutions than 

approaches that limit the search trajectory only to feasible regions of the search space. 

With this in rnind, Liepens et. al. [35] suggest using detemiinistic repoir algorithms for 

handling constraint violations. 

In this approach, infeasible solutions are transformed into feasible solutions using a 

special, problem-specific repair algorithm. In Liepen's origuial strategy, the repair 

algorithm was not used to modify the composition of the string. Rather, the fitness of 

the string was determined by h t  "repairing" a copy of the string, and îhen by rneasuring 

the "distance" from the original string. Hence, the fitness of a string was a measure of 

how far it is fiom the closest feasible solution. Of course, the approach assumed that it 

was known how to generate a feasible solution in the f h t  place. 

Orvosh and Davis [36] found that the previous approach could be improved by 

rehiniing a srnail percentage (typicdy Iess than 5%) of the repaired strings to the 

population. Orvosh and Davis speculated that replacing the original sCring moved the 

search rapidly h m  the boundary of a basin of attraction to a feasible region. However, a 

signincant amount of computationd overhead may be required to repair each string. 



Finthemore, repairing a string may be as difficult as the original problem. Nevertheless, 

the approach c m  be very helpful if a good repair heuristic is available. 

23.4 Penalty functions 

The most common strategy employed for solving CSPs is to use penafv functions. 

Penalty fûnctions have the advantage of being able to consider infeasible parts of the 

search space - constraint violation cornes at the expense of some penalty. Initially, the 

random population of the GA is Wcely to contain strings with many violated constraints. 

As such, only a mal1 p d t y  is rquired. However, as the population becornes more and 

more feasible, the penalty function should increase in order to reflect the growing 

feasibility of the population. Typical examples of this approach cm be found in [37] and 

P81. 

The fitness fiinction is simply a s u m  of the objective frnction and the penalty 

function. If no constraints are violated, the penalty function is O. The main limitation is 

d e t e d g  an appropriate penalty-function weight. If the penalty is too hi& the 

emphasis wiU be on finding a feasible solution, and the GA is likely to converge 

premaîurely to a sub-optimal solution. However, if the penalty is too low, the GA may 

never h d  a feasible sohxtion. 

In practice, the design of penalty functions is non-trivial and is often problem 

dependent. In addition to the previous approaches, a number of other rniscellaneous 

strate* have been reported. A comprehensive o v e ~ e w  can be found in (231. 

2.3.5 Conclusions from literature 

For a number of practical reasons, we believe that the previous approaches are not 

suitable for achieving the objectives of this work. First, each of the approaches, except 

for rejecting infeasible solutions, is highly problem dependent. In the context of code 



generation, this means developing different operators, penalty fûnctions, etc. for each 

optimization module. However, one of the goals of this work is to show that the same 

'%basic" algorithm can be used throughout the d e  generator in different contexts to 

solve a variety of problems. 

Furthemore, many of the code generator's optimizations are conikonted by search 

spaces that are highly irregular. The problem constraints often interact in such a way that 

a large nurnber of values must be modifieci to reach a feasible solution, even though just a 

few wnstraints are violated. This lack of co'~~espondence between violated consîraints 

and distance fiom feasibility makes penalty functions especially hard to design. Our 

whole problem is to find some feasibie solution. If a repair function were available, the 

problem would be solved. "Discarciîng inféasible soiutions" and "keeping solutions 

feasible" are out of the question when no solutions in the population are feasible, and the 

appearance of one ends our quest. 

Moreover, the problem is made worse by the issue of remgerability. Different 

processors have different architectures and capabilities. Consequently, an optimization 

module rnay be required to optimize one "feature7' for one machine, and a different 

"feature" for another. Machinedependent repair functions, specialized operaton, and 

penalty hctions are problemabc when the architectures themselves may not be known 

ahead of time. 

2.4 Enhancing the genetic algorithm 

The enhanced genetic algorithm presented here is being used to solve pure constraint- 

satisfaction problems. The EGA seeks to find a single feasible solution. In this respect, 

the EGA can be viewed as starting with a population of infeasible solutions and working 

towards reducing the infeasibility. The moment any individual in the population satisfies 

al1 of the problem wn~traints, a feasible solution is foumi, and the algorithm tenninates. 

A novel aspect of this work is that it does not rely on problem-specific trming or 



modifications. We show later how the enhanceci genetic algorithm can be run multiple 

times to find a near-optimai solution, when desireci- 

This Section describes how the canonical genctic algorithm has been enhanced to 

solve CSPs effectively. Each potential solution is encoded as a fixed-length vector of 

integer values, where each vector element corresponds to a unique problem variable and 

c m  assume any value defined within the variable's domain. 

2.4.1 Directed mutation 

Traditionally, mutation has been viewed as a means of introducing divers@ into the 

population, since proportional selection causes the population to converge to a set of very 

similar individuals. For example, if all of the strings in a population converge to O at a 

given position, and the optimal solution requires a 1 at that position, crossover cannot 

restore the O to a 1; only mutation can. Due to its potentially disruptive behavîor, 

mutation has often been relegated to the role of a "secondary'' operator perforrned at a 

very low rate. As such, the mutation operator's ability to improve search performance 

kequently goes mealized More recently, work by Schaffer et. al. [39] has shown that, 

for certain problems, genetic dgorithms can perfom just as well when mutation alone is 

the "primary" operator. However, deterrnining the mutation rate that will lead to the best 

overall performance remains an elusive problem. 

Directed mutation, proposed here, improves search performance and automatically 

contmls the rate at which mutation is applied to offspring. However, imlike Holland's [ 1 ] 

original mutation operator, directed mutation is not applied probabilistically according to 

a prespecified rate. Rather, before offspring are placed into the "next" generation, they are 

evaluated to detemine the number of constraints they violate. Every time a constraint is 

violated, mutation is perfonned in an attempt to rectify the problem and satisQ the 

constraint However, instead of randomly selecîing just "any" variable@) to change in 

the string, one of the variables involved in the violated constraint is selected with uniform 



probability. A replacement value is then selected with Miforrn probability h m  that 

variable's (discrete) domain. In this way, mutation is "directed" to where problems exist. 

(individual) 

possible 
mutations 

v 

wnstraints 1 1 1 no change - ['v2I 1 1 2 so,km 

A-8 satisfied 

A C  vr'oateû 

0 1 1 A=B violated 

2 1 1 A=B and A<C violated 

figure 2.5 : An example of directed mufation. 

An example based on the CSP nom Fig. 2.4 is given in Fig. 2.5, where three 

variables A, 8, and C have all been assigne- the value of 1.  The assignment satisfies the 

constraint A=B, while violating the constra.int M C .  Since only the latter constraint is 

violateci, directeci mutation considers cbanging only its variables. Both variables A and C 

have an equal probability of being sele-cted Notice that if variable C is selected, two 

possible mutations exist, one of which leads to a feasible solution- However, selectuig 

variable A results in three different mutations, none of which represents a feasible 

solution. 



The constraints and current values of the variables determine the rate at which 

mutation is performed. The "role" directed mutation perforrns depends on the state of 

the search. If a potential solution violates a large number of constrahts, directed mutation 

will behave like a 'primary" operator. Alternatively, if a potential solution violates 

relaîively few constraints, directed mutation will be applied infrequenty, making the 

operator sornewhat "secondaq". Results presented in Chapter 3 show that directed 

mutation has the ability to dramatically improve the performance of the genetic search. 

2.4.2 Partial elitism 

The performance of a genetic algorithm can be improved by using an elitist policy where 

outstanding individual(s) are wpied fkom one generation to the next The one descnbed 

in [20] unconditionally copies the best individual. Another strategy is to only copy the 

b a t  individual in the current generation if no increasingly fit individual has been found 

between generations. Regardes of the implementation, elitist policies sometimes lead to 

premature convergence when used in the context of optimization ([22] pp. 245). 

Premature convergence results nom a loss in genetic diversity prior to the discovery of 

the optimal solution. By favoring a few comparatively high fitness individuals, the 

population may quickly converge to a local optimum. 

Partial elitism is designeci to cornpensate for the loss of divenity caused by 

selection, while maintainhg (for the most part) the performance benefit of elitism. 

Perhaps the easiest way to understand how partial eIitism works, is to compare its 

implementation to another elitist strategy described in Fig. 2.6(a). First, crossover and 

mutation create two offspring, but they are not automatically copied into the next 

population. Rather, the fibiess of both offspring is detennined and compared to the 

fitness of both parents. The two individuals with the higheçt fitness are then selected to 

appeai in the next generation. Consequently, offspring are no longer guaranteed 

membership in the next generation, nor are parents forced to die after a single generation. 
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Figure 2.6 : (a) Standard elitisrn; (b) Partial elitism. 

Partial elitisrn is simila. to the previous strategy, but ciiffers in one major regard: the 

swpe of the elitist strategy is limited to the crossover operator. This is illustrated in Fig. 

2.6@). The previous elitist strategy compared parents to offspring a m  mutation had 

been applied to the offspring. With partial elitism, parents ar d offspring are still 

compared on the basis of fitness - but before mutation (in this w e  directeci mutafion) 

has been applied to the offspring. Thus, the partial elitist strategy ody considers the 

effectiveness of the crossover operator. Offspring are selected to appear in the next 

generation if crossover alone produces offspring with higher fitness values than the 

original parents. Directed mutation is t'en applied to the two fittest individuais that are 

selected, possibly including one or both parents. By postponing the application of 



directed mutation, diversity is reintrodud into the next population, and the likeiihood of 

prernature convergence reduced. 

Furthennore, by coupling partial elitism with directed mutation, appropnate operator 

rates need not be determineci a priori; crossover is ulways perfonned, while directed 

mutation is applied when and where necessary as described earlier. As will be shown 

later, the combination of partial eiitism and directed mutation results in an irnprovement 

in search performance for a variety of problems. 

2.43 Population size 

An ongoing problem of interest in the field of genetic aigorithms is how to select an 

appropriate population size for a given problem. uituitively, it c m  be argued thai if a 

population is too small, it may be impossible to maintain or establish suflicient diversity. 

Altematively, if the population is too large, "go& individuais may find themselves 

swamped by numemus iderior strings or close copies of themselves. 

In practice, the size of the population is influenced by a variety of factors including 

the problem i ~ e l f ,  the way the problem is encoded, and the operators used to manipulate 

the encoding (1221 pp. 347). Goldberg [40] has studied population size in the context of 

binary representations and standard operaton, but no conclusive resdts exist for all GA 

implementations and possible problems. In general, only experimentation can provide a 

suitable m e r .  In this thesis, population sizes of 10 to 30 strings will normally be used. 

Interestingly, it will be shown that for many problems, the EGA performs effectively, and 

therefore more efficiently, when snall populations (e-g., size 10) are us&. 

2.4.4 Solving CSOPs using EGAs 

The previous enhancements are designed to enable the EGA to solve CSPs efficiently. 

However, since the EGA can ofien h d  multiple solutions to a given problem quickly, the 



scope of problems considered by the EGA can be extended to include ~p t imht ion  

problems. In the context of code generation, the term "true" optimum is difficult to 

define, and ofien a near optimum solution will suffice. 

As part of this work, two different strategies are employed when solving CSOPs. 

However, both strategies avoid optimizing the objective fiinction directly , and both 

involve running the EGA multiple tima. The first avoids any form of optimization 

altogether by simply generating a "pool" of feasible solutions and then selecting the 

solutions that best exploit the objective fimction. The second approach pursues an 

optimal solution by seekhg a succession of feasible solutions, each with tighter 

constraints than its predecessor. Both approaches are discwed below. 

2.4.4.1 The feasible pool approach 

The first strategy proposed is targeted towards solving CSPs with multiple objectives. 

Finding the "%est" solution to a problem with overlapping and sometimw conflicting 

objectives is non-trivial. Even for a particular problem instance, the notion of '%est" is 

unclear, and more than one "very good" solution may be retained for M e r  processing. 

To simplify the process, the EGA is run multiple tirnes to generate a pool of several 

feasible solutions, with no consideration for optimization. Each solution in the pool is 

evaluated by the objective fiuiction, and the solution(s) with the highest (or lowest) 

weightings are selected. 

Perhaps surprisingly, this simple technique has proven to be very effective on a wide 

variety of problems. There are two major advantages to this approach. Finf since the 

objective h c t i o n  is not being evaluated as part of the EGA, search performance is 

improved. A relatively large pool of solutions can often be generated quickly. Second, by 

isolating feasibility fiom optimization, it avoids the problems associated with other 

techniques, such as designing penalty ~c t ions ,  repair bctions, or specialized operaton 

- an often impossible ta&. 



2.4.4.2 The succession of feasible solutions approach 

The second strategy demibed is targeted towards solving CSPs with a single, well- 

defineci objective. In [41], Grewd demonstrates that certain of these CSPs can be solved 

optimally using integer-programming techniques, without directly optimizing the 

objective function. The approach involves solving a series of CSPs with increasingly 

tighter constraints, until an optimal solution is found. The "constraint" being tightened is 

basically the objective function, with each application of the CSP requiring a "bener" 

objective value than before. 

The same approach is taken here. The EGA seeks a succession of feasible solutions, 

each having tighter constraints than its predecessor. The tightening of constraints 

continues untii no feasible solutions can be found. The previous value of the "objective" 

constraint is taken to be the (near) optimal solution. One of the ciifferences be~reen this 

approach and the nrsf is that the EGA is worlang on a "different", more consnained 

problem each time it is run. Results presented later will show that this too is an effective 

approach for solving CSPs, although in the code generator it is employed less frequently 

than the pool approach. 

2.5 Summary 

In this thesis it is assumed that the enhanced genetic algorithm is being used to solve both 

CSPs and CSOPs. In both cases, the problems are enwded using hed-length vectors of 

integer values. CSOPs may require ninning the EGA multiple times. The features of the 

EGA include: 

rather small population size (1 0 to 30 individuals), 

proportional selection, 

generatiod replacement, 



1 -point crossover (always performed), 

directed mutation (major operator, whose rate of application is dynamic but is 

detemiined in the same way for al1 problems), 

partial elitism (to improve performance whiIe retaining diversity), 

ability to nm unchanged and unsupervised on any suitable problem. 

The next Chapter is devoted to demonstrathg the effectiveness of the previous 

enhancements by applying the EGA to the well hown graph-coloring problem. 



Chapter 3 

Exploring the Enhanced Genetic Algorithm 

3.0 Graph edge coloring 

The effectiveness of the enhanced genetic aigorithm is now critically examined by 

applying it to the NP-complete problem of graph edge coloring. A graph G is k-colorable 

if each edge can be assigned one of k colors so that no two adjacent edges receive the 

same color. The number of edges incident a vertex is refèrred to as the vertex degree. The 

central problem in the theory of graph coloring is to constnict an algorithm that, given a 

graph, G, and an integer, k, determines if the graph can be k-colored, and if so, what that 

culorhg is. A related problem is to find the chromatic number of a graph; ihat is, the 

minimum number, k such that the graph can be kcolored. There are many practical 

applications of graph wloring such as scheduling [42], routing [43], circuit testing [44], 

and register ailocation [45] just to mention a few. As yet there are no efficient general 

algorithms for these NP-complete graph problems, and none of the algorithms in the 

Literature perform well on large graphç (i.e., where the number of vertices is greater than 

1 O00 [46]). 

There are two basic strategies behind most graph doring aigorithms: bachacking 

and heuristic ordering. In backttacking algonthms, the vertices (edgcs) are considered in 

a sequential order and assigned a wlor that has not already been assigned to one of its 



neighhrs. Given that a k-colorkg is being attempted, any time that a &+l'th color is 

needed, the algorithm abandons the current vertex (edge), backtracks to the previous 

vertex (edge), and changes the choice in color that had been made there. This algorithm 

will either find a k-coloring or exhaustively show that none is possible. In the worst case, 

this is an exponentid algorithm [3 11. Improvements on this basic theme can be achieved 

by ordering the vertices (edges) in special ways. 

Many algorithmç are driven by heuristics, based on the assumptions that a vertex of 

high degree is harder to color than one of lower degree, and that coloring many vertices 

with the same mlor is desirable. These algorithm rely on coloring the vertices in some 

order, such as by descending degree [47l. One of the best coloring algorithm for 

reasonably srnail graphs is to repeatdy choose a vertex with the largest color-degree and 

assign it the srnailest possible color. The color-degree is the number of colon currently 

used to color a vertex's adjacent neighbors. If there is more than one vertex with the 

largest color-degrce, the one that is adjacent to the most uncolored vertices is chosen. 

This algorithm's performance is reasonable on graphs of under 100 vertices, where it 

colors them using at most a few extra coiors. But even this algorithm does not scale up 

well to graphs with 1000 or more vertices. 

3.1 The EGA approach 

Graph-coloring algorithm are ofien tested by applying them to the graph 3-cdorabili~y 

problem [48], a well-studied, NP-cornpiete problem that is used to mode1 certain 

scheduling and allocation problems, among others. This problem is especidy difficult to 

solve due to the special, symmetiic structure of the graph. 

In the experiments that foUow, the EGA is used to find both optimal (3color) 

solutions, and near-optirnal(4-color) solutions. This is done by running the EGA twice: 

once to find a 4 coloring, then once more to find a 3 coloring. It is lmown ahead of time 



thaî all of the graphs used here are in fact 3-colorable. Of course, the strategy c m  be 

extended to graphs where the chromatic number is not hown a priori. 

Ln general, to fuid the chromatic number and a feasible coloring, the EGA c m  be run 

on a given graph using j colors, where j is reasonable and at least as large as the actual 

chromatic number The algorithm is given a pre-detennined number of generations in 

which to find a feasible J-doring. If it cm do this, the algorithm then attempts to fmd a 

(i-1)-coloring, and so on, until it cannot h d  a feasible coloring in the allotted time. 

Dependhg on the t h e  given each coloring atiempt, the EGA wiil h d  either the 

chromatic number or an approximate (Le., larger) solution. More time per application 

wodd improve chances for finding the optimum. (In the examples presented later, the 

EGA always succeeds in hding the chromatic number.) 

3.2 The formulation 

The problem of finding a feasible j-coloring of edges can be forda ted  as a constraint- 

satisfaction problem. The following symbols identi@ object types and index important 

objects in the solution: nodes are indexed by z; edges are indexed by e; and colors are 

indexed by c. The formulation also uses: J ,  the index set of colors; N, a large constant 

p a t e r  than the number of edges in the graph; and S, the index set of edges incident to 

node i. In addition, the formulation uses the following binary variables: C, (if C,=I, 

color c is required in the final solution); and, X, (if X,=I, edge e is assigned co lor c). 

The following constraints must be satisfied in a final solution, and the number 

satisfied by any candidate solution determines the fitness of the solution: 

1. Each edge must be assigned exactly one color. 

Ve: C X , = ~  



For every node i, dl incident edges must be assigned unique colors. 

I f  an edge, e, uses a specific color, c, variable Cc representing that color must have 

value I in the ha1 solution- 

Conssaints 1 and 2 ensure that each edge is a valid coloring. Constraint 3 guarantees that 

each color assigned to any edge will be counted in the final solution. 

The following 6 aigorithms are designed to show how different combinations of 

enhancements affect the performance of the genetic algorithm and its ability to h d  

solutions. Each algorithm is used to color the dodecahedron in Fig. 3.1. which contains 

20 vertices and 30 edges. 

1. canonical GA 

2, GA with elitism 

3. GA with pamal elitism 

4. GA with directed mutation 

5 .  GA with elitism and directed mutation 

6. GA with partial elitism and directed mutation (Le., EGA) 

Those algoritbms not using partial elitism or directed mutation use the following 

crossover and mutation probabiIities: Pm E [0.001,0.05] and P, E [0.50,0.95]. Each 

algorithm uses a population of 30 individuah, and temiinates if no solution is found d e r  

2000 generations. (Note: The results presented below each represent the arithmetic mean 

of 100 independent trials.) 



Figure 3.1 : dodeeahedron. 

Table 3.1 indicaies that the fhst three algorithms perfonned very poorly on the 

problan. The canonica.1 GA (algorithm 1) failed to locaîe a single solution- Even with 

the aid of elitism (algorithm 2), the GA did not converge to a solution. When elitism 

was replaced withpmtiai elitisrn (algorithm 3), the GA was able to locate a few solutions. 

However, partial elitism, by itself, did not dramatically increase the number of solutions 

found. Nevertheless, a ciramatic improvernent did occur when standard mutation was 

replaced with directed mutation (algorithm 4). Solutions were located 98% of the tirne. 

Furthemore, the average number of generations required to obtain a solution feil kom 

1468 (in algorithm 3) to 320. 

Table 3.1: Performance of each afgorithm on grapheIoring problem. 

1 1 f I I 

Solutions l O l O I 3 I 98 l 50 I 100 I 
1 1 A b  1 1 Alg 2 1 Ab3 1 1 w 5 Alg 6 

The performance of algorithm 5 illustraies the advantages and disadvantages of using 

conventional elitisrn and directed mutation. The benefit is that the number of generations 

required to obtain solutions is firrther reduced on average h m  320 to 5 5 .  The drawback 

is that fewer solutions are found. Algorithm 4 locates solutions 98% of the time, while 

algorithm 5 locates solutions only 50% of the tirne- This reduction is due to the elitist 

strategy's well known propensity to cause premature convergencev a probtem easily 

ovemorne by the EGA using partial elitism- 

I 

Generations 1 2000 2000 1 468 320 
I 

55 I 26 



The EGA (algorithm 6) uses directexi mutation and partial elitism. Table 3.1 shows 

that the EGA locates solutions 100% of the t h e .  As well, each solution (on average) is 

locaîed after ody 26 genaations. By coupling directed mutation and partial elitism, 

search performance is irnproved and premature convergence is avoided. 

The propensity for elitism to cause premature convergence and the ability of partial 

elitism to avoid it is M e r  exploreci in Fig. 3.2. The graph shows the average population 

fitness for algorithms 5 and 6 over a typical nui. Initially, the fimess of both populations 

increases steadily. However, after only 28 generations, the linearity of the graph for 

algorithm 5 indicates thaî the population has prematurely converge& Algorithm 5 

continueci to run for another 1900 generations but was unable to escape the local minima 

in which it found itself trappe& even with the help of a robust operator like directed 

mutation. 

solution 
found 

Gene rations 

Figure 3.2 : Avoiding premature convergence using partial elitism. 

In con- algorithm 6 (which uses partial elitism) does not prematurely converge. 

Nthough the average fitness of the population remains hi& it continues to v q  



somewhat, indicating the ongoing diversity. The ability to refain diversity is crucial if 

premahne convergence is to be avoided. Eventually, a solution is found after only 61 

generaîions. 

3.4 Cornparison with integer-tinear programming 

In this Section the performance of the enhanced genetic algorithm is compared with that x 

of a more traditional non-GA approach - Integer-Linear Rogramming (TtP). Since ILPs 

are used in many of the same problem areas where the use of the EGA is proposed, they 

provide a good baseline for cornparison. Both the ILP and EGA are used to culor a 

series of increasingly larger 3colorable graphs. The EGA is nui once to h d  a 4-color 

solution, then run again with tighter wnstraints to find a 3-color solution. The ILP is 

only nm once to h d  an (optimal) 3-color solution. 

Table 32 : EGA versus ILP. 

Edges 

18 

27 

36 

45 

54 

63 

72 

81 

90 

99 

EGA (3-col~ts) 

0.08s 

0.1 2s 

024s 

0.32s 

0.36s 

0.56s 

0.80s 

1.04s 

1 -48s 

1 -64s 

EGA (4-colors) 

0.03s 

0.04s 

0.08s 

0.09s 

0.09s 

0.10s 

0.14s 

0.16s 

0.1 8s 

0.20s 

3 seconds 

to 

32 minutes 

Table 3.2 shows the times required by both approaches. The times recorded for the 

EGA represent the arithmetic mean of 100 independent trials. An initial cornparison 

r e v d  that the EGA was much more efficient in its search for a 3-color solution. Even 

when the times requited to find a k l o r  and 3-color solution are considered together, the 



EGA still fin& solutions in l e s  time than the ILP. This, in part, is due to the fact that the 

ILP must keep searchg until it has detennined that a 3coloring is the best that can be 

found; that is, no 2aloring exists. 

3.5 Optimal versus nearqptimai 

For larger graphs, neur-uptzml solutions can be v n y  attractive options, especially for 

applications thaî demand "fast" and "good enough" solutions. The following example 

shows how the EGA can be used to tind both optima1 and near-0ptima.i solutions for large 

3-colorable graphs. 

First, 10 large gr+ are randomly generated ranging in sîze fkom just over 100 

edga to just under 1 100 edges. The EGA is then used to find 25 near optimal (kolor), 

and 25 optimal (3alor) solutions for each graph. When seeking solutions, the EGA is 

ailowed to run for at most 10000 generations before the search is terminated, and a 

population size of 30 individuals is assumed. 

Table 3.3 clearly shows the advantages of seekuig a near-optimal solution. Ln each 

case, the EGA was able to find a h l o r  solution in just a fkt ion of the time required to 

find a 3-color solution. In addition, the EGA was always able to find a near-optimal 

solution. As the graphs became larger, the EGA found fewer and fewer 3-color solutions. 

This was primarily due to the arbitrary decision to limit the search to 1 0  generations. 

Larger problems tend to require more generations (on average) to find a solution. 

It shouid be noted that the connecfi@ of the graphs also adds to the difficulty of the 

problem. For example, the EGA requires approximately 1 minute on average to h d  an 

optimal coloring for a b i ~ r y  tree with roughly 1 100 edges. Furthmore, the EGA never 

fails to h d  a solution. A discussion of graph comectivity and its effect on search 

performance is wnsidered briefly in Section 3.7.4. 



Table 3.3 : Optimal versus neareptimal solutions in 25 trials. 

1 Edges 1 Solutions Generations CPU 1 Solutions CPU 
1 

3.6 Effects of enhancements on population size 

lor Solution 

TO show the effect of population size, the EGA is used to h d  optimal colorings for a 3- 

colorable graph with 70 edges, and a binary tree with 452 edges. Figure 3.3 shows that 

the (average) number of generations required to find solutions increases as the population 

becornes smaller. Intuitively, this can be understood fiom the fact that mialler 

populations tend to start with l e s  genetic diversity than larger populations. Therefore, 

more generations are required to generate that diversity. However, this does not 

necessarily mean that the EGA perfom most efficiently with larger populations. In 

some cases, the inertia of larger populations may lead to poorer performance, while 

smalla populations have the ability to change more rapidly and thus exhibit better 

perfomance. For exampie, Fig. 3.4 shows that the EGA actuaily found solutions fastest 

with a population of j ust 10. 

olor Solutio~ 
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Figure 3.3 : Population versus average nurnber of generations. 
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Figure 3.4 : Population versus average execution time (secs). 



It is believed that the EGA p&orms well with srnail populations because of the 

inherent power of directed mutation and partial elitism. Directed mutation c m  generate 

needed diversity quickly, and partial eLitism is able to retain the diversity. 

3.7 A closer look 

Most genetic algorithm raearch has focused on finding empirical mles for getting the 

GA to perform well. In this Section, an informal atîernpt is made to understand how the 

enhanceci genetic algorithm works. 

The genetic algorithm was not originally designed as an optimization tool. Its main 

goal is not to produce a number of "super" individuals, but to improve the average fitness 

of the population. (The rationale is that even superior individuals may be lost fiom the 

population, making it wise to invest in the entire population as opposed to just certain 

individuals.) In this regard, crossover can be viewed as a population based operator. Its 

role is to rapidly combine what is "good" in the initial population and to continue to 

spread what is good throughout the population as the GA nins. 

In the context of function optimi7atio11, the concem is with producing superior 

individuals with little regard to overall fitness of the population. In contrast to crossover, 

directed mutation is an iridividual based operator. 

3.7.1 Combined effects 

Figure 3.5 highhghts the effects of combining both individual-based and population- 

based operators (directed mutation and crossover) in the EGA. The graph shows the 

change in average population fitnas per generation, as the EGA is used to color a graph 

with just over 100 edges. Two data series are recorded. Ont measures the contribution 

of crossover and partial elitism; the other includes the additional contribution of directed 

mutation. 
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Figure 3.5 : The effect of partial elitism and directed mutation on fitness. 

The graph indicates that crossover and partial elitisrn combine to make a positive 

fitness contribution throughout the course of the search. Intuitively, this is to be 

expected, since crossover affects the entire population. Directed mutation makes a major 

contribution at the beginning of the search, as many constraints are initially vioiated. 

However, after this initial contribution, directed mutation may occasionally reduce the 

fitness improvement made by crossover and partial elitism. In a few instances, the 

inclusion of directeci mutation even results in a negative fitness contribution. 

Nevertheiess, on most generations a positive contribution is made, with directed mutation 

having a minimal negative affect. This is further illustrateci in Fig. 3.6. The graph shows 

the average population fitness prior to b t e d  mutation and afrer directed mutation is 

applied. Both c w e s  are nearly identicai. 
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Figure 3.6 : Average fitness before and after directed mutation is applied. 

Although Fig. 3.5 may suggest limiting the application of directed mutation, the 

experiments that follow will show that the EGA performs most efficiently when directed 

niutation is applied throughout. 

3.7.2 The importance of directed mutation 

The effects of vaying the application of directed mutation are considered in the 

following two experiments, where the objective is to color a graph with just over 100 

edges. The first experirnent examines the effects of applying directed mutation only 

every n generations. The larger n, the less directed mutation is performed, and the more 

crossover and partial elitism determine solutions. The results are illustrated in Fig. 3.7. 

The graph shows the average number of generations (for 10 n i d s )  required to find 

solutions. As the application fiequmcy of directed mutation is reduced, the average 



number of generations increases. The EGA perfomed best when directed mutation was 

perfomed every generation. 

1 2 4 6 8 10 

Generational Gap 

Figure 3.7 : Directed mutation applied every n generations. 

The behavior is c o b e d  by the second experiment. Here, directed mutation is 

applied to a violated constra.int with probability Ph. For example, P, 4.6 implies that 

there is a 60 percent chance that directed mutation will be appIied to a violated 

constraint. Figure 3.8 shows the effect using different probabilities ranghg fiom P,=0.3 

to P,=1.0. As in the hrst experiment, more generatiom were required as directed 

mutation was performed with lower probability. The best results were found when 

directed mutation was performed with probability 1.  It is interesthg to note that a 

cornparison of both graphs reveals that the strategy of applying mutation once every 10 

generations is superior to that of applying mutation every generation with probability 

0.3. In fact, when a probability of 0.1 is used, approximately 24000 generations are 

required, compared to just under 4000 when those mutations are performed "together" 

every 10th generation. 



Figure 3.8 : Performing directeci mutation probabilisiically. 

The previous experiments show that the EGA performs most efficiently when the 

state of the search is allowed to dictate when (and where) mutation is to be performed. 

They also reveal the inilnequacies associated with relying primarily on crossover and 

elitism to improve search performance. Consequently, one might wonder whether 

crossover makes enough of a contribution to justiQ its inclusion in the enhanceci GA. 

3.7.3 The importance of crossover 

The foilowing experiment reveals that crossover does make a significant contribution to 

the performance of the EGA. The experiment compares the performance of the EGA to a 

modified version of the algorithm that does not support the crossover operator. To 

generate offkpring, the modified algorithm simpiy selects pairs of parents fiom the 



intemediate population, perfomis directed mutation on them, and copies both individuals 

into the next population. 

Both algonthms are used to color graphs ranging in size fiom 102 to 534 edges. The 

dgorithms are applied to each graph 25 times, and the number of solutions found by each 

algorithm are recorded. Each algorithm was allowed at most 5000 generations before 

termimithg the search. Figure 3.9 shows that for srna11 graphs (approximately 300 edges) 

both algorithms perform sidarly. However, for larger graphs the EGA perfomis better. 

Although not shown, the modifieci version of the algorithm was unable to Iocate solutions 

for graphs larger than 600 edges, while the EGA continued to find solutions. 

-- 

Figure 3.9 : Solutions found with and without crossover. 

Figure 3.10 shows the performance ciifference between the two algorithm. Initidy, 

for small graphs with appruximately 100-200 edges, the average number of generatiom 

required to determine solutions is comparable. However, very quickly, the performance 

of the EGA exceeds that of the modifiecl algorithm. Thus, in both experiments crossover 

is observed to make significant contributions to the pdonnance of the EGA. 



Figure 3.10 : The effect of ctossover on search performance. 

3.74 Different problem instances 

The performance of the EGA is afTected sipnincantly by the connectivîty of the graph. 

On sparsely-connected structures like trees, the EGA rapidly converges to a solution; 

while on densely-connecîed structures Like 3-colorabie graphs, the EGA performs more 

poorly. This can be explaineci by the fact that densely-connected graphs generally result 

in a large overlap among constraints. Modifications made to one conseaint often affect a 

host of others. This behavior has a comsponding e t  on directed mutation. Initidly, 

directeci mutation is able to resolve a large number of violated constraints. However, as 

the potential solution becornes more faible,  modifying one constraint often results in 

the violation of another. Consequently, directed mutation spends most of its t h e  

resolving just a handfid of violated constraints that remain. 

To illustrate, the EGA is used to find a feasible coloring for a 3colorable graph and 

binary tree, both of which contain approximately 100 edges. Figure 3.1 1 shows the 

average number of mutations perfomed per individual each generation, In the case of the 

binary tree, mutation is perfomed early and often and a solution is fond after only 32 



generations. Directeci mutation is a h  applied early and fiequently when coloring the 3- 

colorable graph. However, around gencration 70 it becornes clear that the major@ of the 

constrain& are satisfied, and that directeci mutation spends the remahder of the search 

trying to resolve the few violated c o ~ t s  that remain. A solution is not found until 

generation 3 74. 

solution found 
for 

binary tree 

Figure 3.11 : The effects of different problem instances on directeci mutation. 

As a further illustration, the EGA is used to color a series of successively larger 

binary trees and 3colorable graphs. Figure 3.12 shows a dramaîic difference in the 

average number of generatiom (for 10 trials) required to find feasible dorings for both 

types of graphs. The EGA always performs well on the binary tree, due to the Limited 

constraint overlap. 



Figure 3.12 : EGA performance on binary trees and b l o r a b l e  graphs. 

The EGA ~ a s  introduced and its eEectiveness established by using it to solve the weil 

known edge-colorhg problem. It was show how the problem codd be modeled as a 

CSP and then solved efficiently and effectively using the EGA At no time was user 

interaction required as the algorithm adapted automatically to different problem 

instances. Furthamore, it was shown that the EGA's strategy of fiading successive 

feasible solutions wuld be used to find both optimal and near-optimal solutions in 

reasonable amounts of t h e .  

A series of experiments was also performed to examine the behavior of the EGA. 

They revealed that the EGA perfonned most efficiently when small populations are u s d  

Furthermore, they revded thaî both crossover and mutation make a signdïcant 

contribution to the EGA and should be retained. 



Chapter 4 

The Application of EGAs to Scheduhg, Module Allocation, 

and Binding in High-Level Synthesis 

4.0 Introduction 

Hi&-level synthesis of digital systems begins with a behaviorol description of the 

target design. From this, a register--fer level (RTL) description of the circuit 

belmior is derived. The behaviord description is transformeci into intermediate 

graph-based representations depicting both control flow and data flow. The 

operations in the data flow graph (DFG) are then assigned to control steps (or clock 

cycles), a process hown as scheddiing. Similady, during module ailocation specific 

numbers and types of modules h m  a module library are selected to execute the 

operations specified in the DFG. Finally, imtance binding assigns constituent 

operations of the DFG to specific module instances. When scheduling (S),  module 

allocation (MA), and binding (B) are considered simultaneously, we will refer to the 

"SMAB problem". 

It is known that the problems of scheduling, module allocation, and instance 

bindiag are inherently interdependent. For optimal results all tbree pmblems must be 

considered simultaneously. However, the problem of scheduling alone is NP- 

complete [49]. As such, many of the current approaches incorporate heuristic 



methodologies and the quai@ of results varies and may not be optimal. Recently, 

Integer-Linear Prograrnming formulations [41,50.51] have proven effective in 

handling the interdependence between the three problems. However, their r u n h e s  

become unacceptable as the problem size increases. 

To compensate, an integrated solution to the SMAB problem based upon an EGA 

is developed. The main advantage of the genetic search over the ILP approach is 

p.formance. Another is the simpiicity of the algorithm and the relative ease with 

which such dgorithms can be written. The mode1 presented here differs 6om earlier 

hybrid approaches [52,53], which used a GA in conjunction with proven heuristics to 

perform scheduling and resource allocation. Here, two EGAs are combined in a 

'%ihierarchical" manner to solve the problems. 

An integrated approach to these problems is achieved by hierarchically applying 

iwo genetic algonthms: one for perfomiing module allocation and the other for 

perfoffniflg scheduling and module instance binding. A very general version of the 

problem is solved where modules can perform different operations in difFerent 

numbers of control steps. The scope of the problem is limited to a single block. The 

results demonstrate a reduction in time to find optimal solutions for standard 

benchmarks . 

4.1 Problem definition 

The SMAB problem is now considered in more detail. In Fig. 4.1 a simple DFG and 

module iibrary are shown. The DFG contains 5 operations: 2 additions, 2 

multiplications, and 1 subtraction operation. The module Ii'brary contains 3 module 

types, with various execution times and areas. More than one instance of each 

module type may be chosen in the final allocation. Al1 modules present in the library 

are cornplex, allowing M i e n t  operations to be perfonned in different numbers of 



control steps. Here each module is capable of  perfonning each operation in the DFG; 

in general, this may not be tme. 

Tirne Oelay 

11 ALU 3 3 2 300 

Figure 4.1 : Data fiow gmph and module library. 

Given a behavior specified as a DFG, as well as a module library, the problem is 

to find a suitable schedule and module allocation such that: 

1.  each operation in the DFG is assigneci to a speci fic control step; 

2. operaiions are pdormed by modules having the required capability; 

3. operations are executed in the order specified by the DFG; and 

4. a module can execute a maximum of one operation at a the.  

Modules can be reused by different operations - at disjoint &es, of course. As well, 

constraints on total a r a  of a design and schedule length (total control steps) may be 

imposed. 

Figure 4.2 illustrates three dinerent schedules and ailocations for the behavior 

specified in Fig. 4.1. Each schedule incorporates different combinations of modules. 

An ALU designation of 1.2 indicates instance number 2 of  module 1.  The short 3- 

step schedule wuires 2 instances of the faster - but larger - multiplier (ALUl), 

resulting in a 1500 unit design. By exîending the schedule length to Csteps, only 1 



(a) Area: 1500 (b) Area: 1000 (c) Area: 600 

Figure 4.2: Alternative schedufes and allocations. 

instance of the fast multiplier is required to satisfy the timing requirement using a 

smaiier 1000 unit design. In general, a shorter schedule requires more expensive 

module types. However, in the case of the 6-step schedule, both multiplication 

operations must be bound to the same module instance if the inexpensive module, 

ALU3, is to be used. Notice how the issues of schedde and area restrictions, 

availability of modules, and module allocation and biading are al1 interdependent. 

Constraints to enforce r e q h e n t s  1 and 2 are straightfomard. RequVements 3 

and 4 need some discussion, which is bomwed nom [SOI. First and most familiar are 

the data dependency (DD) co&ts. These ensure that no operation begins 

execution until all of its operand values have been computed (requirement 3). Each 

DD-cons&& corresponds to an edge of the data flow graph and bounds the stamng 

time of an operation by the completion times of its predecessors. Completion t h e s ,  

in tum, depend on the particular units allocaîed. Thus, DD-constraints enforce the 



ordering imposed by the DFG, with wnsidmation given to the type of unit allocated 

to each operation. 

ALU 3.1 -., 

~.__..---.__ ._ -  . . . . .  

' ALU 3.2 

Figure 4.3: UUIOrdering constraints dynamically ascertained. 

Another set of consîraints focuses on each individuai unit - its type and instance. 

If  a unit is used by more than one operation, those operations m u t  be executed in 

some particular order. No operation can begin until its predecessor (if any) on the 

same unit has completed execution. Although this constraht aiso bounds starting 

times by the completion times of predecessors, this ordering is unrelated to data 

dependency. nie ordering here is imposed by the binding of operations to units, is 

ascertained dynamidy, and is enforced by Unit-Use (UU,) constraints. UU and DD 

constraints together enforce requirement 4. For example, Fig. 4.3 depicts the UU 

ordering required by the 6-step schedule of Fig. 4.2. Operations 4,1, and 3 are bound 

to the same ALU instance, and operation 4 must precede operation 1. 

4.2 Previous work 

Considerable research has addressed the problems of scheduling, allocation, and 

binding. Many current synthesis tools use heuristic approaches that produce results 

in reasonable amounts of tirne. Some perfiorm module sharing locaüzed ta the 



curent control step. When the HAL system [54] encou~.ters mutuaily exclusive 

operations, it considers the operation with the highest desirability of being scheduled. 

ADAM 1551 allows unit sharing across conditional branches, but limits the 

consideration to the cment control step. The simuiated-annealing approach [56] 

fornulates the problem as a 2-dïmensional space/tùne placement problem. Resource 

sharing is achieved by solving a constrained 3-dimensional placement problem, where 

disjoint operations (Le., operations in different blocks) may occupy the same spatial 

and temporal location. The hierarchical clustering method in [57] extends the BUD- 

DAA system [58] in two ways: (1) introduction of path probabilities during 

clustering; and (2) use of schedule distance to quant@ restrictions caused by 

partitioning. A partition represents a module allocation, where all operations assigned 

to one cluster are allocated to the same module instance. 

Nourani and Papachristou 1591 use rnove-fhme scheduling and Liapunov's 

stability function to simultaneously schedule and allocate operaîions to modules. 

Their algorithm c m  allocate multifiuiction uni6 to operations, but it does not handle 

different physical implementations of a module or complex multifunction units that 

take different times for diff'erent operatiom. Wakabayashi and Tanaka [60] present a 

global scheduling method that can paraUeLize multiple nests of conditional branches. 

However, they do not address the problem of interdependence between the problems. 

ILP formulations effdvely exploit the interdependence between the three 

probiems, thus guaranteeing optimal results. The formulations in [41] and 1501 also 

support complex module libraries, where each module type can perform different 

combinations of operations in different numbers of control steps. However, ILPs 

have lengthy nui times on problems exhibithg large search spaces 

Recently, GAs have started to receive more attention within the Very Large Scale 

Integration (vzSr) community. They have been applied to problems such as macro- 



celi placement in layout [61], automatic structure design [62], and Iow-power design 

1631. In [52] a hybrid system combines genetic algorithms with well hown 

heuristics to perform concurrent scheduling and allocation. Another hybnd system in 

1531 is also used to perform scheduling and resource allocation. The scheduling task is 

primarily one of placing tasks that require time and resources into a resources versus 

time matrix. The genetic algorithm is isolated fkom the problem of scheduling and 

schedule evaluation. 1ts role is limiteci to generating possible orderings 

(permutations) of tasks. A detenniniitic schedde builder is then employed to 

produce feasible scheduies. 

43 Hierarchical appücation of EGAs 

Our approach to the SMAB problem hierarchically appties two genetic algorithms. 

The two EGAs are tightly intercomected. They are hierarchical because the second 

EGA acts as the fiûtess fùnction for the first as shown in Fig. 4.4. 

Module Library 
Area Limit 

Data flow Graph 
Step Limit 

EGA-1 
Module 

Allocation and Binding 

Figure 4.4: System ovewiew. 

EGAl selects modules fiom a general module library. Each module instance is 

assigned a unique module ID (shown in Fig. 4.3, dowing multiple instances of the 



same module type to be selected. Each string in the population represents a particular 

allocation where every mcduie in the h i  is represented by a unique value. The 

presence of a 1 in a string indicates that the corresponding module instance is selected 

as part of the allocation. To enhance search performance, the EGA's initial 

population is seeded with allocations within the area range specified by the user. For 

example, if the designer specifies an area range of 1000 t IO%, each string is seeded 

with a random allocation between 900 and 1100 mits of area. The allocations 

produced by EGAl are used by EGA2 during the scheduling and binding phase. 

String 1 String 2 String 3 Module ID 

Area: 1500 1000 600 

Figure 4.5: Representation for module allocation. 

EGA2 acts as afimess function for EGA1. Each allocation is evaluated in the 

light of all  scheduling and binding constraints. The data-flow graph, module 

allocation, and control step Mt are provided as input. I f  EGA2 produces a feasible 

sche&.de and binding within the user-specified timing constra.int, the process stops. If 

a feasible solution is not found, the exact nimiber of satisfied constraints is retunied 

(as a fitness rnetric) to EGA1. nius, EGAl employs the fitness of these allocations to 

evolve a subsequent generation of allocations. A solution is found when al1 

comtraints are satisfied. 

EGA2 must keep track oE (i) the step on which an operation is schedded, and 

(ii) the module to which an operation is bond. Figure 4.6 shows the representation 



for the schedules in Fig. 4.2 and the allocations in Fig. 4.5. Each operation in the data 

flow graph is represented by two values. One (in the top row) represents the step on 

which the operation is scheduled, the other (bottom row) represents the module to 

which the operation is bound. EGA2 ensures that each operation is always bound to 

a suitable module instance. For example, for the 3-step schedule, op, and op, are 

bound to the f i t  instance of ALU1, while op, and op, are bound to the second 

instance. 

String 1 

String 2 

String 3 

1 2 3 4 5  Operation 

! 1 7 3 1 2 1 Starüncr Control S t e ~  - 
3.1 1.1 1.1 1 2  12  1 Module Allocation 

Figure 4.6: Scheduling and binding representation for given allocations. 

4.4 Applying the EGA to the scheduhg and binding problem 

In the following formulation: (i) Operations are indexed by i and j; (ii) Modules are 

indeai by m; and (iii) Control steps are indexed by t .  Variable rn indexes each module 

instance being considerd in the current allocation. 

area consumed by including module rn in the design; 

the index set of modules ailocated; 

the index set of modules capable of perfonning operation i; 

number of contml steps module rn requires to execute operation i (m &fi); 

M ,  the maximum number of control steps currentiy allowed in a block. 



In addition, the fornulaiion rnakes use of the following static values md sets: 

F : the final operation set (leafnodts having no successors in the DFG); 

E : 0-1 matrix representing the edge set of the DFG; if E[i j]=l then an edge 

exists fiom op, to opj; 

Q : 0-1 ma& indicaihg operations i and j are mutually exclusive in their 

unit-use; (Le., if Q[ijl=I then op, and op, cannot possibly use the same 

module). Q can arise from extemai constraints or fiom preprocessing that 

indicates operations i and j must overlap in the.  

The genetic aigorithm manipulates the following two solution variables: 

(integer) K>O, staaing contml step of operation i; 

Xh (0-2) X-, =l iff operation i is bound to module m. 

4.4.1 Search space rednction 

It is prudent to utilize any available knowledge concernllig the problem to reduce the 

size of the search space. Since the maximum number of control steps is supplied as a 

parameter, the "as-mon-as-possible" (ASAP) and "as-late-as-possible" (ALAP) 

controI steps on which each operation can be schcduled provides a usefbl scheduling 

window. During creation of the initial population, each operation's starhg control 

step Yi (and appropnate gene) is randomly seeded with values fYom that operation's 

scheduling window. Similady, when directed mutation is applied, an operation's 

staaing control step can be changed (mutated) only to a value within that operation's 

scheduiing window. Keeping Y,  in the range ASA8 S Y, 5 ALAPi greatly reduces 

the search space and leads to an increase in search performance. 



4.4.2 The constraint formulation 

The following c o ~ t s  must all be satisfied in a final solution, and the number 

satisfied by any candidate string detennines the fitness of the string. 

1 .  The DD constraint deals witb data dependence. The starting time of each 

operation j is bounded by the completion thes of its immediate predecessos, i, 

in the DFG. Note that only one vaiue of D, will have a non-zero coefficient, 

dependhg on the binding. 

2. The length of the schedule cm be controlled by iimiting the controi steps on 

which the leaf nodes in the DFG are scheduled. Backward data dependencies wiil 

ensure that aH operations in the DFG will finish before the t h e  limit. The 

overd completion the, T, is bounded by the completion time of each operation 

in the Ieaf set, F: 

3. Ali operation pairs that c m o t  execute sequentially on the same module 

(Q[ij/=i) mut use separate modules. 

v i j. rn w here (Q[i j] = l )  and ( M / y M , e  : X, * Xjm 

4. If îwo independent (Eu=@ operations i and j are mapped to the same module, then 

the operations must use that module in some sequential order. However, whether 

two operations will use the same module is not hown a priori. nie decision of 



whicb operation should precede which other is made at run t h e ,  dynamically, in 

concert with aU other constraints. ùistead of focusing on the ordering of 

operations with regard to each module, module usage is considered on a control- 

step - by - wntrol-step basis. For correct module usage at moa one operation 

can be mapped to a specific module on control step t. The unit-use matrix (LW), 

which is aeated dynamically, has a column for each module m and a row for each 

control step t. W[t,m] = the n u m k  of operations using module m on step t .  If 

UU[',m] 2 2, then two or more operations are using moduie m on step t ,  thereby 

violating coTlSframts. For pmper unit-use ordering: 

(Notice that wmtmhts 3 and 4, king non-linear, are UIlSUitable for use by an ILP. in 

general, the constraint-based GA can wnsider quite generd wnstraints.) 

4.43 Directeci mutation functions 

Tfiere are four directed mutation fimctions implemented in the EGA one for each of 

the four preceding constraint types. Constraint 1 de& with the issue of data 

dependencies within the DFG. The constraint consists of three variables Y-,Y, and 

X-,. If an instance of thir coIlStramt is violated, one of its three variables is selected 

for mutation with equal probability. This affects either the starinig control step of one 

of the two operations ( i j ]  or the module to which operaiion i is bomd Consaaint 2 

contains the variables Y,, X-,, and the constant T. if any of these constraints is 

v i o l a  one of its two variables is selected for mutation (&th equal probabihty). 

This will force a change in either the starting contrai step of operation i or the module 

to which operation i is bound. Violation of c o d t  3 will force one of the two 

operations to be bound to a different module. 



Constraint 4 ensures that at most one operation is assigned to a module on any 

control step. Unfortunzitely, the UU maîrix provides no information regarding which 

operations are violaîing the coflStraiflt, Howeva, the List of all possibilities can be 

detennined in advance. The set of dl possibly conflicting pairs includes al1 operation 

pairs that are independent (E,=O) and are not part of the m u d y  exclusive unit-use 

rnatrix ((&=O) where Mi n Mj # For al1 such operation pairs, it is necessary to 

ensure üîaî if operations i and j are mapped to the same module m, they must use that 

module in some sequential order. Either operation i precedes operation j in its use of 

module rn (Le., Y,+Xa-CI;>, or operation j precedes operation i (i.e., q+X$#J. 
I f  both of these coflStraints are violated, one of the 4 variables Y, Y, X, X, is 

selected for mutation. The starhg control step of an operation or the module to 

which one of the operations is bound., will change. This approach to directing the 

mutation has pmven effective in not only reducing the time required to determine 

solutions, but in enabling the genetic algorithm to determine solutions at dl. 

The previously described EGA system is implemented in the C programming 

language in a UNIX environment Using well h o w n  benchmarks, the system (EGA) 

wiii be compared to other related works, including the HAL system [54], SYMPHONY 

[SOI, TASS 1531, and ADPS [64]. In selecting cornparison systems, a wide variety of 

appmaches have been chosen. HAL uses the popular force-directed scheduling, 

heuristic, while SYMPHONY uses an integrated ILP formulation that is sensitive to the 

interdependence between the 3 problems. TASS uses a variant of simulated 

aanealing. ADPS h t  uses forceairected scheduling to obtain a schedule; the 

resulting schedule is then used for allocation and binding, all  within an iteraîive 

process thaî attempts to rehe  the design. 



Al1 times given represent CPU time expresseci in seconds. The proposed system 

(EGA) ran on a SPARCStation 10, and dl tirnes are the arithmetic mean of 10 

independent trials. The other systems (HAL, TASS, SYMPHONY, and ADPS) ran on 

diEerent platforms, and the tirnes w r t e d  for them are taken directly £kom the 

literatiue. 

The initial population sizes of EGAl and EGA2 were arbitrarily seiected to be 20 

and 30 strings, respectively. However, firrtber testing revealed that populations as 

small as 10 could be us& to obtain the same r d t s  in less t h e .  



4.5.1 The elliptical wave filter 

This first example demonstrates the ability of the proposed system to select modules 

h m  a module library in a judicious manner, given boMds on area and schedule 

length. The elliptical wave filter [54] consists of 34 addition and multiplication 

operations (Tig. 4.7). The module l i b w  contains two module types; at most three of 

each can be used (i.e., 3 adders and 3 multipliers). Each adder has a delay of 1 

control step and an area of 100 UXLits, while each multiplier has a delay of 2 control 

steps and an area of 250 mitS. 

Initially, the schedule length was limited to 17 control steps and a minimum area 

solution sought. Table 4.1 reveais that the EGA found a solution requiring 3 adders 

and 3 multipliers. When the schedule length was increased to 18 steps the EGA 

allocated 3 adders and 2 multipliers; thus, 1 less multiplier was required. The 

previous process was repeated for 19, 21, and 28 steps respectively. Cornparison 

with HAL, TASS, and SYMPHONY shows that the EGA times are better. 

Table 4.1 : Execution times for EWF. 

EGA 

0.7s 

1 -6s 

1.9s 

3.9s 

4.0s 

Csteps 

17 

18 

19 

21 

28 

TASS 
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1 0 . j ~  

not reported 

10.2s 

not report& 

S Y ~ P ~ O ~ Y  

2s 

233s 

358s 
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* * *  
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*.* ,+,+,+ 

*,*A+ 

*,+,+ 
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HAL 

120s 

240s 

not reported 

360s 

480s 



Figure 4.7: Uliptical Wsve filter (EWF). 



4.5.2 The Bandpass filter 

The Bandpass FiIter benchmark and wmplex module library presented in [Ml, are 

used to compare the EGA mode1 with SYMPHONY and ADPS. The DFG consists of 

29 operations including multiplication, addition, and subtraction operations. Both the 

DFG and module library are show in Fig. 4.8. The total area of the modules present 

in the library is 1620 modules, with each unit having a delay of 1 control step. The 

objective is to h d  a minimum-ara implementation for schedules of length 8, 9, 1 0, 

and 11 control steps. The results are shown below in Table 4.2. 

Table 4 2  : Bandpass filter times. 

Csteps Mode1 

SYMPHONY 

ADPS 

EGA 

SYMPHONY 

AOPS 

EGA 

SYMPHONY 

ADPS 

EGA 

SYMPHONY 

ADPS 

EGA 

Modules 

++, +-, +', + 

+-,*,**+,- 

+*,+-,f -,* 

+-,y,+ 

+-** ** ,+- 
+-,* ,*,+ 
*,+-,+,* 
+*,* ,+,+- 
*,+-,+,* 

+*,+',* 

+-*,*>+,' 
+=,+-,* 

CPU Tirne (s) 

SYMPHONY guarantees the optimal solution. In every case, the EGA and SYMPHONY 

produced better results than ADPS. However, the EGA required less t h e  than 

SYMPHONY to obtain equivdent (optimal) solutions. 



Module Capabilities 

Figure 4.8: Bandpass fîlter and module library. 
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4.53 Finding sets of feasible solutions 

Genetic algorittnns are stochastic and can be used to determine multiple (equivalent) 

solutions to a problem (if more than one solution exists). Whether two solutions are 

equivalent depends on the d e r i a  used to compare the solutions. For example, two 

schedules may have the same number of control steps and require the same module 

allocation, but depmding on the scheduling order of the operations, one schedule may 

require more "registers" than the other. 

The ability to grnerate sets of soiutions using one objective function, and then 

select those solutions that best satisfy other, extraneous objective functions, is 

exploited throughout the rernainder of this work. For now, the focus is restncted to 

showing that the EGA can produce alternative solutions for a given problem. 

Using the previous bandpass filter and complex module library, a strategy is 

employed to determine different area solutions for a fkd schedufe length. The EGA 

is given both an upper limit and lower limit on total ami, dong with a specific 

schedule length (in this case 8 steps). The system is then executed an arbiûary 

number of times (here 20). The mallest ailocation determined during the (20) trials 

serves as an uppa bound for the next area range. The results are shown in Table 4.3. 

Tabfe 4.3 : Sets of feasible solutions. 

Solutions Found 

20 

18 

13 

14 

1 

Mirr . Area 

1235 

1015 

81 5 

675 

675 

Max. Area 

1435 

1235 

1015 

795 

675 

Area Range 

[1200,1620] 

[ l  000,1235] 

[800,1 O1 51 
[675,815] 

1475-67q 

CPU Time (s) 

4.9s 

7.9s 

15.3s 

16.4s 

0.4s 



The results demonstrate that the EGA can locate wt only single solutions, but 

sets of feasible solutions. With upper and lower area bounds of 1620 and 1200 

respectively, the EGA located 20 unique schedules in less than 5 seconds. The '%esty' 

area solution was 1235. This value s e n e d  as the uppcr bound on the next iteration, 

where 18 solutions were found in just under 8 seconds. The entire process was 

repeated until a single (optimal) allocation of 675 was found for the 8-step schedule. 

4.6 Determioing an appropriate population sue 

The effect of population size on the performance of the EGA is also considemi, as it 

detennines a series of 17, 18, and 19 step schedules for the elliptical-wave filter. A 

b e d  allocation of 3 multipliers and 3 adders h m  the module library in 1541 is 

assumecl. The EGA's population size is vakd k m  10 to 100 strings. Table 4.4 

shows the average nimiber of generations required to find a solution for each 

population size and problem instance. As expected, the number of generations (for al1 

tbree problem instances) inmeases as the population size decreases. 

Table 4.4: Average number of genedons. 

I Population Sue 1 

Figure 4.10 shows the average nin time (in seconds) t e q d  to fbd a solution 

for the various population sizes and problem instances. Notice that the nui times 

continually decrease as the population size decreases. Once more, the EGA perfonns 

most efficiently with a smailer population, as few as 10 strings. The overhead of 

large populations appears to outweigh the cost of additional generations. 
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L 

Figure 4.10 : Average execuüon time. 

4.7 Comparing traditionai mutation with directed mutation 

The effect of directed mutation versus traditional mutation appears when the EGA 

with àirected mutation is replaced with standard mutation when used to solve the 

elliptical wave filter benchmark [54]. From 50 üids the average number of 

generaîions required to locate a solution is recorded for each experiment. The results 

are record4 in Table 4.5. 

The EGA has little trouble determining different arealtime solutions. However, 

when directed mutation is replaced by standard mutation, the genetic search is unable 

to locate a single feasible solution. Various mutation rates were considered (Pm E 

[0.01,0.2]), and each search was tenninated only after 10000 generations. The resdts 



indicate that the problem, as modeled, cannot be solved in reasonable amounts of 

the,  without the use of someüing more powerfid, like directed mutation. 

4.8 Summary 

Table 4.5 : Directed mutation vecsus standard mutation for EWF. 

In this Chapter, a solution to the high-level synthesis problems of scheduluig, module 

ailocation, and binding was presented. The three inberently interdependent problems 

were modeled as a series of CSPs, and solved wing two EGAs. In the course of this 

work it was shown that: two EGAs cm interact in a hierarchicaf fashion with one 

EGA evaluating the fitness for the other; the EGA's stochastic properties can be 

exploited to determine individual solutions or pools of feasible solutions; less t h e  

was required to find optimal solutions compared with other approaches including 

good heuristics; and finally, the EGA can solve different problem types and problem 

instances without user intervention. 

This concludes the k t  part of the thesis. In the second part, we tum our 

attention t« the problem of applying enhanced genetic algorith to retargetable code 

generation. 

I 

Standard Mutation 

No Solution 

No Solution 

No Solution 

No Solution 

Direded Mutation 

3 generations 

8 generaüons 

17 generations 

37 generations 

Csteps 

17 

18 

19 

24 

Module Allocation 

+,+,+,* ,*,* 
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+i+r*r* 
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Chapter 5 

Code Generation for Embedded DSPs 

5.0 The general code generation problem 

A code generator is a special type of optimizing compiler that emphasizes back-end, 

machine orienteci transformati011~. Its task is to translate a behavioral description into 

assembly or binary code that can be executed on a target processor. A retargetable, code 

generator should be capable of producing high-quality code for a variety of processors - 
even processors that are not yet existent. This aspect of retargetabil* is essential, for a 

designer who may wish to design a new ASIP or propose modifications to an existing 

architecture. 

An overview of a typical code generation system is given in Fig. 5.1. Code 

generators SM with a behavioral description of the application in a hi&-level language. 

The most popular languages used are procedural languages (e.g., C) and applicative 

ianguages (e. g., Data-Flow Language (DFL) [6S 1). 

Thefront-end is where the hi@-Ievel transformations are carried out, a s  the original 

prograni is transformed into an intemal representation (e.g., ControVData-Flow Graph 

(CDFG) [66]). The front-end may apply transfonnatiom to the algorithm, provided that 

the behavior of the algorithm does not change. The back-end performs the actual code 



generation, whereby the intemiediate form is mapped on to the instruction set of the 

target procesor. To that end, a retargetable code genaator requks a specification of the 

target processor (e.g., in a fomal processor description language such as  nML [67]). 

5.1 A typicat code genetator. 

Due to the nimiber and wmplexity of the issues thaî must be considered, retargetable 

code g e n d o n  systems typically consist of a few subsystems, which are executed in 

sequence, each of which has a spccinc responsibility. These correspond more or l e s  

with the major tasks illusftafed in Fig. 5.1 (following page), dthough not necessarily in 



the order listed. Operation replacement is required if the target architecture does not 

directly support certain of the atomic operations into which the fkont end translates the 

source program. A typical example is execution of a double-precision operation on a 

machine supporting single precision only. The double-precision operation may be 

rewritten as a subgraph of single precision operations that sirnutate its effect. 

Code restmcbring, if present at dl, is usually straightfomard replacement of one 

irnplementation by another, for example, the replacement of a fUy articulateci "for-loop" 

by a no-overhead hardware loop control. Code seiection generally consists of combining 

MO or more atomic operations (e-g., muitiply and add) into a single compiex instruction 

provided by the machine. It represents a contraction of the data flow graph, in con- to 

the expansion that may occur in operation replacement, These manipulations of the DFG 

are preliminary adaptations to target a particular architecture. 

Along with code seleciion, scheduling and register assignment are conventionally 

considered the central problems of code generation Once instructions are selected, 

schduling orders them in t h e  while obeying any inter-instruction dependencies that 

rnay exist. The scheduling of ALU opedons  has no direct effect on execution tirne, at 

least on machines with a single non-pipelined ALU. Rather, the effects are to enable a 

cleaner assignment of registers to iive variables, to reduce the number of spius to 

memory, and to open possibilities for systematic -y accessing. In fact, al1 the 

subproblems of code generation are interrelated, and scheduling is one point where the 

problems conspicuously intersect. 

Ultimately, register assignment decides which program variables are to reside in 

registers at any point in t h e .  Since most DSPs have v e y  limited register resources, 

variables can rarely reside in registers throughout their entire lifetime. When the number 

of live variables (implied by the schedule) e x d  the registers available, a number of 

variables mut  be spilied (temporarify moved) to memory to reiieve register pressure. In 



gened, register assignment deals with the optimization of data movernent between 

registers and mernories. 

Most memory mapping is done by the £kont-end in many compilers. Block order 

and storage for data objects are often decided as the objects fint appear (i.e., in 

declarations). However, this method rarely produces good results for dual-memory 

machines. Housekeeping operations refm to the variety of addressing, mode setting, 

and miscellaneous operations that must accompany and support mainStream data 

manipulation operations. These are often considered simply unavoidable overhead, but i t 

is primarily in this area where significant reduction in code is possible. 

5.1 Characteristics of nred-point DSPs 

To gain an appreciation for why DSPs pose such a significant challenge to traditional 

code generation techniques [7], consider the major features that distinguish DSPs from 

more Wtional  microprocessors. 

1. SingleKyde Hardware multiplier: The primary distinguishing feature is the 

presence of an on-chip hardware multiplier that operates in a single instruction cycle. 

The multiply unit also works in combination with the ALU to perform a multiply- 

accumulate operation in a single instruction cycle. This type of operation chainuig 

must be exploited during the code selection phase of code generation if good quality 

instruction sequences are to be generatd. 

2. On-chip memory: Many DSPs have duai data-memory banks, as well as  a separate 

program memory. This increases memory bandwidth by allowing accesses to 

separate memory banks in parallel. Furthemore, the ALU often requires al1 

operands to be in registers. Communication between memones and registers reg- 

separate "load" and "store" operations that may be perfomed in parailel with ALU 

operations. In tenns of code genemtion, program variables should be assigned to 



rnernory in a way that maximizes memory bandwidth and the pardelism of the final 

code. 

3. Address generation unit.: As data intensive algorithms push for higher speeds and 

throughput, access to data memones becornes the limiting factor (681. In response to 

this, many DSPs have an Address Generation Unit (AGY) that works in parailel with 

other chip resources - specificaiiy the data ALU. The AGU performs the efféctive 

address calculations and contains registers used to generate the addresses. Though 

DSPs have more restrictive addressing facilities than general-purpose processors, the 

AGU provides flexible addressing capabilities that facilitate array traversal, whose 

exploitation poses a significant challenge to code generation. 

4. Irregular register structures: To keep the number of instruction bits low, DSPs 

support heterogeneous register structures. Typically, only a few registers are 

available and only certain registers may connect to specific ports of fûnctionai units 

or to a specific data memory. As a result, instructions often require theu operaads to 

reside in specinc or limited locations. This impacts the code generation task of 

routing operands to locations in the datapath to use specific instructions. RouMg 

operands to their destinations may cause registers to be spilled to memory. Ln 

grnerai, the heterogeneous, irregular register structure of DSPs confounds traditional 

register assignment techniques [7] that assume a homogenous, regular structure. 

5 .  Mode registers: DSPs often use mode registers to increase the functionality of the 

processor without increasing the size of the instruction word. The behavior of certain 

instructions depends on the bit values in the mode register. Mode registers may be 

used to switch between signed and unsigned representations, activate saturation 

aithmetic, control the amount shifting in registers etc. Code generation must ensure 

that the mode register is loaded with appropnate values whenever a mode change is 

required. 



6.  Instruction-level parniielism: The key to generathg high Monname code is to 

exploit the DSP's instiuction-level parallelism. This requins rnapping the 

instruction-level parallelism implicit in the source program to the instruction-level 

parallelism of the target processor. Most ALU operations can be encoded in a single 

word with 1 or 2 data movernent operatiom. However, there are often complex 

restrictions on which move operations can be performed in parallel and dependencies 

between paraileiism and dlowable register assignments. The instmc tion-levei 

parallelism tends to engender a sofhuae-pzpelining programming style, in w hic h an 

address is prepared on one cycle, used to obtain an operand on another, with the 

register-resident operand king used on yet another. The parallelisrn arnong several 

such operand streams diffêrs markedly h m  the operation parallelism that 

conventional compilers rnight be able to bandle. 

5.1.1 An example architecture 

Figure 5.2 shows a simplified block diagram of a typical commercial DSP processor - the 

Motorola 56000. The processor utiIizes a Harvard architecture where the program 

memory and d m  memory Lie in two different spaces. The &ta memory wnsists of two 

independent memory banks, X and Y, which allow paralle1 memory accesses. Each 

memory bank is 24-bits wide and contains 5 12 addressable locations. The on-chip RAM 

in both mernories occupies locations 0-255, while the remaining 256 locations are factory 

progrâmmed with helpfbl look-up tables. 

The address generation unit provides flexible addressing for accessing data in the X 

and Y rnemory banks. In total, 14 addressing modes and 3 types of arithmetic are 

supported. The AGU is divided into two identicai halves - one for each memory. Each 

half contains three sets of four registers. The registen are the address registm (RO-R3 

and R4-R7), offset registers (NO-N3 and N4-N7). and the modifier registers (MO-M3 and 

M4-M7). The three register classes are always ireated as triplets; e.g., only NI and Mi 

can be used to update RI. Associated with each register file is an ALU thaî can increment 



or decrement a single register h m  that file. Two AGUs permit two effective addresses 

to be generated on each cycle - one for each memory. 
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5.2 Simplifieci block diagram of Motorola 56000. 

The data ALU p d o m  ail of the arithmetic and logical operations on data operands. 

It wnsists of four 24-bit operand registers and six output registers organized as two 56- 

bit (8+24+24) accumulators. The registns serve as input buffer registers between the 

data buses and the multiply-accumulate unit. The source operands for all ALU operations 



must be operand registers or accumulators and the destination operand must always be an 

accumulator. 

At the h a r t  of the data ALU is a 24 x 24-bit multiply-accumuiate circuit that 

provides a 56-bit result in a single instruction cycie. The MAC and logic unit comprise 

the main arithmetic processing unit of the DSP. The data ALU dso provides a standard 

set of shifting operations to support a variety of algorithms. A 56-bit accumulator shifter 

is included for 1-bit left or right shifts. Furthennoce, two data shzj?ernimiter circuits 

provide special post-processing on data read fiom the ALU accumulator registers. 

A 24-bit instruction word allows parallel execution of operatiom. The instruction 

set contains 62 instructions, 30 of which allow up to 2 p a d e l  moves. A move refers ta 

one of the following: loading a 24-bit constant into an operand register or accumulator; 

tramferring data between memory and registers using loads and stores; or moving data 

between registers and accumulators. A typical instruction is shown below. 

OPCODE XDB YDB 

MULXO.YO,A X(RO)+,Xû Y:(W)+,YO 

The instruction perforrns five different operations in a single cycle: The contents of 

operand registers XO and Y O are multiplie& and the result stored in accumulator A; new 

operands are loaded into XO and Y0 h m  the X and Y mernories, respectively; and both 

address registers are updated using auto-inaement. The instruction-level parallelism 

exhibitecl in this lone instruction is indicative of what a code generator must try to 

achieve. To fiuther compficate matters, strict constraints exist with regard to what 

registers c m  be used with each instruction. For example, consider the following ilkgal 

paralle1 instructions. 



[Il MOVE Z(RO),XO Z(R2),Xi 
[zJ MOVE X:(RO),YO Y:(R4),Yl 
[3] MOVE X:(R4)$0 Y:(R5),Y1 

The f k t  instruction is illegal because both memory accesses are to the same (X) 

memory bank. The second instruction uses an invalid combination of destination 

registers (Y0,Y 1 ), while the third instruction uses two adciress registers (R4, R5) fkom the 

same half of the AGU. In general, a variety of similar co&ts exist for each of the 

parallei instructions, making code generation a non-trivial task. 

5.2 Code generation for DSPs 

Although the software compiler communi~ has effectively addressed the problem of 

code generation for general-purpose processors 171, DSPs require entirely new 

optimization strategies. (Most commercial DSPs are shipped with theu own C compiler, 

but they employ traditional software compilation techniques and often produce inferior 

code, because they c m o t  sufnciently exploit the features of the target architecture [69].) 

In addition to the DSP's architectural peculiarities, the problem of generating hi&- 

quality code for DSPs is difficult for two main reasons: Firsf generating optimal code is 

known to be an NP-hard problem [4] in general. This is also the case for each of the 

major phases of wde generation - scheduling, code selection, and register assignment - 
which are performed separately. Second, it is weLl knom that the traditional phases of 

code generation are strongly interdependent. For example, code selection determines the 

number and type of operations that must be scheduled. Scheduflng, in tum, determines 

which operations c m  potentially be combined to form instructions, as well as  the register 

demand at each step of the schedule. Register assignment determines if a proposed 

instruction sequence can be supported in tenns of registers. The dinerent code generation 



phases are traditionally solved on different passes of the code generation trajectory. 

However, to generate high q d t y  code, each phase should take into account the impact 

on other phases. The coordination of these tasks is called, phase-coupling. Although 

there has been some work toward the integration of various phases by Wilson et. al. [16] 

and [70], the problern has not yet been solved for arbitrary processor structures and 

remains a stumbling block for producing highquality code. 

In the context of traditional so£bare development, users demand small tum-around 

tirnes, expecting the wmpilation of large programs to last no longer than a few minutes at 

most. Consequentiy, compilers have been designed with wmpilation being an overriding 

wncem. However, due to the highquality of code required by embedded systems, 

compiIation time for DSPs becornes a secondary issue. The focus is rather on 

optimization and kd ing  good solutions to the code generation subproblems. Therefore, 

compilation &es that exceed those of traditional compilers are to be expected and 

accepted. 

53 Retargetable code generation 

Sirice it is often impractical to develop a new compiler for every architecture (or proposed 

architecture) that cornes dong, code generation techniques for embedded DSPs should be 

retargetuble. According to Leupers [4], a compiler for a fixed programming language is 

retargetable, if it c m  be adapted so as to generate machine code for any processor within 

a defined class of processors, in such a way that the largest part of the compiler source 

code is retained. This requirement ad& another dimension of complexity to the general 

code generation problem. 

From intuition alone, it can be observed that the issues of retargetability and 

producing highquallty code are at best, contentious. nie more a wmpiler is targeted 

towards a specific architecture, the more it can exploit the target processor's capabilities 

to produce good code. Conversely, the more retargetable a compiler is, the less it c m  



exploit the capabilities of any one specific architecture. However, this does not mean that 

a high degr= of retargetability and code quality cannot be achieved. For example, the 

GNU C compiler, gcc, can be retargeted to a number of general-purpose architectures and 

often produces code that outperforms commercial, processor-specific compilers (41. 

n ie  Literature identifies different leveIs of retargetability based on how retargetability 

is achieved and the time required to retarget the compiler to another architecture. The 

following levels were proposai by Marwedel in 1711. 

Portable: Portable compilm, also known as developer-retargetable compilers, use 

suffciently generai code genedon techniques that the compiler can be modified to 

work on sigmficantly different architectures. However, this usually requires several 

months of work, including rewriting parts of the original compiler. 

User-retargetable: Unlilce portable compilers that have a built-in processor model, 

user-retargetable compilers rely on an extemal description of the target processor. 

The description includes a full description of the machine's instruction set. 

Retargeting the compiler to a new architecture is a matter of witing a new 

specification for each target machine* a task requiring hours or days. 

Machineindependent: A machine-independent compiler, also referred to as an 

automatidy-retargetabfe compiler, already contains aU of the pattern matchhg 

routines needed for all of the architectures it is to be used with. As a result, the 

compiler can be reconfigured to generate code for a new architecture in just a few 

minutes. 

In general, most retargetable compilers are either portable or mac hine-independent. The 

ultirnate goal, however, is to develop compilers that are user-retargetable. 



5.4 Processor models 

To achieve retargetability, a mechanism is required for descrîbing the architecture of the 

target machine. The literature describes three different approaches for modeling 

procesors: behaviorol, stnictural, and rnixed models. Behavioral models are based on 

the instruction set of the target machine; hence, f?om the compiler's perspective. the 

processor appears as a 'Wack-box" that implements a set of instructions. Structural 

models provide the compiler with a low-level description of the processor's datapath and 

controller. A netht is used to describe the processor's structural etements (e.g., rnux's, 

ALUs, registers, etc.) and their interconnections (e.g., wires and buses). Mixed rnodels 

represent a mixture of both behavioral and structural models. 

Detemiinùig which, if any, model is supenor is difficult since there are very few 

retargetable compilers that deal effectively with DSPs. Three notable efforts are CHESS 

[9], CODESYN [Il], and M I M O U  [IO]. All three are working code generators that 

emphasize retargetability over optimuation. The first two systems are based on mixed 

models, while the latter is based on a purely structural model. Each system is bnefly 

destxibed in the following Subsectionç. 

CHESS [9] is a retargetable compiler environment for fixed-point DSPs that uses some of 

the concepts found in the CATHEDRAL II 1721 hi@-level synthesis system. In CHESS, the 

target machine is descnbed using nML 1671 and inchdes a full description of the 

machine's structure and instruction set. The nML description is translatecl uito an 

intemal data structure called an Instmction-Set Graph VSG). The ISG mode1 is the key 

concept in achieving convenient retargetability, and is used to rnodel the processor's 

connectivity, micm-operation encodings and restrictions, and timing characteristics. 

Each path in the ISG represents a valid instruction, and the ISG is used during each code 

grneration phase. niree of the more important phases are discussed next- 



Traditionally, code selection is based on tree pattern matching and covering 

techniques which anploy an s<haustive mumeration of all possible patterns. In contras& 

CHESS does not use an exhaustive lis& but selects patterns on the fly, checking the 

feasibility of a pattern by searching the ISG for paths capable of implementing the micro- 

operation. Following code selection, register allocation tries to find an optimal routing 

path for each value co~sumed and produced. CHESS employs a new data routing 

technique [73] that performs a number of branch-and-bound searches in order to find the 

most appropriate route. The algorithm uses the connectivity and timing infonnation in 

the ISG when making routing and storage decisions. Scheduling finally compacts the 

micro-operations into a single micro-program. A modified global lia-scheduling 

algorithm [74] sensitive to software pipehing and various foms of code hoisting is 

emplo yed. 

CHESS outputs machine code and statistical feedback information on the code 

geaeration process. This information may be used to suggest instructions that should be 

added or removed from the processor's instruction-set. Since CHESS b e g d  at the 

instruction level and understands registen and data movement, it is fairly successful at 

opthkation. However, like most systems, it does not optimwe arrays, loops, or the data 

pipeline of the DSP. 

CODESYN [I l]  was on@y developed at Bell Northem Research as part of the 

hardware-software development environment, ~ E X ~ A R E  1751. It is a retargetable 

compiler that converts C code into machine d e  for industrial in-house ASIPs. in 

CODESYN, both the original application and the instruction-set of the target machine are 

represented in the BNR Data Structure (BDS) format. However, unlike a s s  and 

WOLA, which use a unified processor mode& CODESYN descnbes target processors by 

three separate items: instructions, register and memory resoufces, and encoding formats. 

In this respect, CODESYN can be considerd portable. 



CODESYN generates code by pedorming the following tasks in the order listed: (1)  

sraph-rewrite, (2) pattern matching, (3) global scheduling, (4) register allocation, and ( 5 )  

compaction, assembly, and linking. First, the graph-rewrite phase performs local 

operation replacement and code restructuruig. This is followed by pattern rnatching that 

uses a novel and efficient orgâni;rrition scheme [76] that keeps the number of attempted 

matches to a minimum. The actual selection of patterns is p e r f o d  using the dynamic 

programming technique in [95]. After pattern rnatching and selection, global scheduiing 

attempts to schedule the rdt ing micm-operations in a way that minimizes the demand 

on registers. The register allocator, which uses a greedy algorïtbm, then assignç registers. 

At points in the schedule where there are no avaiiable registers, spius to memory are 

inserted. Finally, compaction performs a more detailed schedule as  operations are 

combined into parallel instructions. 

After compaction, the resulting insiructions are assembled and linked. The resulting 

code can be executed on the target architecture, or simulated on the Insulin simulator 

[Il]. To date, CODESYN has only been used to generate code for propnetary ASIP 

architectures. However, the quality of code reported is w i t b  20% of hand-coded 

assembler. In this regard, CODESYN does a better job than CHESS and MIMOLA. 

Although CODESYN has flexible data structures and extensive opthïzation d e s ,  it fails 

to reaily confiont overall storage? arrays, or the data pipeline, except to make use of local 

oppominities. 

The WOLA [IO] design system is a .  environment for the design of digital signal 

processors. Among its various tools are a series of retargetable compilers [77], [78] and 

[4]. Each of the first two compilers is based on a stmchiral mode1 (Le., netlist) and 

stresses retargetability over optimi;ratioa For example, Nowak's compiler [78] has been 

successfully retargeted to produce code for PROLOG processof~, industrial ASIPs [79], 

and commercial DSPs [80]. Howeva, in each w e  the d t s  indicate that the quality of 



code produced was insufEcient MIMOLA'S rnost re-cent compiler [4] works with 

behavioral, structural, or mixed models and is more sensitive to optimization. For the 

sake of brevity, the discussion below is Iimited to the first two compilers. 

Each compiler requires the descriptions of the application and target processor to be 

writîen in the MIMOLA language [81] - a combined hardware description and 

programming Ianguage. The compiler infers d e s  for code generation directly fiom the 

hardware description. Code generation is based primady on pattern matching between 

the source program and target architecture. 

Unlike behaviomi models, structural models do not directly provide the compiler 

with a description of the machine's instruction-set. As such, they tend to expose more 

parallelism than is available at the instruction level. To generate only valid instructions, 

Leupers et. ai. introduce a compiler-independent bootsûapping tec hmque [80] that 

initially compiles the instruction-set of the target processor into microcode. The resulting 

microcode is translatai hto a -OU decoder module and is inserted into the on@ 

structural mode1 (netlist). Ali control signals for the various structural components are 

forced to pass through the decoder, ensuring the generation of ody valid instruction 

opcodes. 

In contrast to CHESS and CODESYN, MMOLA'S purely structural model does not 

provide opportunities for recosnipng optimi7iition to the extent that mixed models do. 

For example, both compilers [77,78] fail to take into account DSP-specific hardware 

features like mode registers and address generation units. Furthemore, both compilers 

depend on greedy algorithms for the sake of performance, the result being suboptimal 

solutions and poor quality code. 

A positive consequence of ushg a strictly structural model, however, is that ail of the 

tools in the MIMULA environment share the same machine description during the entire 

design process. This l ads  to machine-independent retargetability, as the same machine 



description is used during the synthesis of the processor and generation of the microcode 

that will nin on the processor. 

5.5 Other relevant code generation research 

Recent work in code generation for embedded processon has been converging h m  two 

distinct areas. The first is the area of high-level synthesis, which has traditionalIy been 

defined as the design of hardware from behavioral descriptions. Most pubfished papers 

ded with isolated topics. The second major area is compiler technology for general 

processors These appmacha are usually modified to target DSPs; however the methods 

are often restrictive since they often demand generic architectures. Both themes are 

considered below. 

55.1 Eigh-level synt hesis 

Within the context of instruction scheduling, four basic classes of scheduling techniques 

have evolved: local k t  sclieduling, trace schedulng, percolation scheduling, and region 

scheduling. Ehch scheduling technique is briefly describeci below. 

Local List scheduling techniques are performed at the basic block level having only 

sequential control flow. For example, the branch and bound technique [82] constmcts a 

tree whae nodes represent machine instructions. A path h m  the mot to any leaf 

corresponds to one possibie ordering of machine instructions. The tree branches when 

more than one instruction can be placed at the same point in the tree. If the algorithm 

fin& a path qua1 to the length of the cntical path (equivdent to the number of operations 

in the DFG), an optimal solution has been found In general, heuristics are applied to 

avoid building the entire tree (which would take exponential tirne). 

List scheduling [83] is a special case of branch and bound, where only one branch is 

constructed (followed) at evexy node. List scheduiing çtaas with an empty list of 



instructions. Rimary operations are placed into the [art machine instruction if they are 

data ready, have the highest priority (computed by some weighted heuristic) and can be 

placed in the last instruction. If no primary operation meets the previous requirements, a 

new instruction is placed at the end of  the list List scheduling is the most popular 

technique because there exists a known botmd on the t h e  it takes to execute: 0(n2) and 

because it produces good results in the presence of adequate heuristics and is easy to 

impiement. 

A disadvantage of the previous local techniques is that basic blocks generally offer a 

more Limiteci degree of instruction level parallelism. Therefore, architectures that offer a 

high amount of parallelism are not supportecl appropriately. To compensate, research 

has focused on overcoming basic block boudaries. Trace scheduling [84] is an extended 

list scheduling technique not resîricted to basic block bomdaries and employs branching 

probabilities to select the most likely execution path of a program. The selected paîh (or 

trace) is then regarded as if it were a basic block, and list scheduling is perfomed on îhis 

path. The scheduler is responsible for preserving program semantics when moving 

instructions across conditional and unconditional branches. Multiple entry and exit points 

to and h m  the trace may exist To preserve program semantics compensarion code must 

be inserted. Thus, the scheduling of a certain trace may result in the addition of machine 

instructions to other ma, reducing their performance. A limitation of trace scheduling 

is that it does not take into account the execution fkquencies of the trace to which 

compensation code is added. This often limits the quality of code produced, since trace 

scheduling can produce a very large number of machine instruction copies. 

Percolutzon scheduling [85] overcomes the problem of code explosion, but can still 

produce superfluous d e  in some cases. Percolation scheduling is bas& on four 

semantic-preserving, program transformation rules that are performed locally on a 

program flow graph. In contrast to wntrol flow graphs, program flow graphs have only 

one type of node which is associated with an instruction. An instruction is viewed as a 

set of operations involving conditional jumps. Percolation scheduling performs 



paralleking transformations on the program graph by moving up operations (or 

conditional branches) in the program graph, whiIe presewhg the semantics of the contra1 

flow and data flow. Repeatedly applying the transformation d e s  allows machine 

operations to percolate toward tDe top of the program graph. Pmlation schedulllig 

Mers fkom two major problems. First, it relies upon a target architecture with infinite 

resources that is able to execute an arbitrary set of operations in paralle1 in the same cycle 

without any restrictions. This means that the created schedule mut be repartitioned with 

respect to the resource constraints of the target machine. Another disadvantage is that 

only very local transformatons are performeé Therefore, large sequences of 

transformations are required for moving operations across larger program regions. This 

requires continuous traversais of the program flow graph and results in long compilation 

times. 

Region Scheduiing is a technique based on the program dependency grapb and 

aüows movements of machine instructions over wider program regions than pemlation 

scheduluig [86]. A program dependency graph is a single data structure that contains the 

DFG augrnented with wntrol dependence edges. Region scheduling redistributes 

available parallelism, such that machine resources are M y  utilized. The region 

scfieduler repeatedly transfomis the graph, uncovering potential padetism until an 

estimate of the parallel capabilities in each region matches the parallel capabilities of the 

target architecture, or no transformations are applicable. Thus, the transformations are 

drivai by parallel opportunities, allowing the region scheduler to move complete regions 

to 0 t h  regions. 

None of the scheduiing techniques discussed so far takes into account the problems 

arising in the context of irregular architectures. Further efforts are required to examine 

how these techniques can be extended to M y  exploit the mutual dependencia that exist 

between scheduling, regista allocation, and code selection. Furthemore, the heuristics 

used may have a fundamental effect upon the quality of code produced for different mget 

architectures. 



In this regard, mutation scheduliing, a variriant of percolation scheduling, has emerged 

to provide a complete tradeoff between code selection, register allocation, and 

instruction scheduling withlli a single, d o m  h d s t i c  [70]. As well, powerful ILP- 

bared models combining scheduling with other (synthesis) issues have been proposed in 

[41] and [51]. These techniques produce very good code for small exampla. However, 

as the size of the problem inmeases, they suffer firom successively longer runtimes. 

Early work in the arûa of register allocation was limited to basic blocks. Values 

were assumed to be loaded in registers at the begimïng of the block and stored to 

memory at the end of the block In fa& it was shown that Belady's optimal page 

replacement algonthm, onginally developed for operating systems, could aiso be used to 

paform optimal local register allocation [871. More recently global register allocation 

techniques, which transcend basic block boundaries, have been developed. The prefened 

technique for register allocation is grnph coloring. 

Many variations exist [SEI], [NI ,  [go], but the basic approach is as follows. The first 

step is to detemine the lifetimes of the program variables. The lifetime of a value starts 

when the value is produced and ends at the t h e  of its last use. This information is used 

to build an (undirected) int.fwence graph, where a node corresponds to the iifetime of a 

given variable. Two nodes have an edge between them only if they interfere; that is, the 

variables they represent are Live at the same tirne. Hence, two variables (nodes) thai 

interfere m o t  occupy the çame physical register. The problem of finding a proper 

assignment for an interference graph with k nodes is reduced to the problem of finding a 

k-coloring for the graph; that is, a mapping of nodes to k colon, such that nodes 

connected by an edge will have different colors. Due to the NP-complete nature of the 

problem [49], heuristic methods are often employed for coloring. 

If a k - c o l o ~ g  cannot be fomd, some variables must be spilled. There are three basic 

approaches to solve this problan: (1) simply place evay variable in memory and force ail 

referenca to the variable to access memory; (2) induce  spill code for every referwce 



to a variable; and (3) introduce spilI code only at certain points of a variable's lifetime. 

Each of the tbree solutions has its own problems. 

Method 1 cannot be taken for load-store architectures and is also not the best solution 

if the variable is kequently us& The strategy suggested in method 2 is simple, but 

extreme. Spilling a node results in a new interference graph. Therefore, the register 

allocator must iteraîively spill some nodes and color the new resulting graph. The last 

solution, method 3, avoids umecessaxy spilling and is used in [go]. 

Generally, the node represmting the variable's life t h e  is split uito a set of new, 

disjoint live ranges. Each new live range constitutes a new node in the interference graph 

which generally has less interferences than the original live range. Thus, unnecessary 

s p i h g  may be avoided. UnfortimateIy, determining live ranges to split and picking 

places to split them is NP-hard for both problems. 

Other work in this area includes Hendron and Gao [91] who present a global view of 

the register spill problem, with special consideration given to loops. Bialeki [92] takes 

inspiration h m  them and chooses the minimwn cost set of accurnulator spills on a multi- 

block basis. He also introduces spill wsts and works with a more general and realistic 

version of the problem. 

55.2 Compiler technology 

The second area of research has corne from the compiler technology for general 

processors. This Subsection discusses various works as they apply to the issues of 

retargetability and optimization. 

Code generator generators represent an early attempt at fast retargetable code 

grneration, whereby the back-end code generator is generated automatically. The 

machine description required by such code generator generators usually takes the form of 



a set of pattenu and des .  Patterns correspond to machine instructions and are 

represented in the form of trees. Rules demibe the rnernory and register resources 

available to the pattern, the cost of selecting the pattern, and user-defïned procedures for 

emitting target code. Most recent techniques are pedormed on tree-based intemediate 

representations of the source program The code selection problem is to find a covering 

such that every node in the source program is covered by exactly one pattern. Since more 

than one covering generally exists, dynamic progamming [93] is usually employed to 

select the cheapest covering. 

Many code generator generators are based on the previous mode1 including, burg 

[94], twig [95], and CBC [96]. Though dynamic programming insures the selection of the 

cheapest covering, it does not guarantee optimal code. This is because dynamic 

programming assumes that an optimal wvering can be constructeci by finding optimal 

wverings for the individual subtrees [95]. However, the insûuction-level parailelism 

present in most DSPs allows instructions (subtrees) to be performed in parailel. The same 

argument also holds for register spills whose costs are not considered during pattern 

matching. 

Retargetable peephole optimization has been suggested in [97]. Davidson exploits 

peephole optimization to salvage decent code for unopt;mized compiled code for a 

variety of machines. Retargetability is achieved through genenc transformation d e s .  

Since the rules are applied in a local context and after most decisions have been made, 

they ofkn miss opporhmities for fkîher optixnization. 

In contrast to methodologies that emphasize retargetability , the SP AM proj ect 

focuses on producing optimized code for DSPs. Araujo and Malik 1981 tackle the 

problem of phase coupling between register ailocation and code selection, by integrating 

register allocation into the tree pattern matcher, O w ~ [ 9 9 ] .  This integration is required 

when producing optMUed code for machines with irrepuiar register structures, since 

selecting an instruction also implies selbcting the registers it can use. The approach, as 



presented however, fails to consider DSP-specific featuTes such as instruction-level 

pardelism, rnemory addtessing, and mode registers. 

Continuhg within the context of SPAM, Liao et. al. [8] present an integrated 

solution to the problems of scheduling, register spills, and mode instruction minimi7ation. 

nie approach produces optimal resuits for basic blocks, but resuits are presented ody for 

a single architecture. Sudarsanam et. al. [IO01 describe some o p ~ t i o n s  for a specific 

processor that are applied to the assembly code afer code generation. More information 

regarding SPAM can be found in Liao 's thesis [6].  

The compiler developed by Wilson et. aI. [15,16] sohes the phase-couplhg probiem 

optimally, by integrating the major code generation phases into a unined model. The 

model is based on integer-linear programming and performs global optimi7ntion on ail 

program blocks simdtaneously. Though the appmach produces extrmely highquality 

code, the time required to achieve such quality is unacceptable. Furthemore, retargeting 

the compiler involves rewriting the ILP - a time-comumhg task. However, this rnodel 

did serve as the initial inspiration for COGENT, the retargetable, o p m g  compiler 

discussed in the next Chapter. 

5.6 Surnmary and conclusion 

Considering the size and dîfficuity of the code generation problem, it is not sruprising 

that few wollong code generation systems exist. In most cases the code generation 

problern is subdividad and solved in stages, as the '%est" solution fiom one stage is 

propagated to the next. This results in low quality code for two main reasons. First, the 

interdependence between the code generation subproblems (phase-coupling) is not 

adequately addresseci. The decision to use the best solution at one point in the 

compilation affects, sometimes negatively, the quality of solution generated by later 

stages. Second, the continual need to gaierate the c'optimum" solution at each stage 

requires the opthkatiom to be tailoreci towards the particular target machine. This 



resfricts the flexibility of the optirnizations and limits the number and types of 

architectures thai can be w n s i d d  

It is clear, therefore, that there still exists a need for the development of retargetable, 

optirniMg compilers capable of producing highquality code for a variety of 

architectures. To achieve this goai, new approaches for solving the code generation 

phase-coupling problem are requued. Furthermore, novel algonthms and optimization 

çtrategies are required to face the NP-hard code generation problems directly and in a 

general way. 



Chapter 6 

COGENT 

6.0 The objective 

COGENT is a retargetable, o p M g  compiler for hed-point DSPs currently under 

development at the University of Guelph. Unlike other compilers that stress only 

retargetability or opthkation, COGENT aims to show that a satisfactory level of 

optirnization and retargetability can be achieved together. To do this, COGENT employs a 

novel overall strategy and numerous original optimizations, many of which are based on 

enhancd genetic algorithms. 

In contrast to other systems like CHESS [9], CODESYN [ I l ] ,  and MIMOLA [IO], 

which employ structural or mixed models, COGEN~ is based on a behavioral processor 

model. The programmer's view of the instruction set is the lowest level of abstraction 

considend In general, behaviorai models are more expressive than theu low-level 

comterparts, and it is often easier to integrate code optimi;riitions into their firameworks to 

produce highquality code. 

The ability to target dinerent architectures is a fiindamental attribute of any 

retargetable compiler. COGENT is designed to deal with processors with instruction-level 

paraUeiism, highly encoded instruction sets, and specialized register classes. The current 

implementation is designed for load-store architectures that contain one arithmetic-logic 



unit, possibly a dedicated multiplier unit, and two data memones. It is assumed that 

instructions execute in a single instruction cycle. Typcial examples include the Motorola 

56000 and the SGS-Thomson 18950. 

To help facilitate convenient retargetability, COGENT uses a cornmerciai database as  

its central data structure. The database is initially loaded with an appropriate description 

of the target machine. Targeting another machine, or a modified version of the current 

processor, is as simple as updating the data contained in the database tables - not the 

opthkition algorithms themselves. Each algorithm uses parameterized cost bctions so 

that peculiaritia of the target machine can be exploited at the designer's discretion. Al1 

optimization aigorithms directly interface with the database, with each algorithm 

inspecting, quiring, and writing data to the database. 

The remainder of the Chapter is devoted to describing COGENT in more detail. The 

following sections describe the strategies employed to achieve convenient retargetability 

in the context of optimization and the individual optimizations that comprise the curent 

system- 

6.1 Retargetability in the context of optimization 

COGENT, l&e the other systems[9,10,11], subdivides the code-generation pmblem and 

solves it in stages, but with several differences. If the compiler is too genenc, 

opportunities for optimization may be missed or overlooked. The more irregular the 

machine, the more this process strays h m  optimality. If  the compiler conffonts the 

irreguiarities head-on with special tmnsformation algonthms, retargetability is usually 

compromisd To deal with this problem, COGENT incorporates the following strategies. 



6.1.1 The clean machine 

Mead of immediately generating code for the target machine, COGENT first produces 

optimized, compact d e  for an idealized "clean machine" counterpart of the real 

machine. It then maps the code to the 'W machine" via small perturbations. The clean 

machine has the same basic capabilities and structure as the real machine. However, it 

differs nom the achial processor in two specific ways. First, it is highly orthogonal, 

ignoring any coIlStraints on parallelism and register usage implied by the encoded 

instruction format of the target processor. Second, when assigning values to registers, 

values are assigned to (intemaily homogeneous) register c i u s s ~ ~  and not to individual 

register instances; however, a regiçter class never has its number overcoLTlIILitted, and a 

class may have as few as 1 register. The clean machine does capture certain peculiarkies 

of the target processor: zerooverhead loops, residual control, address generation 

capabilities etc. 

The clean machine model serves as the target for most optimizations, allowing them 

to be quite generic. AU architectures are handled by exactly the same code, which is 

driven by tables (discussed later) describing the instruction set and parameters that reflect 

cost and performance issues related to the target machine. Only near the end of the 

process, when high quality code has been generated for the clean machine, is this code 

mapped to the the instruction set of the reai machine. Many of the (sometimes bizarre) 

machine-specinc constraints an deferreci until this final mapping. 

Figure 6.1 shows a conceptual model of the clean machine for the Motorola 56000. 

Each column represents a domain that corresponds to a field within an instruction. At 

this level of abstraction, operations are assigned to specific domains (columns) 

wrresponding to the fiinceional units and memories of the target, while values are 

assieed to specific register classes. Furthermore, operations are assigned to provisional 

wntrol steps (rows). COGENT then uses an EGA-based opthkition to map the idealized 

solution f?om the clean machine to the r d  machine by trying a number of minor 



perturbations and measuring how closely these variations meet the constrahts of the 

target instruction set. The closest match is chosen, and any requïred fixes are made. 

DFG Clean Machine 

Rx - Regis&r set 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

6.1 : Typical cfean machine representation for M56k. 

if the real target closely resembles the clean machine, the rnapping is immediate and 

the code quality excellent As the machine becornes less regular, the perturbations may 

become more drastic, and more repair code may be introduced. Nevertheless, the 

mapping itself to the real proccssor is done in a standard way, using the same EGA for 

any architecture. 

6.1.2 Building the data pipeline 

C ~ E N T ' s  various optimizations are grouped and ordered approximately according to the 

clas of registers that forms their central focus (Fig. 6.2). The optimi7iitions try to 

m b i m k  the c m  i n c d  when the available nimiber of registers in a class is exceeded. 

For example, the wst of exceeding the number of accumulators is typically a "spill" 

(temporary store) to mernory. Since accumulators are usually the scarcest of all  register 



types, they tend to have the greatest cost and are optimized first This is followed by 

opaand registers, addres reg&zs, and their associated O- regiStm. 

Figure 6 9  : Detailed sequence of optimaations. 

TO cope with the interaction among the major code generation phases, C O G m  

subdivides each of the traditional pmblems into much finex subproblems. The net result 

is that traditional decisions are made in stages, so that the subproblems of each type are 

interleaved in time and can influence one another's final resolution. For example, 

consider the schedding issue depicted in Figure 6 2 .  Firsf array d y s i s  imposes 

ordering constraUUr to preserve semantic integrity in the final schedule of array 

references. Then array load-store operations are scheduled, and altemative array a c c ~ s  

schedules are evaluated for their ability to provide low-cost, systematic traversah of 



arrays. Next ALU schedules are generated The evaluation criteria include mininizing 

the demanà for accumulators. The final ALU and array access scheduies are detennined 

when a good blend is found between these schedule types. However, only when a 

scheduie is laiown can the actual demand on accumuiators (and the need for spills) be 

hown.  Only after spills are decided (later), are al1 the memory references bown. Then 

rnemory rejierences (loads and stores) are scheduled so as to maintain maximum 

compatibility with the chosen ALU operaton order. Only d e r  memory references are 

scheduled, can they be o r g e  into groups and assigned address -ers. A&esszng 

operations can then be inserted w i t h  and between existing instructions. Thus, 

scheduling considers different things at different stages, and objects scheduled at later 

stages are biended in with previously scheduled objects. Thus, unlike more conventional 

approaches, the code (and pipeline) is generated issue-by-issue, not instruction-by- 

instruction. 

To allow each optimization to be applied in the widest possible conte& provision is 

made for the user to input  con^-01-/ow and per$onnance estimates for each biock. The 

program is then analyzed to determine sequences of cyclically or wnsecutively executed 

blocks, calleci segments. Segments are s d a r  to the traces described in [84] and are the 

largest contexts passeci to most o p t b h i o n  modules. The modules see segments as 

having input and outputs at both the top and bottom and at points where wntrol flows to 

and h m  other segments. 

. . During optunization, loops with the highest frequency are considered first Straight- 

line segments are considered fïrst in the order of their containhg loops aud within each 

loop in order of expected execution fiequency. The idea is to encourage early and total 

opfimization of more critical components of a program. For example, consider the 

control-flow graph in Fig. 6.3. Assuming that block 2, 3, 4, and 7 represent the most 

fkquently executed path in the program, all four blocks can be represented as a segment 

and optimized simultaneously. h p s  (blocks 5 and 6; and blocks 8 and 9) also have 



special prominence. This way, the most fhquntly executed parts of a program are 

optimized. 

'1 BI& appearing in a segment 

Figure 6.3 : Program decumposed into segments of blocks. 

To ensure consistency across inter-segment boundaries, less critical segments may 

have to adjust to the boundary conditions of previously opthked segments. However, if 

code (spills and copies) mut be inWuce& it always occurs in the segment thar is 

executed less fkequently. This strategy insures that, regardless of what issue is being 

considered, al1 decisions are globally optimized within the context of the current segment 

whose path is "critical" cumpared to segments that have not yet been considered. 

6.13 Multiple solutions and parameterizable optimizations 

Unlike other systems [9,10,11] that follow a single trajectory towards a final solution, 

COGENT main* several candidate solutions in parallei within each optimization stage 

and possibly even between stages. Rather than try to duectly generate a single, optimal 

solution, most EGA-based optimjc/ntions generate pools of feasible candidate solutions. 



Each candidate solution in the pool is evaluated and assigned a weighted score by one or 

more evaluation functions. The evaluafion functians consider the candidate solution in 

the light of a particular, architecture-specific issue. By changing the weightings 

associateci with the functions, they cm be easily tuned to reflect the characteristics of 

different machines in a generic way. More than one ‘ber'' may be selected fiom the 

pool. The ability to pursue multiple possible threads allows COGMT to postpone 

cornmitment to any one solution until its impact on later stages can be evaluated. This 

helps address the contentious phase-couplhg problem. 

6.1.4 The relational database 

The entire system is based on a relationai database (inf'omk) that contains two logical 

databases: one to represent the target architecture and another for the program king 

compiled. The overall structure is shown in Fig. 6.4. The program database is initialized 

by a custorn h n t  end that analyzes a program written in C+, a variant of C that is both 

an extension (+) and restriction (-) of ANS1 C. Other source languages could provide the 

initial information, but at present only the C+- compiler fiont end is implemented. 

The h n t  end represents all program objects and constraints as values in a very rich 

database but makes a s  few implementation wrnmitments as possible. Successive 

optimi;rirtion modules inspect and manipulate the database until final code resuits. These 

modules are usually Wntten entirely in C and interface to the database through "stubs" 

that employ embedded SQL and translate between C data structures and database 

relations. Optimi7ation modules are activateci and given parameters by a controller that is 

guided by an architecture-specific script. The architecture tabla of the database 

supplement the script with parameter vaiues and instruction templates to govern pattern 

matching, specimg DFG transformations, and describe machine instructions. The 

unSom representations provide consistency across all modules of the system and enable 

many simila actions to be implemented in identical ways. 



C o ~ m  also supports a M y  bctional Standard Query Lunguage (SQL) interface. 

Through the interface a designer c m  potentially interact with the compilation procas, 

obtaining additional information and making certain decisions ""on-the-flf. This is an 

important feature especidiy within the context of design expiotutiion. 

Edir 
ol Script 

1 ) Editor 1 
C+- Front /Endi 

Figure 6.4 : Overview of COGENT environment 

Currently, the architecture database must be initialized by hand. This means typing 

data (Le., the machine description) into the appropriate tables. The shaded boxes in Fig. 

6.4 refer to system components that are not yet implementd In the future, an 

architecture editor will s impw the process by allowing the target architecture to be 

descrîbed at a "'Iigher level" which can then be automatidy convertecl into the 

appropnate tables. Furthemore, a script editor wiil be available for producing 

customized compilation scripts for different the target architectures. This will d o w  

different optimization strategies to be used for dinerent processors. 



6.2 An overview of COGENT 

COGEM cwently consists of thirteen major optimiiration modules. Figure 6.5 provides a 

very coarse overview of the flow through COGENT with special emphasis (shading) given 

to those modules involving EGAs that are discwed in the remahder of this work. Each 

optimization is bnefly described below. 

6.2.1 The fro ed 
the front-end is responsible for a variety of activities. It accepts a modified version of C. 

calleci C+-, as its source language [103]. The fmguage does not support pointer 

variables, but does provide (mostly through the use of pr;igmas) a variety of extensions 

that are very useN in ernbedded systems. Unlike most compilers, C+- does not perform 

most of the usual front-md optimi;rations such as common-subexpression elimination, 

storage allocation, or scheduling. Rather, it limits itself to checking the source code for 

syntax and semantical. By defaring decisions as late as possible, the back end has more 

opportunity to optimize the source code for the target processor. 

Upon successful syntactical and lexical compilation, the fiont end initializes the 

database. Branch probabilities and estimates of the eipected or maximum loop repetitions, 

provided by the user using the C+- language, are used to i d e n a  critical paths and the 

optimum storage order for the prognim blocks. Conditional and unconditional branch 

instructions are inserted so as to minimize the nurnber of times the executed branches 

break the instruction pipeline, causing loss of cycles to restart the instruction stream. 
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6.2.2 Program restrncturing 

With the database initialized, program -g can begÿi. The emphasis is on 

mapping operations undersfood by the fiont-end to operafions supported by the target 

architechue. Al1 of the transformations are expressecl in SQL, facilitating easy 

introduction o f  new patterns and on-the-fly user intewention. 

6.23.1 Operation replacement 

Operation replacement replacesfiuicriom in the original DFG with a complete copy of 

the DFG that defiaes the fiuiction (in-line expansion), or an appropriately ordered set of 

operaiions that execute a remote funam cal1 with parameter passing. Generic 

operations undersfood by the fiont end are rewritten (expanded) into the vocabulary of 

the target machine. For example, a high-level construct like a++ may be rewritten as 

a=a+l if the instruction set of the target machine does not support autoincrement Other 

typical examples include datatype conversions (e-g., int to long int), double precision 

operations, inserting load operations for retrieving constants fkom rnemory etc. 

6.2.2.2 Structural replacements 

Structural tramformations appropnate to the target architecture are also performed. 

Examples include: straightening trees of summation to enhance pattern matches, or 

inserting copy operations to resolve predictable register incompatibilities. For exampie, 

the multiply instniction on the Motorola 56k fetches its operands fiom operand registers 

X and Y and stores its result in an accumulator A or B. Since the rault is always stored 

in an accumulator, a register mirmatch occurs whenever a direct edge in a DFG comects 

two multiply operations. This type of problem can be detected early in the compilation 

and resolved by simply inserting a copy operation between the two multiplication 

operations. 



6.2.23 Pattern matching 

Rior to pattern selection, pattern matching coalesces multiple atomic operations into 

single cornplex operations supported by the target architecture. Unlike the tree-based 

pattems which CODESYN [ I l ]  selects using dynamic programming, COGENT uses SQL to 

identiQ pattems of primitive operations (not necessarily trees). Patterns are then selected 

using an SQL-based selection strategy. 

6.23 Array analysis 

Mer the structure of the program has been determined, array analyszk atternpts to 

ascertain regular array access patterns, so that the processor's built-in addressing modes 

can traverse fiom one location to the next without having to do an address cornputaiion. 

Array analysis begins by i d e n w g  which array refmces are simple h e u r  functions of 

the loop index. These references have theu address computations tempodly removed 

from the DFG in anticipation of thei. future simplification and to simpiifi the scheduling 

process. These linear references are grouped into families that could possibly use the 

same systematic addressing techniques. Additional constraints are inserted between 

certain load and store operations to preserve the original semantics of the program. Of 

course, random anay accesses (Le., those not part of any systematic progression) must 

main  in the DFG for scheduling. 

6.2.4 Memory storage 

Following array analysis the f b t  EGA ophhatiori, Genetic Algorithm Memory 

Assigrnent (GAMA), is used to assign arrays to specifïc mernories. In generai, GAMA'S 

task is to map each memory-resident value to an appropriate memory (assuming more 

than one exists). The memory choice is detemineci using an EGA that is sensitive to a 

variety of coIlSfraitlts. For example, all memory assignments specined in the original 

source program m u t  be observed. Data are provided as often as possible to the "most 



wnvenient" 8de of non-commutative operations. To reduce schedule length, fiequently 

referenced pairs of operands are assigneci to opposite memories to facilitate parailel 

retrieval. 

6.2.5 Scheduling 

At the point when scheduling first occurs, program restructuring has already mapped 

operations in the source program to operations supported by the target prwessor. Array 

analysis has identified which address operations require schedulùig and has introduced 

necessary orderings between operatiom. F W y ,  memory assignment has assigned 

arrays, and hence their individual load and store operations, to specific memories. 

Therefore, the final ALU operations and array access operations for each memory are 

known and ready to be scheduled. 

Scheduling begins by considering the ALU strçam a d  each memory access stream 

separately. For each stream, scheduling is performed in three separate steps. Initially, 

another EGA optimization, Genetic Algorithm Scheduler (GAs), generates a pool of 

feasible schedules for the ALU operations. A schedule is considerd feasible only if 

every operation appears on a unique step and aii ordering constraints between operations 

are satisfied. Next, a profile of each schedule is generated. Various schedule properties 

are examined including the length of the schedule, the estimated maximum register 

daand, dong with a number of more machine-specific attributes. A parameterizable 

cost function is used to evaluate and select the '%est" schedules. Since the cost bction 

can be tuned to exploit the properties of the target pmcessor, different schedules can be 

selected fiom the same schedule pool depending on the target procasor. 

The ordering among array family members may affect the addressing mechanisrns 

that can be eventually employed. Consequently, if any non-trivial array families exist in 

either memory, they must be scheduled in a way that best utilizes the available addressing 

hardware. ALU schedules are generated and evaluated using a number of criteria For 



each stream GAS produces a pool of feasible schedules &om which good candidates are 

chosen. Combinations are then evaluated. A cost function is used to select the ALU and 

m y  schedules having the best mix of properties; that is, a blend of schedules that best 

support systematic array traversais and place the least demand on accumulators. 

6.2.6 Mode optimization 

I f  the target processor utilizes a mode register to control the effect of certain ALU 

operaîions, it may be necessary to insert a number of mode selting instructions into the 

ALU Stream of each schedule. An EGA-based optjmi;rirtion called Mode Optimization 

Module (MoM) is used to determine the optimal locations for inserting mode changes 

into each schedule. 

6.2.7 Spilling live values 

Mer scheduling, another optimjiration determines the minimum number of spills to 

memory that will resolve excess demaad for accumulaton. At every step where the 

number of live values exceeds the number of available accumulators, there mut be at 

least as many values spilled as the excess in accumulator demand. The problem is 

rnodeled as a wezghted minimum cover and solved hernistically [92]. Any value that 

rnight eventually be spilled is considered to reside in memory throughout its l i f ehe  and 

can be fetched each time it is required The cost of spilling a value is the number of 

memory accesses to that variable, with special considerations for looping situations and 

requirements arising at the segment bomdaries. 

After spilling is complete, GhMA is called a second time to assign the spilled 

variables to specific memones. GAMA may allow some of the variables to be duplicated 

in both mernories - a technique that often leads to improved performance. 



6.2. Unspilling live values 

Once the memory assignments for the various load/store operaiions have been 

determined, an opportunity exists for ''unspillingl' certain values that have multiple 

destinations. A heuristic is used to minimize the total number of memory accesses (for 

each memory) by removing [oad operations whenever common values can be kept in 

registers between successive accesses. 

6-29 Load-store scheduling 

Following imspill, the final load and store operations are known. At this point the order of 

ALU operations has already been fixed by GAS, as has the relative order of array accesses 

within each memory. Placing other load and store operations on the steps nearest the 

ALU operatioas that use or consume their values may cause excess paralleiism on certain 

steps, since only one access to each memory is ailowed per instruction. The new spi11 

operations must (herefore be scheduled dong with other memory operations that access 

arrays or retrieve constants kom rnemory. An EGA-based optimizatioq called Load- 

Store Scheduler (US), scheciules all load-store operations so as to produce a feasible 

overall schedule. LSS may also extend the ALU schedule to make room for the new Ioads 

and stores. The result is a maximally compact, feasible code for the clean machine. 

6.2.10 Shake And Bske 

Shake And Bake (SAB) is responsible for taking the cleau machine code and mapping it 

on to the actual instruction set of the target procesor. In general, there are two basic 

decisions. One is how to combine the partial operations (i.e., the data movement and 

ALU operations) so that the parallelism implied by each control step can be supported by 

the actual machine instructions. The other is to fuid a register assiment that meets the 

constraints of the particdar machine instructions. This is a very difficult and wmplex 

task. Two EGAs (calleci SHAKE and BAKE) and a single deterministic algorithm (called 



AND) interact to find a combined solution to the final instruction selection and register 

assignment tasks. 

S m  starts with the compact, optimized clan machine schedule and perturbs the 

digrmient of potentidly parallel operatiom. S e v d  di fferent alignments are denved. 

Each alignment is then evaluated by A m ,  which nrst tries to map operations aligned in 

parallel to machine instructions. I f  successfûl, it checks the edges comecting the mapped 

machine instructions to discover related instructions whose register requirements are 

incompatible. Extra copy operations are introduced into the schedule to resolve register 

mismatches on these edges. Once each candidate's actual instructions and register sets 

are known, BAKE showers the edges with registers until a feasible registers assignment is 

found. If  more than one feasible instruction sequence and register assignmeat is found, 

one is selected based on compatibility with neighboring segments or other suitable 

criteria 

Note that this mapping is a standard process that can be applied to a variety of 

instruction sets, just by changhg the architecture database tables. The mapping can deal 

with highly-wnstrained allowable register combinations. 

6.2.11 Data organization and addressing 

With memory reference patterns known, oddress registers and addressing modes are 

assigneci. The objective is to m a x h k e  the use of built-in hardware address modification 

to minimize the amount of addressing code. The first step is to identify groups of 

memory-based variables whose access patterns would allow a single address register to 

traverse the group with minimum overhead for repositioning the register. Variables are 

eventually grouped into "strips", each of which has its own virtual address register. 

Memory strips having disjoint lifetimes cm be overlaid in memory. Vimial address 

registers are then mapped to r d  address registers. Once again, this may entail adding 



extra code to switch address registers h m  one use to another and to reset address- 

support registers (i.e., oflket and Mt registers used by cimilar bufférs). 

6.2.12 Final things 

Before assembly code can be emitted a few more tasks reniain. First, the previously 

identifiai data stnps mut be packed in rnemory regions, taking care to avoid unavaiiable 

or preallocated addresses Another EGA called Memory Strip Assignment (MsA) is used 

for this purpose. When assigning strips to memory, if the capacity of the memory is 

exceeded, MSA spills the iess fiquently accessed strips to an extemal cache. Once the 

strips are assigned to memory, the address constants are known, and the instruction 

detaiis are complete. The final task is to format the instructions as required by the target 

DSP. 

6.2.13 Current status 

As of August 1998 most of the optimization modules, except for those concerned with 

addressing, have been impiemented. Integrating the optimjsrations into the code 

generation system has been a long process, mainly due to limited personnel. However, 

c ~ ~ e n t l y  al1 but a few optimizations (specifically MSA and MOM) have been Uicorporated 

in the flow. Those modules that are integrated are producing good results. However, the 

&ont end is not yet fil& functional - a fact that places significant restrictions on the 

numbers and types of benchmark programs that we are currently able to consider. 

6 3  Use of EGAs within COGENT 

Figure 6.5 kdicates which chapters are devoted to each EGA-based optimization. Not 

every EGA-based wmponent of COGENT is descnbed in the thesis, because some closely 

resembie others. A variety was chosen to exempm different techniques. niese include: 



GAS dernonstrates the EGA's abîlity to solve an optimizatioa problem with mulfiple 

objectives. The EGA is run multiple &es to generafe a pool of severai feasible 

solutions, with no consideration to optïmbtion. The 0ptimi;ration issues are handled 

by an ext& evaluation process, nmed to the particda. problem and independent of 

the EGA. 

MOM shows how the EGA can be used to handle an optimization problem with a 

single, welldefined objective. The EGA seeks a succession of CSPs, each having 

tighter objective constraints than its predecessor. 

U s  demoIlStrafes how both of the previous strategies can be employed to solve 

problems with multiple objectives where one of the objectives is weU denned. The 

EGA is used twice: Once to optimize the primary objective, then once to optimize 

the 0 t h  objectives. 

SAB shows how two EGAs can be used together to solve two very cornplex 

problems. In this w e ,  one EGA is used to evaluate the quality of solution 

deterxnined by the other EGA. In effect, one EGA fills a role like the fitness function 

of the other. 

GAMA illustrates the EGA's ability to deal with both hard and soft constmints. Hard 

consbraints refer to the usud notion of wnstraints that must be satisfieû Soft 

constrainîs are those whose satisfaction is desirable, but not necessary. 

The overail application of code generation demonstrates how various EGAs can combine 

to produce good solutions to very complex real world problems. Their use has enabled a 

sipnificant contribution to the problem of retargetable code generation. 



Chapter 7 

Genetic Algorithm Scheduler (GAs) 

7.0 Introduction 

Mead of fonning entire instructions on a step-by-step basis, COGENT foms the data 

pipeline £iom the core outward for al2 instructions throughout the current segment. This 

means that instruction sequences are built component-by-component, and for each 

component, all  relevant instructions are wnsidered toge*. The primary objective is to 

mi* the number of address calculafions and the number of data movernent 

operations that accompany the core ALU operatiom. Ui this Chapter we present Genetic 

Algorithm Scheduler (GAS), the first optimi.llition developed for C o G m  based on an 

enhanaxi gcnetic algorithm. The primary d e  of GAS is to schedule the ALU operations 

that form the core of the data pipeline. 

Unfortunately , the criteria for determining a good (data) pipeline are numerous, 

subtly intemlated, and diffcullt to determine at the point when ALU scheduling is 

performed. In many code-generation systems, a single candidate solution is generated by 

each optimi;riition module. This mmns that each module must generate the best solution 

it possibly can. However, due to the phasecoupling that exists between the various code 

grneration sub-problems, what one module considers to be "optimum" may tum out to be 

sub-optimal, or problematic later in the d e  generation trajectory. 



To deal with the eff& of phase couplkg, some schedulers consider more than one 

issue at the same the.  For example, in [6] operations are scheduled to sùnultaneously 

minunize the demand for accumulators and the number of mode-setting instructions. 

However, integrating multiple issues into the scheduler tends to increase the complexity 

of the algorithm and reduce its generality. Results for the scheduler in [6] are reported 

only for a single DSP architecture. In generai, the need to generate the single best 

sotution tends to orient the scheduler towards a specific architecture and limits its ability 

to produce good code for other architectures. 

To compensate, we present a new scheduling strategy that aims to achieve a balance 
. . between optimization and convenient retargetability. Rather than use a complex 

algorithm to pursue a single bCoptimal" solution, we simply generate a pool of feasible 

schedules and evaluate each for various propdes, choosing the best after an evaluation 

phase. More specifically, an EGA is used to quickly generate a pool of feasible 

schedules. Then evaluation criterion are applied to each schedule giving them scores. 

Each score is weighted to reflect its relative importance for the current architecture, and 

all of the scores are summed to rank the schedules. Finally, those schedules that are found 

to be too costly (whose score is greater than some threshold) are dropped fiom the pool. 

The advantage of this approach i s  that it allows multiple trajectories to be pursueci in 

parallel- an important step in dealing with the phase-coupling problem. Furthermore, by 

decouplhg the optimization fkom the scheduling aigorithm, the algorithm itself becomes 

simpler and easier to work with. Targeting another machine is a matter of weighting the 

evaluation criteria to reflect their relative importance for the new machine. No change to 

the scheduling algorithm is required In fact, COGENT uses the same GAS scheduler and 

the same overail approach durhg a separate stage to schedule m y  references as well! 



7.1 Generating pools of feasfble schedules 

The scheduling problem is modeled as a CSP and solved using an EGA. Each 

application of the EGA generates a feaszbie schedule. A schedule is feasible if it satisfies 

al1 of the ordering coIlStfaints imposed by the source program, plus any orderings that 

may have been imposed by earlier optimization modules. Generating a pool of schedules 

is shply a matter of xunning the EGA multiple times on the same problem. The 

stochastic nature of the EGA results in different schedules being generated whenever 

more tha. one ordering of the operations is possible. 

GAS is specifically designed for single-ALU machines that perform operations in a 

single instruction cycle. A more comprehensive module, called Mulrple GAS (MGAS), 

has been developed for multiple ALU and VLIWI machines. MGAS c m  h d e  a r b i t r q  

numbers of ALUs that perform different operations in differing numbers of control steps. 

Shce MGAS is a .  adaptation of the scheduler presented in Chapter 4, it wili not be 

presented here. 

7.1.1 The constraint formulation 

The following symbols are used to identiq object types and to index important scalar 

objects in the constraint-satisfaçtion problem: (1) operations are indexed by i and j; (2) T 

represents the maximum schedule length; E is a 0-1 rnatrix; if E,=l, operation i must 

precede operation j in the final schedde. E reflects both data dependencies and o r d e ~ g  

constrauits. An integer variable, Si, indicates the control step of operation i and is 

encoded as a single gene in the EGA. 

The following constraints must be satisfied in a final solution: 

' Vcry Large Instruction Word 



1. The starthg t h e  of each operation is bounded by the completion times of its 

immediate predecesso~~. 

V i j  where Eij=l: Si < S, 

2. The completion tirne of each operation is bounded by T, the overall limit on scheduie 

length. 

3. Each operation must be assigned to a unique control step. 

V i j where icj: Si+% 

GAS also makes provision for scheduling ciusters. The term cluster refers to a group 

of operations that must be scheduled together, usually on consecutive control steps. 

Identimg operations as members of a particular cluster allows the system to insert pre- 

scheduled code into the current schedule, or to enforce advmtageous orderings a priori. 

The set C, is used to identify the set of ordered operations that belong to cluster 1. The 

integer variable N, indicates the number of operations in set C, . 

4. Each pair of operations in C, can be scheduled at most NI steps apart. 



7.2 Evaluating the candidate schedules 

Once a pool of candidate schedules is generated, various evduation procedures inspect 

each schedule and assign it a score. These scores are weighted according to issues in the 

architecture, and an overall score ranks each schedule. Currently, the task of specifying 

weights for diffefent critexion and architectures is left with the user. 

Although many criteria rnay contribute to the quality of a schedule, one obvious 

criterion is to limit the overall demand for occumulators. D S P s  typically have few (1-2) 

accumulators. Whenever a value cannot be retained in an accdator ,  it must be spilled 

to memory, that is, vvrïtten to memory and re-loaded when needed. I f  too many spills 

occur, the schedule may have to be extended just to accommodate the extra load and store 

operations that result fiom spilhg. 

To estimate the number of spiIls a given schedule may generate, the following can be 

measured: 

The number of times a value is used by the immediately following operation. This 

is especially importmt on machines (like the TMS320C25) that have a single 

accumulator. 

The number of gaps (between control steps) in the schedule where the demand 

for accumulators exceeds the number available. 

The maximum number of live2 values at any gap. 

The total number of steps over which values an live. Note: I f  a variable has 

multiple uses, only the last use is considered when detennining this sum. 

- - 

WC define the lifetime of a variable as the duraton bctween îts first and last use. 
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Figure 7.1 illustrates how the previous criteria are used when inspecting a pool of 

three possible schedules (A, B, and C). The dotted lines identiQ occasions where an 

operation supplies a value to its immediate successor. The bold "arrows" dong the side 

identify gaps in the schedule where the number of accumulators (in this case 2) is 

exceeded. Using the weights shown in the box, schedule A emerges with minimum cost 

(IO), followed by schedule B (20). then schedule C (34). In this case each individual 

score for schedule A happens to be superior to those for schedules B and C. This would 

imply that any one of the four criteria measwed would be suficient for identifjmg the 

'%est" aliment. However, this trend may not appear in other problems, and multiple 

criteria relating to spi& are usually examine& 

Schedules 
A B C  

consecutive i 4 2 1 
l 

! O  1 3 ;  

stepslive ( 1 0  11 141 

Note: weights (-1,5.2,1) 

Scheduies 

Figure 7.1 : Evaluating ALU schedules. 



As an exteasion, the previous criteria can include the edges that appear at the boundaries 

of the segment, Of course, some inter-segment values may already be in memory or 

operand registm, thereby altering the wst or need for accumulator spills. 

7.2.1 Other criteria 

In general, a designer is fiee to speciQ any criterion that may be appropriate for the 

current architecture. A few of the more important criteria are descnbed below. 

When evaiiiiiting the need for spius, it may be necessary to consider different register 

classes separately. In the previous example it was assumed that the result of each 

operation was stored in an accumulator. On sorne machines, like the ST18950 and 

TMS320Cx, the multiplier places its resuit in a special product register. When 

evaluating spills for these architectures, accumulators and product registers, must be 

considered separately. 

Nat all issues wncem accumulators and spills. Sorne relate to schedule l e m .  

Some machines have pipebrelated restrictions that prohibit certain combinations of 

operations h m  being scheduled sequentially. In such cases, extra instructions 

(NOPs) must be inserted between the originai instructions to insure that the correct 

results are generated. These extra instnictiom must be accommodated by extending 

the schedule. An instruction may also be affectai by the pipeline if its execution time 

depends on its neighbon within a sequence of instructions. To avoid pipeline eEects 

in the k t  place, one can penalize those scheduies that contain problematic sequences 

of operations. 

Excessive memory activity at either end of a schedule can increase its total length and 

shouid be penaked. 



If the cumnt segment corresponds to a loop, simple foms of loop-retiming may be 

possible by moving operations fiom one iteration of the loop to another. If the 

memory activity (numbers of loads and stores) at either end of the segment is light, it 

may be possible to wrap load and store operations around to the other end of the 

segmenf thus reducing scheduie length. (Of course, operations must be replicated 

outside of the bop body to initiaikt and terminate the loop conectly.) 

Many DSPs use a single mode register to control the operation of certain instructions. 

Two of the more cornmon types of modes are sign-exteasion and pduct-shift. If an 

instruction is affected by one or more modes, and if the current mode settuigs are 

different fkom the desired mode settings, then the modes must be set pnor to the 

execution of the instruction. This is accomplished by inserthg mode-setting 

instructions into the schedule pnor to the instruction. Since these additional 

instructions extend the length of the schedule, a useful criterion is to estimate the 

number of mode updaîes needed. 

7 3  Scheduling array references 

A major issue in building a good pipeline is to manage array references, especially 

within loops. The ability to recognize systematic access patterns arnong array references 

is necessary to exploit the low-overhead addressing modes available in most DSPs. 

COGENT takes a unique appmach to the entire problem. In particular, GAS is used to 

generate feasible schedules of array references (when they occur) in a way similar to 

scheduling ALU operations. Evduation functiom are then used to h e l ~  balance the 

exploitation of regular array reference patterns and the coordination of data flow to/fkom 

memory with the existing ALU schedules. The best 'Wend" of array and ALU schedules 

is then selected to carry on to the next code generation phase. The entire process is 

illustrated in Fig. 7.2. 



ALU 
scheàules 

Figure 7.2 : Applying GAS to ALU operations and array references. 

Prior to GAS, pattern selection groups simple operations kto  dowable 

combinations, thus detemiining the ALU operations that will fom the core of the data 

pipeline. GAMA then detennines which memory should contain each anay if the machine 

contains dual data banks. 

Having assigned arrays to specifïc maories, GAS then generates a pool of reference 

schedules fcr the arrays in each mernory. A reference schedule includes all operations 

(load or store) within a segment that access arrays in the same memory. Several reference 

families may comprise a refmce schedde. A refcrence family refers to multiple 

references to the same acray sharing sirnilar properties. These families o h  allow reuse 

of the same address register and its value, via built-in addressing support, such as auto- 



increment. In paddar,  acceses to the same array that are hearly dependent' on the 

index loop variable in similar ways can often be reordered to exploit special addressing 

techniques. 

Evaluation of reference schedules in each pool uses several criteria based on the 

addressing hardware available on the machine- They typically inciude looking for 

oppommities to use the same address (on successive references) more than once, and 

moving fiom one member of a reference family to the next using auto-increment or auto- 

demernent The demand for auxiliary registers thai may be required to handle non-trivial 

adjustments to an address r e s t e r  is alsa assessed Each reference schedule is assigneci a 

weighted score, thus ranking it. Only the top-ranking reference schedules are retained in 

each pool. The decision as to how many schedules are retained in the pool Lia with the 

user. In the end, the methodology leaves a nimiber of different scheduling options, each 

with its own merit. 

However, selecting the best array schedule ultimately depends on finding a good 

match with the ALU schedules, which is done by a nnal evaluation function. The 

objective is to find a good blend between the schedules. Two main evaluation criteria are 

considered: the number of times memory access pairs occur in a different order than the 

ALU operations that use their values; and the number of additional steps added to the 

sche&.de to have the data available for the ALU operations, without violathg the 

reference order. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 7.3 where a single ALU schedule has been combined with 

two reference scheddes, one for each rnemory. The k t  critenon corresponds to the 

edges that cross. Each time two edges cross (shown by bold arrows in figure), separate 

operand registers must be used to store the values being loaded. Too many overlapping 

edges can easily exhaust the number of available registers (typidy 2-4). inconsistent 

order, and congesteci areas of array activity can also extend the schedule. This is 

' A(bY+d] whae b and d arc ( l o d y )  constant and k changes by the same amount in each iteratio~ 
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uidicated by the siiaded block. The decision to order the array acccss on step 1 prior to 

the array access on step 2 results in the schedule king extended by a single step. A 

better schedule would have the m y  access on step 1 appear on step number 3 instead. 

This would dso use A[k] on consecutive steps. 

X mem ALU Ymem 

Figure 7.3 : Btending ALU and Referenca schedules. 

In general, the final schedules may not corne h m  thc top of their pools. This is 

especially true when large pools are used. The best combination of schedules can-ies on 

to the next phase of the code generation process. 

7.4 EGA performance 

To be coosidered practical, GAS must be able to generate diverse pools of schedules 

quickly. Table 7.1 illustrates its ability to generate pools of schedules for standard filters, 

dong with somt of our own test programs. In each case, the pool size is set to 25. For the 



sake of cornparison GAS is nui in two modes: once with a population of 10 strings and 

once with a population of 100 strings. The d t s  in Table 7.1 demonstrate the speed of 

the genetic algoritbm as weU as its ability to generate multiple unique schedules. GAS 

always succeeds in each of its 25 applications, however not al1 25 schedules are 

necessarily unique. In nearly every case. the same n u m k  of distinct schedules was 

found, regardess of the population size. Furthemore. using a population size of 10 

resulted in a 4-7 fold reduction in time required to generate the pool of schedules. This 

suggests using a mail population size in practice. 

Table 7.1 : GAS executfon tirnes and number of solutions found. 

Source Program 

n-real-update 

n-mal_rnuIb'pîy 

biquad filter 

diiFerent%-eqn 

fir fiier 

Iafüce fifier 

bandpass filter 

con volution 

matnXatnXmuiüply 

T W l  

Test2 

Test3 

Test4 

Test5 

7.5 Summary 

fime required to Generate 

Poo! of 25 Schedules 

Nurnber of Unique Schedules 

in Pool 

In this Chapter we have presented Ga, an EGA-based optimization for schedulùig the 

operations that form the core of the data pipeline. An EGA is used to generate a pool of 



fcasible schedules each of which is evaluated for various machine-dependent properties. 

The evaluation procedures usually focus on a single criterion and assign a score to each 

schcdule. Each score is weighted to reflect its relative importance for the curent 

architecture. Targeting another machine is a matter of weighting the evaluation criteria to 

reflect their relative importance for the new machine. All of the scores are m e d  in 

order to rank the schedules, and those schedules that are found to be too comly are 

dropped fiom the pool. We have demonstrated the EGA's ability to support this 

rnethodology by showing it generate pools of schedules quickly. 



Chapter 8 

Mode Optimization Module (MOM) 

8.0 Introduction 

Many DSPs use a mode (staîe) register and mode vuriables to control the behavior of certain 

ALU instructions. For example, the TMS23ûCSx uses mode variables to speci@ whether a 

single shift is arithmetic or logical. In gens mode variables are typically used for 

overflow hanoling, rounding methods, sign extension, SM options, and sahiraton 

arithmetic. 

If an instruction is controlled by mode variables, the variables must be set to the correct 

values prior to the execution of the instruction. The mode register on the M56k, for 

example, can be updated using "or-inmediate" and "and-immediate" instructions. The 

barrel-shift register in the ST18950 is updated by ushg the "move-immediate" instruction. 

Since two or more modes can sometimes be changed at the same time using one instruction, 

it is useful to determine the minimum number of instructions needed to properly set modes. 

Of course, many instructions are oblivious to some or all modes, which provides many 

possible points at which to met any particular mode. 

Consider the trivial case of a single mode. Fi- 8.l(a) shows a data flow graph dong 

with the mode setting required by each operation. For illustrative purposes, binary mode 

variables having values 1 or 2 are asçumed. A don't-care condition, 0, exists if an 



instruction is not affêcted by the value of a mode. Figure 8.1 (b) shows a feasible 6-step 

schedule for the given DFG. Each row of the table shows the mode setîing expected by the 

instruction scheduled on the indicated step. 

Step Operation Mode 

1 1 m t  mode must be set to 2 prior to op 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

[ 
1 + mode may be set to 1 prior to ops 2.3 or 4 

5 5 rO] 
6 6 @+mode may be set to 2 prior to ops 5 or 6 

( ) - Required Mode Value 

(b) 

Figure 8.1 : Example of single mode, 

Since the instruction scheduled on step 1 requires a mode value of 2, a mode setting 

instruction must be inserted into the schedule prior to step 1 (m.less the mode is hown to be 

2 already). Similarly, the instruction schedded on step 4 requires the mode variable to be 

changed to 1 prior to its executioa Since the instmctions scheduled on steps 2 and 3 are not 

affected by the value of the mode variable, the mode can be set prior to steps 2, 3, or 4, 

indiateci by the window. Once a range has been established, a mode setting instruction c m  

be inserted at any point in the range. For a single mode the choice is not important. 

In general, a mode may have any number of possible values, and the machine may have 

multiple modes. A mode clars is a set of modes that can be changed with the same 

instruction. Some DSPs have multiple mode classes. Mode classes are assumed to be 

disjoint and independent. The problem is to determine the minimum nimiber of mode setting 

instructions to be inserted for each mode class. By applying the algorithm separately to each 

mode class, the overall minimum number of instructions can be detennined. 



To date, little work has been presented on the problem of mode optimization for DSPs 

with irreguiar datapaths. Liao [6] deals with this problem within a single control block by 

£Ming a schedule, using branch and bound, thaî requires the minimum nurnber of mode 

changes and spills. In cuntrast, the approach presented here assumes that the schedule has 

already been determineci (by GAS) and considers several (consecutively executed) blocks 

simultaneously. Furthemore, the approach considers boundary conditions inherited fiom 

surrounding blocks and is sensitive to block fiequency issues, to install mode changes in less 

fiequently executed blocks when possible. This gives a solution a "global perspective". 

Wi& each set of blocks considered, the problem is modeled as  a minimum cover: for each 

mode change requUed, list the range of steps where that change codd occur, then cover dl 

these ranges simultaneously with the minimum number of steps, and insert a mode change 

operation on those steps. The minimum cover problem is foxmulated as  a constraint- 

satisfdon problem and solved using an EGA. 

8.1 Minimum-cover problem 

To see how the mode optimi7irtion problem c m  be modeled as a minimum cover, consider 

Fig. 8.2(a). It shows a schedule and three modes belonging to the same mode class, and the 

mode values required by each instruction. The f h t  step is to determine the range of control 

steps where a mode setting instruction can be inserted for each mode change occuming in the 

table. This can be done by scanning each column linearly. Notice that the same value of 

mode 2 is required on steps 1 and 3. Hence, it should not be met until d e r  step 3, which is 

why steps 2 and 3 do not appear as part of a mode change region (indicated as not shaded). A 

mode that temains unused or mchanged can be ignored entùzly (e-g., M3 in Fig. 8.4). 

The scan identifies eight distinct mode change ranges for the three modes, represented as 

the 0- 1 ma& in Fig. 8.2(b). Each column of the ma& represents a range spanning the steps 

indicated by 1s. The 1's in each mw of the matrix idmhfy the ranges that could be covered 

by inserthg a mode-setting instruction into the schedule at that point. The objective is to 



determine the minimum number of rows (steps) that cover dl of the ranges in the maûix. ui 

the figure, rows 1,4, and 6 comprise such a cover. 

Figure 8 2  : Building a rninimumcover matrix. 

8.1.1 The constraint formulation 

In the following fomiulation, steps are indexed by i, while mode change ranges are indexed 

by r. The formulation makes use of thc 0-1 variabla and the 0-1 matrix A. If  X.=l, mode 

setting occurs immediately before step i. If A,=I, step i covers mode change range r. The 

objective is to h d :  

where Vc Xi A, 2 1 
i 

The objective function (1) minimi;i:es the number of mode sethg  instructions, while 

constraint (2) ensures that each mode change is wvered by at least one such instruction. 



The EGA does not directly optimize the objective h c t i o a  The objective is replaced by 

Xi 5 N , and the EGA is executed s e v d  times with decreasing values of N, until no 
i 

more feasible solutions can be found. Ncan begin as  the numba of ranges to be covered. Of 

course, any 'hecessary'' rows c m  £kt be identified, and removed together with al1 incident 

columns. In Fig. 8.2 steps 1 and 6 are necessary, since they include ranges of size 1. 

Selecting steps 1 and 6 cover ranges 1, 3, 4, 6, and 7, leaving only ranges 2, 5, and 8 to be 

consideml. The EGA may start with &3, and solutions will be found for N=3, 2, and 1 

(step4). (Of course, a single step solution is apparent nom an ail-1 row.) 

8.2 Beyond the basic block 

This Subsection describes the strategy for program decomposition and explains how MOM 

c a .  be applied in a global fashion. Considering multiple blocks simultaneously can avoid 

redmdant mode settings. MOM has the ability to optimize an entire segment of code, 

possibly an entire loop. The decomposition strategy first identifies the most fkequentiy 

executed segments. These encourage early and full optimi;ration of more critical parts of a 

program. Less critical segments then wuid up containing code that adjusts for inter-segment 

di ffer ences. 

Each segment must conform to the mode settings that already exist in its (higher priority) 

adjacent blocks. Straight-line code does this by inserting extra mode sening instructions 

inside the segment if necessary. In this regard, loops ciiffer fkom sûaight-line code. Loops 

dictate their own boundary (entry and exit) conditions to the surrounding blocks. By 

definition, loops require the mode settings upon entry and exit from the loop to match. If the 

mode settings happai to be consistent with those in the loop's predecessor and successor 

blocks, no problem exists. In the case of a mismatch, an extra mode setting instruction must 

be inserted outside the loop to resolve the conflict. Extra blocks, knowa as bridge blocks, 

may be intmduced into the control-fiow graph to provide a place for an inter-segment 



adjustment to occur. In g e n d ,  a segment may have control leave or enter at intermediate 

points, and bridge blocks may be required there, as wetl. 

For example, in Fig. 8.3 the loop identified by blocks 6 and 7 would be considered first. 

The surroundkg blocks (2, 3, 4, and 9) would be handled next. If a mode conflict occurs 

between the inner loop (6,7) and its predecessor block 3, a mode sening instruction is placed 

in bridge block 5. Similarly, if the mode settings leaving the inner loop differ h m  those 

expected by the loop's successor (block 9), a mode setting instruction is inserted into block 8 

to resofve the mismatch. 

Bridge Block 

8.3 : Bridge blocks lnserted into control-flow graph. 



The following Subsections reveal how different bomdary conditi011~ are dealt with for 

both straight-line code and loops, and also how boundary information is incorporated into 

the minimum cover model. 

8.2.1 Straight-line code 

If a straight-line segment has neither its predecessor nor successor blocks predetennined, the 

optimization occurs as described in Section 8.1. However, if the predecessor or successor 

block is dready processed, mode settings fiom these blocks are appended to the top and 

bottom, respectively, of the current segment This is illustratcd in Fig. 8.4. Notice how entry 

conditions are designatecl as step O of the current segment- 

Predecessor 
Block 

Current 
Segment 

Successor 
Btock 

Figure 8.4 : Boundary conditions present for straight-line code. 

step 

O 

1 
2 
3 

4 

Since modes 1 and 3 are set to 1 in the predecessor block, there is no need to reset them 

upon entry to the current segment. Also notice thai the successor block requires mode 2 to be 

set to 2. Placing a 2 in step 4 wiU cause mode 2 to be properly set before leaving the current 

block. Since mode 3 can consistdy remai. 1, mode 3 can be igomed. 



When the mode leaving the predecessor block is a don't-care condition, nothing can be 

assumeci about its value upon entry to the c u ~ ~ e n t  segment. If  an instruction inside the 

segment requins a specific value, it must be set inside the segment. Figure 8.5 shows how a 

mode change can be forced to occur inside a segment. Modes 1 and 3 are don't-care 

conditions upon exit fkom the segment's predecessor. Mode 1 is used inside the segment; 

mode 3 is not, but a value is required upon entry to the successor block. Placing the 

complement of  the tirst use in the entry row of the segment forces an appropriate mode 

change to occur within %e segment. Thus, step O indicates that modes 1 and 3 have initial 

values of 1 and 2, respectively - the opposite of their first actual use. 

Figure 8.5 : Forcing a mode change to occur for don'tcare conditions. 

8.2.2 Loops 

Unlike straight-line code, loops dictate their own boundary conditions, by requiring mode 

settings at the top and bottom of the loop to match. If they differ, an extra mode setting 

instruction m u t  be added near either the top or bottom of the lwp to resolve the contlict. 

The mode settings in the predecessor and successor blocks influence which end of the loop 

will wntain any such mode adjustment code. 



Consider the s c e ~ o  in Fig. 8.6(a). The mode sethg shown at the top and bottom of 

the bop reflect the first and last uses. Since they diffa, the mode must be changed either 

before the first use or &er the last. Figure 8.6(b) shows the effect of inserthg a mode setting 

instruction at the bottom of the loop. Because the surrounding segments already have 

definite values, instructions must be inserted into both bridge blocks to adapt the loop to its 

surroundings. These two extra instructions can be avoided simply by altering the mode at 

the top of the loop, as  opposed to the bottom (Fig. 8.6(c)). 

(a) Simple ioop (b) Loop reset at bottom (c) Loop reset at top 

Figure 8.6 : Effects of resetüng loop at the top and bottom. 

For an individual mode and segment, there are four general situations: (1) neither the 

predecessor nor successor is determined; (2) only one of the successor and predecessor is 

determineci; (3) both the succasor and predecessor are determined, and they have identical 

mode settings; and (4) both the successor and predecessor are determina and they dzffer in 

their mode settings. 

In cases 1 and 4 the (ditt;uy) decision is made to insert the mode setting instruction at 

the top of the loop. In the rernaining two cases, the decision depends on how the modes 



required in the predecessor and succesor blocks match the fh t  and last required values in 

the loop. Figure 8.7 shows, for each of the four boundary conditions, whether to reset the 

mode at the bottom (B) or top (T) of the loop. In the cases not marked, no a d j m e n t  is 

made inside the bop, and the smounding blocks must accept the loop's requirements, 

possibly using a bridge block to house adjustments. 

Figure 8.7 : Strategies for each boundary condition. 

if a mode has more than two values, the same stratepies apply, with interpreted to 

mean "a value different nom mm. The matrix representation contains an extra row at both the 

top and bottom. Forcing a mode-setting instniction into the top of a loop is as simple as 

placing the complement of the fird mode value into the initial row of the segment, as before. 

To force insertion at the bottom of the bop, place the fkst mode value of the loop into both 

the f b t  and final steps. (This is also done when the first and last values agree and no 

adjustment is needed.) For example, Fig. 8.8 shows a loop with a single binary mode. When 

the loop is reset at the top, the 1st mode setting (2) is added to the top of the segment. When 

the loop is reset at the bottom of the bop, the fmt mode serting (1) is copied to both the 

bottom and top of the segment The copy at the top prevents redudant mode senings near 

the top of the loop. 



Figure 8.8 : Resetting loops at the top and bottam. 

8 3  An example 

Although MOM has been successfully Mplemented and tested, it has not yet been integrated 

into the overall flow h u g h  COGENT. MOM cmently retrieves its input fiom a file created 

by hand that contains a i l  of the necessq database tables and data that would othenvise be 

supplied by the &ont& The difticuIty of building such files for multiple block situations 

limits us to ody  a single example hm.  However, the following Section illustrates the EGA's 

abiïity to solve minimum-cover problems of much greater size than are likely to be 

encomterd by MOM. 

Figure 8.9 shows a simple Cblock structure along with the mode settings for each 

operation. Blocks 1, 2, and 4 appear along the moa frequently executed path, constitute 

segment 1, and will be processed first. Segment 2 contains only block 3 and will be 

pmcessed last 



( ) - Mode Requirements 

Block 3 

I 
V 

Block 4 

Figure 8.9 : Control-flow graph and mode requirernents. 

Figure 8.10 shows the schedule resulting h m  the optimization of both segments. Two 

extra mode setting instructions are inserted into segment 1, resulting in an &tep schedule. 

Notice that two or more modes are set in each of these instructions. At this point, the mode 

settings upon entry and exit h m  each of the three blocks are knom. The mode settings upon 

exit h m  block 1 and entry to block 4 are included as boundiiry conditions during the 

optimization of block 3. Along the other path 3 mode setting instructions are reqwed- A 

"corrective" instruction is required on step 8 just before exiting block 3. This example 

indicates how extra instructions tend to Wear in the less frequently executed segments. 



step 1 

step 2 

step 3 

dep 4 

step 5 

step 6 

step 7 

step 8 L set modes: (2.0.0) 

step 9 

Figure 8.10 : Final schedules induding mode-setting instructions. 

8.4 Finding a minimum cover 

A series of experiments is now performed to determine the effectiveries of the EGA when 

codmnted with realistic size problems. The experiments test: (i) whether the EGA is able to 

fuid (near) optimal solutions; (ii) the M i e  required to find solutions; and (iii), how the 

density (or number of) 1's in the matrix affects the performance of the EGA. Three different 

problem sizes (matrices) are considered: 10 x 10, 20 x 20, and 30 x 30. For each problem, 

seven 0-1 matrices a~ randomly generated. The probability of a 1 being located at any row- 



column intersection (Ay= l )  is different for each matrix and ranges linearly fiom 0.1 in matrix 

1 to 0.7 in ma& 7. (Note: prubabilities greater than 0.7 were 0rigmaI.l~ considered but lead 

to the (almost) instantanmus discovery of  optimal solutions.) 

Figure 8:ll : EGA performance on minimumcover problem. 

Altogether, 21 individual experiments were performed, and each experiment was 

repeated 25 times. The results are summarized in Fig. 8.1 1. The graph shows the average 

execution time of the EGA for each problem size and for each of the seven ma& densities 

and a population size of 10. As expected, the r d t s  indicate that it takes more time on 

average to fïnd a cover for the larger graphs. For example, it always takes longer to find a 

cover for the 30 x 30 ma& than it does for either of the other matrices. Furthermore, the 

results show that in general the time to find solutions decreases as the ma& density 

inmeases - regardles of the problem size. Finally, although not originally indicaîed by the 

graph, the EGA found a minimum cover in all but 1 of the 21 cases. 



8.5 Limitations of EGA approach 

The strategy of locating a minimum cover by determinhg a succession of faible solutions 

does not always result in the optimal solution being found, especially when the matrix is 

large. This is shown in Fig. 8.12, where the previous experiment is repeated using larger 

matrices and the same population size (10). The figure shows the minimum nunber of rows 

to cover each matrix compared with the number of rows detennined by the EGA. In al1 but 

three cases, the EGA failed to h d  the minimum and never found the minimum when the 

matrix size exceeded 50 x 50. This behavior can be understood in the following way. 

€4 

nin 
SA 
num 

--. 

Figure 892  : EGA performance on larger minimumever problems. 

When h g  the EGA, it is regularly observed that consfraint 2 (finding a cover) 

becornes satisfied, leaving constraint 1 (a cover with c N ekments) violated. However, 



saîisfjmg constraint 1 is difficult for two rasons: the infiequent application of directed 

mutation, and the large number of variables associated with the constraint. By definition, 

directed mutation is only apptied once to eaîh violated cons&a.int as part of the creation of a 

new string. In practice, this is too idkquent to correct constraint 1. Furthemore, the large 

nurnber of variables present in the constraint reduces the iikelihood of directed mutation 

selecting the correct variable to change; this is M e r  cornpounded by the fact that the value 

of more than one variable may have to change to correct the constraiDt. Unable to satisS 

constraint 1, the EGA is forced to terminate, and try a larger number o f  rows. 

Figure 8:13 : EGA performance using populations of sue i O  and 100. 

One way to impmve the performance of the EGA is to use a larger popdation, which can 

ofien compensate for the lack of diversity that results form the f i q u e n t  application of 

direct& mutation. This is shown above in Fig 8.13 where the previous experiment is 



repeated using populations of size 1 0 and 100. In 1 cases, using a larger population results 

in bener (or equivalent) solutions. Of course nui &es increase with population size usually 

by a factor of about 5. 

The previous examples suggests how the composition of the constraints can affect the 

performance of the EGA. It has generally been observed that the EGA performs better on 

problems (like scheduling) where variables appear in more than one constrain& and the 

nimiber of variables in any coIlStraizlt is small. This is because if a variable is assigneci the 

wrong value and appears in many constraints, it is likely that those constraints will be 

violated, thus giving directed mutation more opportunities to correct the problem. In 

addition, fewer variables in a constraint increases the probability that the correct vaxiable(s) 

will be selected when trying to rec- the problem. 

8.6 Summary 

The problem of mode mininiization for embedded DSPs is a problem that has received very 

little attention to date. In this Chapter, a gened, architecture-independent solution to this 

problem is presented. It is s h o w  how mode minimi7iition can be modeled as a minimum 

cover problem, which pennits a variety of solution techniques, inctuding enhanced genetic 

algorithms. The methodology is global, allowing multiple blocks to be comidered 

simultaneously. Every attempt is made to place mode setting instructions in the l e s  

frequently executed blocks, and great care is taken to avoid redundant mode settings, 

especiaily within loops. 

The concepts presented apply to more than just the management of processor modes. 

They are useful whenever multiple environment or protection conditions can be aitered with 

a single instruction, e.g., with masks, shift register controls, i/o device modes, etc. 



Chapter 9 

SHAKE AND BAKE (Sm) 

9.0 Introduction 

Generating highquality code for DSPs is made difficult by imgular architectures and 

highly encoded pardel insn~ctions. Rather than deal with the target machine at every 

stage of the compilatioq COGENT generates optimized code for an idealized abstraction 

of the target, d e d  a clem machine. The cltan machine's instruction capabilities, 

memory configuration, numbers of registers, and register comectivity mimic the actual 

architecture. Unlike other code generation systems, no separate compaction phase is 

required. The final code produced for the clean machine, cakd reference code, is 

already tightly compacteci. However, the refaerice code does not incorporate limitations 

on paraileiism and choices of specific registers that are imposed by encoding restrictions 

of the real instruction set What remains is to map the reference code to actuai machine 

instructions. 

The mapping focuses on two major issues: insiruclion selection and register 

assignment. The task of instruction selection is to map the operations that comprise the 

reference code to instructions supported by the target procasor. Recall that the reference 

code generated for the dean machine can be viewed as fundamental operations placed at 

separate positions on a grid. Each column contslins operations related to a specific 



instruction component, (e.g., data movement h d t o  a particuiar rnemory, or an ALU 

operation). Operations scheduled on the same step appear on the same row of the grid 

and are candidates for inclusion in a single (parallel) instruction. The problem is that the 

parallelism implied by the referme code may not be supported by the target machine. 

Thus, the operations may have to be re-aligned on different steps, or the schedule may be 

extended to permit new, less parallel combinations of operations. 

The task of register assignment is to assign specific registers to the edges connecting 

operations. The problem is difficult due to the often bizarre register constraints that result 

fiom the highly-encoded insnnictiom. Diffemit instructions have different restrictions on 

which registen they c m  use. In general, more parallel instructions have more register 

restrictions than their less parallel counterparts. To fhd a feasible register assignment, 

again, it may be necessary to realign the operations on different steps (forming different 

instructions with different register options), or to extend the schedule to reduce overall 

parallelism. Register copy operations can be introduced to resolve register mismatches 

between connected instructions. 

This Chapter describes how COGENT employs a set of three modules, called SHAKE, 

AND, and BAKE to perform the rnapping fkom idealized reference code to real code for 

the target procesor. SHAKE employs an EGA to realign the operations that comprise 

complete instructions. Slightly perturbing the schedule enables introduction of 

instructions having different impacts on register comtraints. AND matches the operator 

alignments h m  SHAKE with valid instructiom and considers inter-instruction register 

rquirements; it identifies edges that require a repair (a copy) to permit any register 

assigmnent BAKE ernploys another EGA that bombards the edges with possible register 

assignments until a feasible assignment is found. The resuit is a riovel methodology that 

uses the same algorithm to produce gwd code for a variety of highly encoded DSP and 

ASIP configrrrations. 



The remainder of this Chapter is devoted to describing SAB and illustrating its 

efféctiveness. Section 9.1 begins by describing the methodology in more detaii. The 

interaction of the optimization modules is discussed in Section 9.2. Sections 9.3 through 

9.5 describe the implementation details of SHAICE, AND, and BAKE, rqectiveiy. 

Sections 9.6 through 9.8 show examples where SAB is used to generate code for different 

DSP and ASIP configuratiom. Finally, the approach is surnmarized in Section 9.8. 

9.1 The SAB rnethodology 

S H W  is responsible for generating new alignments of operatiom. It gets its name £iom 

the notion of holding a clean-machine program, like the one in Fig. 9.1 (a), giving it a 

good "shake", and watching the o p d o n s  settle on different steps of the grid (Fig. 

9. l (b)). SHAKE employs an EGA to realign the elementary operations on the grid, without 

changing the order of the operatiom within any column or violating orderirg constraints 

imposed by DFG edges or other constraints. The EGA eliminates candidates that violate 

ordering constraints. Placing different operation combinations together generates 

different instruction sequences, having different impacts on register constraints . 

X ALU Y 
Memotyi ops Memory 

SHAKE - stepz . ! . 
Step 3 

(a) Reference Code (b) New Alignment 

Figure 9.1 : Role of SHAKE: produce pool of candidate alignrnents. 



Instnidion Template Register Sets 

Pf=(Aû,Al,RO,Ri.Ul.Lt.P) 
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Vote: 
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P4 = P2 (same register) i 

Figure 9 2  : The Mect of parallelism on register flexibil'rty. 

For example, Fig. 9.2 shows three different versions of the multzply instruction 

supported by the ST18950. The k t  version contains a single elementary rnuitiply 

o p d o n ;  the second includes an additionai load operation; and the third contains two 

additional operations: add and store. Each instruction is represented by an imntrction 

templute that contains one (or more) elementary operations. The ports (squares) 

surrou11ding the template represent the input and outputs of the complete instruction. 

Each port has a valid re@ter set that specifies which registers can be used when passing 

data t o h m  the instruction. 

Notice how the numbers and types of registers that can be used may become more 

restricted as the parallelisn of the instruction increases. Also, notice how each 

instruction has its own unique coIlSffaitlts which prohibit certain register combinations or 

force certain ports to use the same Wster, etc. By piacing different elernentw 



operation combinations together, di fferent instruction sequences having di fferent impacts 

on register constraints can be generated 

The role of AND is illustrated in Fig. 9.3. First AND verifies that each aligned set of 

elementary operations can, in fact, be implemented by an exkhg machine instruction. 

Any infeasible row of the grid disqualifies the proposed alignment. AND thm considers 

inter-instruction rewer requiremeuts. For each edge, the register classes permitteci by 

the source and destination instnictions, respectively, are intersecteci to determine the 

aiIowable register set for that edge. Each edge having a null intersection SUffers h m  a 

register mismaich. Too many mhmfches disqualines the alipnment; otherwise copy 

instructions are inserted- 

Alignment 

register mismatch 
res- with w p y  

5 

Figure 9.3 : Rote of AND: map aligned operations to resl  instnidions. 

Alignments that suvive still require register acsignment. BAKE employs another 

EGA that "showers" each edge with &ers chosai h m  their respective valid register 



sets (Fig. 9.4). Allowable registers for a highly enwded instruction component may 

depend on the degree of parallelism within the instruction and the assignrnent of registers 

to other components. This has a wcading effect; a register assigrmient to any edge can 

potentially affect the choices of registers available at distant instnictions. In addition, 

values that are live shultaneously must never be assigned the same register. This 

''traditional" constn.int appiies at every inter-instruction time slice. Discovery of an 

assigrnent that satisfis ail comtraints hale the search with a successfbl outwme. 

Typical Assembler 

Load R I  ,(Ai) Load W ( A 2 )  

Add R I  ,R2 Load R 1 ,(A2) 

O Add W,R1 

l 
Store RI ,(AI ) 

Figure 9.4 : Role of BAKE: perform final register assignment 



9.2 Overview of SAB system 

The overall a p p l i d m  of SAB is ilIustraîed in Fig. 9.5. An entire segment of basic 

blocks is considerd at one time. SAB pursues multiple possible threads concurrmtly and 

abandons any that become too costly. SHAKE is applied several times to each segment to 

produce a pool of candidate alignments. Since the schedule is maximally compact at the 

outset, SHAKE may have to extend the schedule and reduce its initial pdlelism in order 

to find a feasible configuration (the opposite of compaction). 

lncrease Schedule Length 
I 1 

Figure 9.5 : Control flow through SAB. 

Figure 9.6(a) shows an achial schedule using the ST18950 instruction set that has 

maximum parallelism and two register mismatches. Since there is no room for 

realignrnent within four steps, S w  increases the schedule length by one step. The two 

différent 5-step alignments shown in Fig. 9.6@) and Fig. 9.6(c) each has a singie @ut 

different) register mismatch. Expansion to six steps (Fig. 9.6(d)) elhinates al1 mismatch 

problems. In gened, replacing non-orthogonal instructions by less parallel instructions 

improves register flexibility . 
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Figure 9.6 : Redving register mismatches by reducing instruction parallelism. 

Alignments without corresponding actual instmctiom and those having too many 

edge mismatches are eliminiited by AND. AU remaining alignments have edge 

mimatches repaired by inçerting copy operatiom. Then BAKE attempts to find a feasible 

register assignment, starting with alignments representing the fewest instructions. 

Whenever BAKE fin& a totally fa ib le  register assignmcnt, it stops. If none of the 

candidates has a feasible assignment, the entire process may be restarted - this time with 

a wider range of schedule lengths for greater flexibiiity. However, BAKE ~rpically 



discovers a feaSible register assignrnent, and repetition of the process has not yet been 

needed in practice. 

The original reference code is provided to SHAKE in the form of three database tables. 

The fint table identifies the operations in the current segment and the column of the gnd 

to which they belong. The second table describes the edges that convey data between 

operations. The thid table describes ordering constraints between operations that have 

been imposed by earlier optimi7iitions. Due to the relative simplicity of these tabla an 

example is not presented- Rather, the task of realigning operations on different steps is 

discussed. 

The problern is formulated as a constraint-satisfaction problem and solved using an 

enhancd genetic algorithm. For the results shown here SHAKE is nui 30 b e s  to 

generate a pool of 30  alignments. The pool is divided into three equal-size groups having 

respective maximum schedule lengths of L, L+I, and L+2, where L is the number of 

steps indicated by the original reference code. 

93.1 Constraints for S m  

The following symbols are used to idenw object types and to index important scdar 

objects in the sohtion: (1) operations are indexed by i and j; (2) T represents the 

maximum nurnber rows in the grid; (3) d is a scalar displacement; (4) E is a 0-1 ma& - 
if E,=I, operation i must precede operation j in the final alignment. A single integer 

variable, Si, is used to indicate the stamng control step of operation i and is encoded in 

the EGA as a single gene. 

The following constraints must ail be satisfied in a nnal solution: 



The starting time of each operation is bounded by the completion times of its 

immediate predecessors. 

V ij where Ev=l: Si (4 

The completion time of each operation is bounded by T, the overd1 limit on the 

length (number of rows) of the grid. 

Vi: Si T 

Since earlier optimbations may have introduced a variety of ordering constraints between 

elementary operations in the same or different columns of the grid, the following optimal 

coastraints are also available. 

3. Operation i cannot be scheduled ahead of operation j: 

si s g  
4. Operation i must be scheduled pnor to operation j: 

si tq 
5. Operation z and operation j must be scheduled on the same wntrol step: 

si =q 
6 .  Operation i must be scheduled exactly d steps before operation j: 

4 - Si=d 

7. Operation i must be scheduled at least d steps before operation j: 

sj - Si2d 

8. Operation i may follow operation j by at most d steps: 

4 - SiSd 

9. Operation i and operation j must be assigned to different control steps: 

si $4 



10. Operation i must be scheduled on the control çtep following operationi: 

s, +r=s, 

For a solution to be wnsidered feasible, it mut satisQ al1 of the specified cotlstraints. 

To date, SHAKE has always found a feasible solution. However, in the event that SHAKE 

is unable to find a feasible solution, the EGA will terminate after (an arbitrary) 200 

generations, and try again. 

9.4 AND 

AND is literally at the center of retargetability withm SAB. To perform its task, AND 

interacts with the architecture database that contains a description of the instruction set 

of the target machine. Lnstructions are represented within the database as a series of 

relations. Thus, mapping reference code to different processors requires changing the 

data in the database to reflet the instruction set of the new machine. This helps facilitate 

retargetability, as no modifications to SAB are required. 

9.4.1 Representing machine instructions using database tables 

At the highest level of abstraction, machine instructions are represented by instruction 

templates, introduced in Fig. 9.2. A template contains one or more primitive operations, 

and describes the functionality of an instruction. For example, the template in Fig. 9.7 

contains an add operation and a simple load b r n  the right memory, executed in parallel. 

Data are conveyed to and b r n  the operations via ports. An allowable set of registers is 

also defîned for each port. Dependhg on the instruction encoding, certain combinations 

of registers may be precluded, or certain ports rnay be forced to use specific registers. 

Three database tables are us& when suppiying machine instructions to AND. The 

tables are called, the protorype node table, the protowe port table, and the prototype 



regirter table. The prototype node table describes the operations inside the instruction 

template. For example, Table 9.1 shows the contents of the prototype node table for the 

5 P l  ={A,  B, X, Y, XO, X1, YO, Y1 ) 
1 

P2={A,  B. X, Y, XO, X I ,  YO, Y1 ) 

ID 100 0, P3 = ( RI ,  R2, R3, R4) d P4=(A, B,YO,Yl ) 
'I w 

, 5 :  P5={A.B) - ~4 - 

Figure 9.7 : Instruction template: multiply with parallel load. 

instruction template in Fig. 9.7. Every m a c h  instruction is assigned a unique integer 

identifier (ID). Similarly, the primitive operations (add and load) that comprise a 

particular instruction are disthguished using unique node numbers. The table also 

describes each operation's class (ALU versus memory), operation type (ad& load, etc.), 

unit (ALU, X memory, or Y memory), and indicates whether modes a&ct the operation. 

Table 9.1: Prototype node table. 

ID I node I class 1 operation ( unit 1 mode 
I 

The prototype-port table identifies the ports associated with each operation, and the 

allowable register sets on each port. Table 9.2 illustrates the contents of the prototype 

port table for the instruction in Fig. 9.7. The first two columns are identical to those in 

the prototype node table. They idente the instruction and the primitive operations inside 

the instruction template. The third and fourth columns identify the associated port on 

100 

1 O 0  

1 

2 

ALU 

Memory 

+ 

load 

M U  

Y-mern 

none 

none 



each primitive operation, and whether or not the port is used for input or output purposes. 

The last column contains the allowable register set for each port. 

Finally, the prototype-register table (Table 9.3) is used to describe any inter-port 

Table 9.2: Prototype port table. 

register coIlSfraiflts that may exist for a particular instruction. For example, in the case of 

the M56k, the instruction in Fig. 9.7 requires that port 1 or 2 uses the same register as 

reg Mer set 

A.B,XO,Xl ,YO,Y 1 

A,B,XO,Xl ,YO,Y1 

AB 

R4,R5,R6,R7 

A,B,YO,Yl 

ID 

1 O0 

100 

1 O 0  

100 

1 00 

port 5.  Specifying this in the prototype register table is as simple as identifying the 

instruction to which the constraint pertains, the relevant ports, and the type of constraint. 

Table 9.3: Prototype register-port table. 

direction 

in 

in 

out 

in 

out 

node 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

ID I fÏrst port 1 second port 1 constraint 1 

port 

1 

2 

5 

3 

4 

1 I 

1 O0 I 4 I 5 1 Different Register 

Mapping reference code to different processors requires changing the data in these 

tables to reflect the instruction set of the new machine. No modifications to the tables 

themselves are quired. 

9.4.2 Mapping reference code to machine instructions 

AND perfoms its ta& based on the algoritbm given in Fig. 9.8. In step 1, the prototype- 

node table and prototype-port table are searched to fmd instances of machine instructions 



that could support the parallelism implied by the operations on the cment row of the 

grid A valid mapping must ensure that each operation matches a distinct operation 

within the prototype instruction and that al1 of the prototype instruction's constituent 

operations match those on the current row. Of course, as part of the mapping process, 

the algorithm automaticaily considers any mode or d i t  prefemces that may be present 

If no suitable instruction is found, the algonthm terminates and reports that the curwnt 

alignment is not feasible. Otherwise, it considen each successive row until al1 of the 

rows in the grid are mapped to madine i11s~ctionï. 

Change edge end-pou'rts from elementary operations to insûuctims and instruction ports. 

For each edge, detamine: (source register set) n (destination regkter set). 

3.1 If a registee mismatch.ogwrs,.insert 8 copy instnrdion-a&appmpn'ate Iocaüm. 

Figure 9.8 : Algorithm for mapping reference code to machine instructions. 

Assuming successfd completion of step 1, step 2 replaces the edges that previously 

connected operations of the DFG with edges that convey data between instruction ports. 

The set of registers that can be assigned to each edge is deterrnined in step 3 by 

intersecting the register sets associated with each port. Al1 nuil intersections, called 

register mismatches, are repaired by inserting copy operations as close as possible to the 



operation that has the most restrictive register class, that is, the fewest available registers. 

In the case of a tie, the copy is inserted as close as possible to the operation that 

produces the original value. If too many register copies are requied, the alignment may 

dl1 be considered infeasible and discarded. The number of copies to allow is a parameter 

of AND. 

On the completion of AND, an alignment's operations will be mapped to instructions 

supportai by the target machine. Edges will no longer connect operations, but ports of 

different instructions. Furthermore, a register set containùig the register(s) that can be 

used for wnveying data beîween instnictions will be associated with each edge. Al1 that 

remains is for BAKE to determine a feasible register assignment. 

The database provides BAKE with a single table descnbing each of the successfùl 

alignments produced by AND, one at a tirne. Table 9.4 shows a typical alignment. Each 

row of the table describes the source and destination instructions associated with a 

specific edge. For example, edge 1 emanates from (source) port 2 of instruction type 129 

scheduled on step 1 .  Its destination is port 1 of instruction 116 scheauled on step 2. 

Also edge 1 can be assigneci registers A or B. 

Table 9.4 : Typical input to BAKE, 

1 edge 1 Source Instruction 1 Destination Instruction 1 regset 1 

In general, the previous table contains all of the edges that must be considered in the 

context of the current alignment. When appropriate, an additional table is also supplied 
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1 29 
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Port 
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that specifies any register constraints that may apply to the various ports. Of course, the 

types of constraints depend on the architecture of the target processor and Vary h m  

instruction to instruction. Table 8.5 shows some typical constrahts associateci with the 

M56k. 

Table 9.5 : Regfster constraints for the M56k. 

1 Constraint I Description I 
I 

Different 1 Ports i and j must be assigned different registers I 
I 

1 Same 1 Ports i and j must be assigned the sarne register 1 
I 

I Exdusive 1 Register x can be assigna to port i or port/ but not both 

Implication If port i is assigned register x, port j must be assigned register y 

9.5.1 Edge types 

One-of 

In practice, a segment may contain as many as five different edge types, each of which 

is briefly described below. 

If register x is assigned to port k, it must be assigned to port i or port j 

Cycüc edges pass values fkom one iteration of a Ioop to the next, such as edges 1 and 

9 in Fig. 9.9. Each edge leaves the bottom of the segment and enters the top on 

successive iterations of the loop. 

Extemal edges are used to communicate values between segments. For example, 

edges 6, 7, and 8 provide operands to the multiplication and addition operations upon 

entry to the loop body. After the last iteration of the loop, edge 5 represents the LW 

value of the addition operation t'haî will serve as  an operand to another operation in a 

succeeding segment. 

Internai edges represent acyclic values that are produced and consumed within a 

segment, e.g., edges 3 and 4. 



Hidden edges are collapsed as a d t  of pattern selection but still require resources. 

Consider edge 2. Af€er the identified pattern is select& edge 2 will no longer be 

visible in the DFG. However, the new, complex instruction may still consume a 

specific regkter, just as if the edge were still present. 

Through edges represent global values that are live throughout a segment but are not 

used in the segment e-g., edge 10. 

Figure 9.9 : Different edge types within segments. 

9.5.2 Constraints for BAKE 

The register-assigrunent problem is modeled as a CSP. The following symbols are used 

to index important scalar objects in the solution: (1) edges are indexed by i and j; (2) Si is 

the port edge i leaves; (3) Di is the port edge i entm. An integer variable, R, indicates 

the register assigned to edge i. 

The following constraints must be satisfied in a solution: 



1. AU edges leaving the same instruction port must be assigned the same register. 

Y i j  where i < j and Si=,$ Ri = Rj 

2. AU edges entaing the same instruction port must be assigned the same register. 

V ij where i < j and Di=D; Ri = R, 

3. This constraint prohibits edges with conflicting iifetimes from using the same 

register. The lifetime of an edge is the duration (number of control steps) betweea its 

origin and destination. If two edges corresponding to different values have 

overlapping lifetimes they must be asagned different registers. We denote the 

lifetime of edge i as the interval [SJ] and the Wetime of edge j as [u,v]. Edges i and j 

must use different registers if s S u < t or u 5 s < v, in which case we generate the 

co&t Ri * Rj. 



9.6 Examples 

Ui the examples that follow, SAB is used to map différat, but fùnctionally equivalent, 

reference code for the loop body of the Biquad Filter (Fig. 9-10), to two different DSPs. 

One is the reasonably regular Motorola 56k. The other is the very nonathogonal 

instruction set of the STl89SO. 

ordering 

data 

I 
Agure 9A0 : Dataflow graph for biquad filter. 



9.5.1 Biquad filter - without pattern selection 

In the k t  example, pattern maîching and selection (coalcscing primitive operations into 

more cornplex operations like multiply-accumulate) are suppressed before reference code 

for the clean machine is produced. The resulting 1 1-step refetence code is shown in Fig. 

9.1 1 .  (Notice how the addition and mdtiplication operations are not combined into 

multiply-accumulate instructions.) 

1 

Figure 9.1 1 : Reference code for biquad filter. 



Initiaily, SHAKE generates a pool of 30 candidate alignments. The pool is evenly 

divided into three groups of 10 alignments, o f  lengths 1 1, 12, and 13 control steps, 

respectively. Table 9.6 shows that 29 of the original 30 alignments were successfully 

mapped by AND to the instruction set of the M56k. The lone failure resuited fiom the 

generation of an alignment with one or more unsupporte. rows. In con- to the M56k 

only 21 of the original 30 alignments couid be mapped to the instruction set of the 

ST1895O. Furthermore, each of the successful alignments required anywhere kom 2-5 

extra copy instructions to resolve register mismatches. 

Then BAKE assigns acrual registers to each instruction sequence. In the case of the 

M56k, BAKE was able to h d  feasible register assignments for al1 of the remaining 29 

alignments. The a i ipent  with the minimum length required 1 1 steps, the same number 

of steps required by the original reference code. This shows how reference code can be 

easily mapped to the target processor when the target architecture resembles the regular 

clean machine. 

Table 9.6 : Example 1 - summary of mapping procedure. 

1 1 Shake 1 And 1 Bake 1 Solutions 1 
1 I I I I 

M W 3 0 0  1 30 1 29 1 O 1 29 1 11 steps ( 13 steps 

When the target processor's architecture is more Ii.regular, the mapping is not as 

ST18950 

straight-fornard For exampie, feasible register assignments could be found for only 15 

of the 21 alignments found by AND when mapping to the ST18950. The best solution 

30 

required 13 steps, 2 m o n  than the best solution for the M56k. In this case, the Berence 

in schedule length is a direct d t  of the 2 extra copy insûucti011~ required to resolve 

21 

register mismatches. 

2-5 15 13 steps 18 steps 



Table 9.7 shows the totai and average execution times required by SHAKE, AND, 

and BAKE to process ail 30 atignments. The resuits indiate that both EGAs executed 

quickly. SHAKE required approximately 0.3 seconds to produce each alignment, while 

BAKE required just over 2 seconds to assign registers to the selected instructions. On 

average, AND required more than twice as much t h e  to select instructions for the 

ST 1 8950 as it required for the M56k. This can be explained by the fact that, in the case 

of the ST18950, extra processing time was required to insert copy instructions into the 

schedde - a task performed in conjunction with the database using SQL. 

Table 9.7 : Example 1 - execufion times. 

1 1 Shake 1 And 1 Bake 1 Tirne 1 

9.5.2 Biquad filter - with pattern selection 

DSP 

M56ûû0 

ST18950 

This example differs kom the previous example in that pattern matching and selection 

have been applied to the original source program. The M56k instruction set supports the 

"chaùied" multiply-and-accumulate (MAC) instruction. In total, three multiply-and- 

accumulate operations are selected, as shown in Fig. 9.12(a). (Note: load and store 

operations are not shown for the sake of simplicity.) 

The ST18950 supports a different combination that can be best descnbed as 

multiply-while-accumulate. The ST18950 places the result of multiplication in a 

dedicated product register. Simultaneously, two 0 t h  operands are added to an 

accumulator. Only two such MAC patterns c m  be coalesced in the Biquad Filter dataflow 

graph shown in Fig. 9.12@). 
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Selected pattern Sefected pattern 

Figure 9.12 : MAC patterns used during pattern selection and matching. 

Table 9.8 shows the result of the mapping process. Notice the improvement obtained 

by performing pattern matching and selection. The best previous implementation for the 

M56k required 1 1 steps. This has now been lowered to eight steps. Similarly, the best 

scheduie for the ST18950 was reduced nom 13 steps to 1 1  steps. 

Table 9.8 : Example 2 - surnmary of mapping procedure. 

1 1 Shake And 1 Bake 1 Solutions 1 

1 I 1 1 I 

ST18950 1 30 30 1 1 1 steps 1 13 steps I 30 l 2 l 
M56000 

In the first example, 50 percent of the al ipents  produceci by SHAKE could not be 

mapped to the instruction set of the ST18950. This time, however, use of MAC resulted 

in less opportunity for unsupported instructions to be generated by SHAKE. Al1 of the 

original alignments produced by SHAKE were successfdly mapped to the DSP, although 

30 
1 

30 O l 29 8 steps 1 f steps 



each alignment required two extra copy instructions to resolve register mismatches. 

Table 9.9 shows the execution times for each of the modules. 

Table 9.9 : Example 2 - execution times. 

1 1 Shake 1 1 Bake 1 Time 1 And 

A cornparison of the total execution times in Table 9.8 and Table 9.9 shows a 

reduction in for the M56K and an increase for the ST18950. In general, pattern selection 

makes the problem smaller as it reduces the number of operations. This, in turn, reduces 

the total time required by SAB. In the case of the ST18950, pattern selection results in 

twice as many alignrnents being found by AND. Since BAKE rnust assign registers to 

these additional alignments, an increase in total execution the  is observed. 

DSP 

M56000 

ST18950 

9.53 Biquad fiiter - structural transformations 

By perfonning structural transformations appropriate to the target architecture, it is 

possible to increase the number of candidate patiems pnor to pattern matching and 

selection. A particuiarly appropriate transformation for exploithg the MAC instruction 

involves skaightening the original dataflow tree into a sequence of summations. This is 

illustrated in Fig. 9.13. The onguial DFG for the Biquad Filter has been transformed to 

reveal more oppominities for perfonning addition and multiplication together. This 

represents a two-pattern improvement for each machine. 
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(a) Sekted pattern 

Selected pattern 

Figure 9.13 : Blquad filter after linearizing gmph transformations. 

The result of applying SAB to the resulting reference code is found in Table 9.10. 

Notice that a Eurther reduction in schedule length was obtained for both DSPs. The 

previous 9-step implementation for the M56k was reduced by a single step. The 

implementation for the ST18950 was reduced to 9 steps - a 2 step improvement over the 

previous best. 

Table 9.10 : Example 3 - sumrnary of mapping procedure. 

I Shake I And Bake 

M56000 30 30 O 30 8 steps 1 O steps 

ST18950 30 30 0-1 26 9 steps 12 steps 



The execution times for each of the three modules are presented in Table 9.1 1. Once 

Table 9.11 : Example 3 - execution times. 

1 1 Shake 1 And 1 Bake 1 Total Time 1 

9.7 Reducing schedule Iength 

DSP 

MS6000 

ST18950 

One factor that contributes to the final schedule length is the number of extra copy 

imtwctions inserted by AND to resolve register mismatches. On many machines, like the 

ST 1 8950, register-to-register copies cannot be performed in parailel with other 

operatiom. Instead, they must be scheduled by themselves on separate steps, increasing 

the length of the schedule. 

SHAKE empbys two strategies to deal with the bizarre register constraints that often 

lead to register mismatches and tonger schedules. The first strategy is to realign the 

operations to form different parailel instructions. The second is to extend the schedule to 

decrease instruction-Ievel parallelism. Especially, in the latter case, decreasing 

parallelism makes finding feasible register assignments more likely and avoids additional 

copies. However, it is possible for the additional number of ''regulaf' instructions to rivai 

the number of copy instructions avoided. A real example is given below. 

In this exampie, SAB is used to map reference code for Test 1 to the ST1895O. 

Figure 9.14 shows the nimiber of copy operations introduced by AND as a fûnction of 

schedule length (ôefore these copies). As the length of the schedule increases, the number 

of required copies decreases. 
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Fig 9.14 : Cornparison between schedule length and register mismatches for Testi. 

The large nurnber of copies (12) required for the initial, maximaily parallel 17-step 

schedule is a direct result of the highly nonorthogonal instruction set of the target 

machine. As the schedule is extended to 18 and 19 steps, only 7 and 6 copies, 

respectively, are required. These two schedules represent the b a t  o v d l  25-step 

schedules. Beyond 20 steps, the number of copies saved does not compensate for the loss 

of parallelism. 

9.8 Other architectures 

The examples that follow demonstrate SAB'S ability to handle other architectures. SAB is 

used to map reference code for several programs to eight different ASIP configurations. 

The configurations (see AppendU< A) m e r  in terms of the number and types of available 

registers and are similar to those in Dupers971. The figures below show how the 

schedule evolves as COGENT'S various opthbtions are applied. 



Consider Fig. 9.15, which shows how the schedule for n-real-update is fkst 

generated by GAS, then extended by LsS and W y  by SU. Initially, GAS generates a 6- 

step (ALU) schedule. US then extends the schedule by 1-2 steps as it seeks to schedule 

al1 load and store operations in paralle1 with the existùig ALU operatiom. Ln the case of 

configurations 1 and 5 LSS extends the schedule by 2 steps, because both configurations 

have only a single accurnulator, which results in more values being spilled. 

SAB then maps the reference code to the target architectures. For configurations 1 

through 8 the mapping is immediate; that is, the schcdule does not have to be extended or 

the operations realigned to find a feasible register assignment. However, the schedule 

must be increased fiom 1-5 steps when mapping the reference code to the more highly- 

enwded M56k and STl8WO. This example shows how that when the instruction set of 

the target machine is close to that of the ciean machine, the final mapping is immediate 

and the quality of the h a l  code good However, as the machines become more imegular, 

the hal schedule must be extended to deal with the restrictions imposed by the 

instruction encodings. 

- - - - - - - 

Flg 9.1 5 : n-realupdate. 
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Note: Similar results are presented below for n-rea2-muitipi) (Fig. 9.16) and Test2 (Fig. 

9.17). 

OSAB i 

, LSS 
' .GAS 

Fig 9-16 : n-real-multiply. 

Fig 9.17 : Testl. 



9.9 Summary 

In this chapter we have presented a novel strategy, based on EGAs, for mapping reference 

code to machines with both regular and irregular architectures. The major issues 

considered are instruction selection and register assignment. The main problem is to 

assign registers to the edges connecting operations while contendhg with the bizarre 

restrictions on instruction-level parallelism and regisier usage that result h m  the target 

machine's highly-encoded instructiofls. S m  AND, and BAKE map the idealized 

reference code onto a specific target architecture by making a number of minor 

perturbations to the original reference code. In particular, these modules generate 

alternative operation alignments, inscrt copies, and try register assignments until a 

mapping is found that meets al1 the wnstraints of the target machine - no matter how 

restrictive. 

The speed of the enhanceci genetic algorithm makes this approach feasible. The 

ability to generate a pool of candidate solutions and evaluate them quickly allows SAB to 

investigate multiple trajectories. This, in tum, helps decrease the phase coupling between 

the problems. Although the approach is new, and much more tesMg mains, our results 

are quite encouraging. We have successfully mapped code to two wmplex DSPs and 

seved ASIP configurations - d l  with the sarne aigorithm. 



C hapter 10 

Genetic Algorithm Memory Assignment (GAMA) 

10.0 Introduction 

To increase memory bandwidth, many programmable DSPs employ two data mernories. 

The objective is to irnprove performance by maximizing the parallelism in the software 

pipeline. Parallelism is promoted by loading pairs of operands eom opposite memories 

whenever an operation requires two memory-resident values. Assignhg data in the best 

way to dual memories, however, remains an elusive problem. 

Whenever operands must be fetched h m  the same memory, their load operations 

must occur on différent control steps. Furtbennore, it rnay not be possible to perfom al1 

of the required loads in pardel with the existing ALU operations I f  even a few 

consecutive ALU operations pull too many operands h m  the same memory, additional 

instructions rnay be needed just to load values. 

The register structure of the target architecture also has a direct effect on memory 

assignment. On sorne machines, the operand registers can only receive values fiom one 

wrresponding memory; on others they are coanected only to certain input ports of the 

ALU; on other machines, both restrictions apply. Such restrictions may occur only when 

the load operation is donc in paralle1 with other opedons, but parallehsm is generally 



prefmed for other reasons. The implication is that when a value appears in the '"Wmng" 

memory, it mut  nrst be fetched, then copied h m  the register associated with the 

memory to a register cofltlected to thc input tcnninal of the ALU. Non-commutative 

operaiions make a specific memory the preferred one, while (isolated) commutative 

operations only prefer that opposite memories be employed. 

The problem can have additional constraints, which include: having certain O bj ects 

preassigned to a specific memory; requiring certain objects to be either in the same 

memory or in opposite memories as certain others; and llmiting the total number (or size) 

of al1 objects assigned to either memory. Another type of constraint can r&ct the 

number of accesses to either rnernory in the most the-critical blocks. Furthamore, it 

may irnprove performance if a few frequently used objects are replicated in both 

memories. 

The objective of this Chapter is to present Genetic Algorithm Memory Assignor 

(GAMA)- an algorithm for assigning &ta objects to dual memories. In this context, 

program variables are defineci as the following: urrays. stmctura, and voriubles. Anays 

and stmctures tend to be large, long-lived objects whose scopes are sufnciently large to 

wanant dedicated memory locations. In COGENT, ail such objects are assigned to 

memory. In contrast, variables local to a given segment may or may not reside in 

memory. The decision ultimately depends on the register demand throughout the 

segment. Al1 local variables that cannot be retained in registers must be spilled to 

mernories. However, the decision of whether to spilI rests with another earlier module; 

memory assignment decides which memory to use for spilled variables, as weil as other 

objects. 

Currently, GAMA is applied twice - once for arrays and once for local variables. 

COGENT applies GAMA to arrays just prior to GAS. This is because GAS requires amys 

to be assigned to spedic memories before it can schedule the sequence of anay 



refmences in each memory. GAMA for variables is d e d  just after S P U  which 

determines whether variables are resident in memory. 

10.1 The dual-bank memory assignment problem 

The general memory assignment problem can be stated as the task of assigning data 

objects to one or both mernories so that the performance of the final program is optimized 

and al1 constraints are satisfied. Though simple to state, a number of interrelated issues 

make hding a solution non-ûivial. To understand these issues, the following brief 

examples are presented. 

10.1.1 Software pipelinhg 

Figure 10.l(a) shows C+- code for irnplementing an N-Tap FIR filter. Figure 10.1 (b) 

shows a portion of the resulting assembly-language code for the M56k (Note: this 

example was also cited by Saghir et. al. [IO 11.) 

CLR A x@%, Xo Y:(P4)+,YO El] 
REP #Nol 121 
MAC XO,YO,A XI@O)+, XO Y:(Ri)+, Y0 [3] 
MAGR XO, PO,A t41 

Figure 10.1 : Partial M56k implementation of N-tap filter. 



Instructions 1 and 3 are parallel DSP instructions. For example, instruction 3 

multiplies the contents of registers XO and Y0 and adds the resulting product to the 

contents of accumulator A, retrieves new operands h m  memones X and Y into registers 

XO and YU, respectively, and +tes address registers RO and R4 using auto-increment 

for each. The assembly-language is characteristic of the sofrware pipelining described in 

Chaptet 5. Instruction 3 constitutes the entire loop body. Two operands are concurrently 

fetched fkom two memories on the iteration prior to their actual use. This 

implementation is possible only because array A and arny B were assigned to opposite 

memories. Assigning both arrays to the same rnemory would have doubled the loop body. 

10.1.2 Register connectivity and operator commutativity 

Non-colll~llutative instructions require their operands to appear at specific ports of the 

ALU and are especially affected by the degree to which registers connect specific ports of 

functional mits  and memories. Register comectivity varies fiom machine to machme. 

Some architectures are relatively symmetric in that every operand and accumulator 

repister can access both memories and both sides of the ALU. This flexibility greatly 

simplifies the task of memory assiment, since operands can be readily retrieved fkom 

either memoiy to appear at either port of the ALU. However, memory assignment is 

harder for more irregular architectures iike the STl895O and M56k. 

For example, the architecture in Fig. 10.2 has no direct path between both memones 

and both sides of the ALU. Consider the two non-commutative instructions, A-B and C- 

A, where variables A, l?, and C reside in memory. If variable A is initially assiped to the 

right memory, it must first be loaded into one of the registers associated with the right 

memory, and then copied into one of the registers associated with the left side of the 

ALU. A similar problem exists if variable A is origirdly assigned to the left memory. 

In both cases, the only way to avoid an extra copy operation (and possibly an extra 

control step) is to duplicate A in both mernories. 



Lefk Memory Right Memory 

Figure 10.2 : Irregular register structure. 

A comparable dilemma can aise with commutative operations, as well, if the 

machine has h c t e d  register co~mectivity. For example, the expressions A+B, B+C, 

A+C, exhibit a "circular" dependency that makes it impossible to place single copies of 

A, B, and C in two memories so that operand pairs are always drawn from opposite 

memones. The r m g e m e n t  pemiitted by commutativity does not resolve the problem. 

10.13 Data duplication 

Figure 10.3 shows C i -  code for calculating the k t  256 elements of the Fibinocci 

sequence. Notice how a l l3  array references are to dinerent elements of the same array. 

If the array is assigned to a single memory, each operand must be retrieved sequentially 

on separate steps - possibly increasing schedule Length. Dupbcating the array in both 

mernories, however, ailows both operands to be accessed in parallel on the same control 

step. 

Unfortunately, duplication is expensive as it requires twice as much mernory to store 

both copies of the array. In p d c e ,  the limited memory capacity of most commercial 

DSPs limits the amount of data that can be duplicated. Furthemore, if the array is 

updated, as is the case here, an extra store operation is required to update both copies of 



the -y. This may resuit in an increase in schedule length if the extra store cannot be 

performed in paraliel with another ALU operation. 

vold Rbinocci (inout int FflX 
int i; 

Figure 10.3 : Multiple accesses to the same amy. 

In general, duplication should only be performed when it leads to an overail 

improvement in performance. Later, in Section 1 O S ,  we show different examples where 

duplication has no effect, a positive esect, and even a negative effect on performance. 

10.1.4 Other considerations 

CollSfraints relating to the physical size of each memory may also exist. To keep 

performance hi& designers of embedded systems favor the use of on-chip memory and 

avoid external memory as much as possible. This necessitates the judicious assignment of 

data if the capacity of each on-chip memory is not to be exceeded. Furthemore, certain 

program variables ( u d y  arrays) rnay have to be assigned a prbn to specinc memones. 

In fact, some variables may have to be placed at specific locations that are accessed by 

other hardware components within the embedded system. At the lowest level, such 

decisions have nothing to do with the instruction set of the target machine. 

For blocks in critical paths, it is wise to balance the load between both memones. 

Each memory usually has a limited number of dedicated address and offset registers. 

Too many references to one memory may exhaust a memory's register resources and may 



even extend the schedule to accommodate one memory's activity. High address register 

usage may require fresuent re-initi-ons of the memory's address and oBet registen. 

These ''extra'' instructions also lengthen the schedule and degrade performance. By 

fulding a balance betwecn both memories this undesirable behavior can be curtailed to 

some degree. 

To summarize, program variables should be assigned to memory to support simultaneous 

accesses. However, the use of duplication should only be performed when the 

performance hprovement justifies the additional memory and rnemory-access costs. If 

the register structure of the target machine is memory-based, operands of non- 

commutative operations should be assigned to memory in a way that minimizes the 

number of additional copy instructions required, because of data appearing in the 

‘Wang" rnemory. Finally, the on-cbip memory capacities of the DSP must be balanced 

and cannot be exceeded, and some variables may already be assigned to, or prohibited 

hm, spezific memories. 

10.2 Solving the dual-bank memory assignment problem 

To date, little work has been published on the dual-bank memory assignment problem. 

Most approaches employ a graph-uriented mode1 of the problem. For example, in [102] 

Sudarsanam and Malik develop an approach based on simulatecl annealhg that is 

sensitive to imgular register structures. The algorithm labels the nodes of a consaint 

graph where each node represents a symbolic register and memory preference, and each 

edge represents dependencies and constraints betwecn the references. A simpler version 

of the problem is solved by Sa- e t  al. [101]. nie approach assumes that no 

restrictions apply to the registers that can be used. An mdirected interference graph is 

fonned where nodes represent program variables and edges indicate pairs of variables 

that should be assigned to opposite mernories. Once constructe& the interkence graph 



is searched using a greedy algorithm to partition the nodes into two sets, one for each 

memory, having minimal dependence (fewest edges) among nodes within each set. 

In general, the work presented here différs nom the previous works in the following 
. . ways. First, a global opamization is perfomied for al1 biocks and al1 objects 

simultaneously. Detailed fiequency information, provided by the fiont end, is used to 

favor objects appea .g  in blocks in miticai paths. Issues relating to commutativity, or the 

irregular register structure of the machine, are taken into account when assigning objects 

to particuls mernories. F W y ,  mechanisms exist for dealing with preassigned objects, 

and for balanchtg the load between memones. 

The problem is modeled as a CSP. However, the formulation uses both hard and soft 

coIlStraints. Hard coIlStraints refer to the usual notion of constraints that must be 

satisfid Some hard constraints pertain to the architecture of the target machine. For 

example, the capacity of each memory cannot be exceeded. Soft conçtraints, on the other 

hand, are those whose satisfaction is desirable, but not necessary. They reflect 

preferences one would Like to see in a solution. For example, pairs of operands should 

be assigned to opposite mernories. Failure to do this does not make a solution infeasible; 

it merely reduces the quality of the solution. 

To generate memory wipments, GAMA bt generates a pool of feasible solutions. 

A solution is considered f a ib l e  if it satisfies ail of the hard constraints. It then selects 

fmm the pool the memory configuration with the highest benefit, using only the soft 

cons traints to evaluaîe the candidate solutions. 

GAMA is able to generate several hundred feasible solutions in just a few seconds 

(however a pool size of 20 is usually sufncient). The primary reason for the EGA's 

performance is the small search space with which it must contend. Each variable can 

assume only one of three values indicating whether it has been assigneci to the X memory, 

Y memory, or both memories. Therefore, when repairing violakd constraints, directed 



mutation has a one in three chance of selecting the correct replacement value, assuming, 

of course, that it has nrst selected the correct vanable to modify. In g e n d ,  the smdler 

the domain associated with each variable, the more effective directed mutation becomes. 

1 0 3  Input to GAMA 

The input to GAMA is generated by a series of four SQL queries. The queries identify 

instances when assigning variables, or pairs of variables, to specific memories might 

improve performance. They also provide basic information regarding the number and 

size of each program variable that must be stored in memory, and generate costs for 

evaluating how each suggested memory preference will affect overail performauce. The 

analysis perfomied is global, with each query considering all blocks in the onpinal source 

program simultaneously. Each query is briefly desaibed in the following Subsections. 

103.1 Query 1 

The first query concenis two related issues: variables thai are operands of non- 

commutative operators, and paired variables where one variable is preassigned to a 

specific memory. Its result resembles Table 1 0.1, which shows the cost of not placing 

certain arrays in their "prefared" meniory, if any. As previously discussed, some 

architectures exhibit a very limited register comectivity with only certain registers being 

able to access certain mernories and sides of the ALU. Operands associated with non- 

commutative operators should be assigned to memory in a way that minimixes the 

number of additional copy instructions required, when the variable appean in the 

"wrong" memory. 



Figure 10.4 shows two blocks along with their cumulative frequencies. The 

cumulative kequency of a block is the expected number of times the block wilI be 

executed. The higher the fiqueency, the higher the importance of the block to the total 

nm-time of the program. Therefore, a block's cumulative kequency is used when 

generating cost metrics for memory prefmces witbin that block. (Block fiequencies are 

estimated by the compiler h n t  end). 

Table 10.1 : Result of query 1. 

=m - em, 

Freq = 5.0 

Variable 

A0 

4 
cg 
Bo 

Freq = 10.0 

Figure 10.4 : Two blocks and their cumulative frequencies. 

Memory 
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right 
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Notice that array A appears both as the lefi operand of a non-commutative operation 

in block 1, and the nght operand of a non-~~mmutative operation in block 2. Block 1 

suggests that the left memory is preferred for array A, while block 2 suggests the right 

memory for A. The cumulative fkquency of each block is uçed to quantify the cost in 

performance in not assigning array A to the indicated memory. This is illusmted in the 

Cost = I: block frequency x number of uses in block 

5.0 
, 

10.0 

10.0 

5.0 + 10.0 = 15.0 



fkt two rows of Table 10.1. If just one memory is eventudly chosen for A, some cost 

will be incurred for failing to place A in the "othei' memory. 

In Fig. 10.4, B[i] is multipliecl by the coefficient pz (i-e., 3.141519), and in many 

DSP implanentations, constants like pz are hardwired into a specific memory. For 

example, the first 256 locations of the X memory space of the M56k are factory 

programmed with positive Mu-law and A-law expression tables. In this example, it is 

assumed that the value of pi is already available in the left memory. In generai, whenever 

one operand is preassigned to a specific memory, its p m e r  should be placed in the 

opposite memory. This causes its associateci operation to affect the costs as if it were non- 

commutative. Therefore, it is preferable to assiga array B to the right memory, as shown 

in row 4 of Table 10.1. When both blocks are considered, the total cost of not assigning 

array B to the right memory is 15.0. 

To exploit software pipelining, it is advantageous to identif;, pairs of data objects that 

appear together as joint operands. For example, in block 1 of (Fig. 10.4) arrays A and B 

act as a joint operands in the expression A[i] - B[i]. The second query identifies ai l  joint 

opemd pairs in the source program and uses block fiequency to weight the benefit of 

assigning pairs of variables to opposite mernories. 

Table 10.2 contains all of the joint operand pairs that appear in Fig. 10.4. Columns 1 

and 2 identify each variable, while culumn 3 indicates the total cumulative fÏequency of 

the block(s) in which the pair of operands appears. Multiple use of a pair in the same 

block would multiply the block rnuency accordingly. This estimates the performance 

cost of not piacing the pair of variables in opposite mernories. 



Table 1 O Z  Joint operand pairs - result of q u q  2. 

103.4 Queries 3 and 4 

As part of the original source language, C+- inchdes facilities for defixing and using 

differmt mernories. Figure 10.5 shows C+- code where two memories, left and right, are 

debed, The address range of the right memory is 4k bytes, while the ad- range of 

the left memory is ody 2k bytes. When memories are dehed, the user can take 

advantage of them by specifying that certain data objects be placed in specific mernories. 

In this case, array A is assigned to the right memory, array B to the left memory, and 

array C is Ieft tmdecided The purpose of query 3 is to identify any preassignments made 

by the user. 

Figure 10.5 : Variables preassigned to memories. 

Table 10.3 shows the result of query 3 for the previous prognun. The h t  col- 

idenaes the object, while the second indiCates which memory, if any, the object is 

req& to use. If the second column is undecided, the last colurnn specines the 

memories the variable may use. 



Table 10.3: Input to GAMA - q u q  3. 

Variabte 

A[] 

Requited Memory Allowed Memory 

rig ht right 

Bu 

Finally, q u q  4 provides GAMA with information about the size and activity of each 

1 

data object. Table 10.4 describes each of the variables present in Fig. 10.5. For exampie, 

left 

cg 

array A is updated once and referenced twice. Thus, 1 store and 2 ioad operations are 

1 

leff 

undecided ( left - right - both 

required- Activity information is used to formulate constraints that balance the load 

betwcen the two memones - at lest  for critical parts of the program. 

10.4 The constraints 

Table 10.4: Result of query 4. 

In this EGA, both hard and soft constraints contribute to the fitness of a string. Each sofi 

mnstra.int is assigned the benefit of satisfjmg thai constraiut- (The derivation of this 

value is described in the Subsection that foilows.) The fitness of any string is qua1 to the 

number of hard constraints it satisfies, plus the benefit of each sarisfiecl soft constraint. 

There is no need to balance the sofi constraiats with the hard constrahts, since b t e d  

mutation is applied only to the hard constrain&. Direct& mutation is Sufficiently robust 

to ensure that all of the hard coflstraints are satisfied. However, by including the sofi 

Number of Stores 

1 

O 
- 

O 

I 
Variable 

4 
811 

Cu 

S'Üe (bytes) 

1 024 

1024 

1 024 

Number of Loads 

2 
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constrain& in the fitness fimction, the EGA is encourageci to satis@ as many soft 

coflStraints as possible, as this will lead to higher benefit solutions. 

10.4.1 Soft constraints 

Consider the following example that continues Fig. 10.4 with the information fkom query 

I and 2. According to Table 10.1, array A is prefmed in the lefi rnemory with fiequency 

5.0, and the right memory with Erequency 10.0. This translates into the following three 

soft constraints: 

Ï f  (A-=RLMM) 
Fihess += m.0; // A assigned to r i g h t m o r y  

if (A =BOTH-MEMS) 
Fitness += 15.0; II A assigned to boüt memories 

If array A is assigned to the lefi or nght mernory, the string's fitness is incrernented 

by 5.0 or 10, respectively. If array A is duplicated in both mernories, both of the previous 

preferences are satisfied, and the fitness is incremented by an amount equal to thei sum. 

The natural tendency of the EGA will be to improve overall fitness by duplicating each 

program variable. However, this behavior is controlled by a variety of hard constraints, 

inciuding constrairxts on the availability of space in each memory and iimits on the 

maximum number of variables that can be duplicated. 

According to Table 10.2, arrays A and B appear as joint operand pairs with a 

fkequency of 5 .O. This translates into the following two sofi constraints: 



Note that if either A or B is duplicated, one copy of the duplicate will always be available 

fkom the memory opposite the other array. 

10.4.2 Eard constraints 

In the following formulation, the integer variable Mi indicates which memory variable i is 

assigned to. I f  M,=O, variable i is assigned to the left mernory. I f  Mi=I, variable i is 

assigned to the nght memory. Finally, if Mi=2, variable i is dupiicated and appears in 

both memones. In ternis of the EGA, variable M is encoded as a single gene, with the 

length of the string equaluig the number of variables in the source program. 

The following are relevant constants: 

- the size of the left memory in bytes 

- the size of the right rnemory in bytes 

- the size of variable i in bytes 

- upper limit on memory allowed for duplication 

- maximum number of variables that can be duplicated 

- maximum number of stores associated with left memory 

- m h u m  number of loads associated with lefi memory 

- maximum number of stores associated with nght memory 

- maximum number of loads associated with right memory 

- the total number of times variable i is updated 



Li - the total nwaiber of times variable i is referenced 

The following are sets of scdar objects: 

p~ - the set of variables preassigned to the lefi memory 

P t  -the set of d l  variables preassigned to the right memory 

The constraints are formuiated as foiiows: 

1. The total size of the variables assigned to a memory cannot exceed the size of the on- 

chip data memory. 

2. If variabIe i is preassigned by the user to a specific memoiy, variable i m u t  be 

assigned to that memory. 

V i e P W :  Mi=O 

V i E Pny : Mi=l 

In practice, the EGA tries to satisQ as many memory preferences as possible by 

simply duplicating the data in both memories. However, the final decision regarding how 

much duplication is allowed, if any, is left with the system. If duplication is admitted, the 

following constraints are used to control the degree to which duplication is performed. 

The k t  constraint places a Mt on the amount of on-chip memory that c m  be used for 

dupiicating data The second constraint limits the actuai number of variables that can be 

duplicated, by placing a bound on the nmber of extra store operations resulting fiom 

drrp fication. 



3. The total amount of memory reserved for duplication in both memones cannot be 

exceeded. 

4. The totai number of variables duplicated cannot exceed the specified b i t .  

The remaining constraints are optional and are used to control the distribution of 

loads and stores in both menmies. 

5.  The activity in each rnemory can be controkd by limiting the number of stores and 

loads associated with each memory. 

Li I right - lood - limit 

These constraints may be applied on a block-by-block basis to limit the load in blocks in 

critical paths ody. (Note: Al1 of the constants are provided to GAMA as parameters by 

the system itself.) 

A numba of simple experiments show how the parameters that control the operation of 

GAMA U L ~  be adjusteci to generate different memory configurations. In particda., £ive 

experiments are reported, ali of which are basexi on the example input shown in Fig 10.7. 



For the sake of brevity, the results of q u q  3 are not shown; however it is assumeci that 

none of the data objects is preassigned to a specific memory, and that all of the objects 

cm be assigned to either memory. 

A brief scan of the input tables reveals that there are 12 data objects, dl of which 

correspond to 2-byte integer variables. (We assume that each memory word in the target 

machine is also 2 bytes.) Query I reveals that 7 of the 12 variables have memory- 

assignment preferences. In fact, variable I is preferred in both the X and Y memory with 

differing costs. Also, query 2 indicates that variable pairs (6,C) and (46) are joint- 

operand pairs and shouid be assigned to opposite mernories when possible. 

We begin in experiment 1 with a memory size of 10 words per memory. We also 

allocate 25% of the total memory (Le., 5 words) for holding duplicate variables. Figure 

10.8(a) shows the final memory assignment produced by GAMA. The grey shading 

shows instances where a variable has been duplicated. The bold variables correspond to 

those variables (in query 1) with memory prefernices and hightight GAMA'S ability to 

satisq those preferences. Frirthennore, the dashed lines show that both joint-operand 

pain were successfully mapped to opposite maories.  

In experiment 2, we reduce the allocation of memory for purposes of duplication to 

just 5% of the total memory (or a single word). Figure 10.8@) shows that once again dl 

of the individual memory preferences are satisfied. However, ody variable is 

duplicated. 

In experiment 3 the total memory capacity is reduced by 40% to just 6 words in 

each memory. Since there are 12 variables that must be assigned to memory, duplication 

is no longer an option, as shown in Fig. 10.8(c). In this case, variable 1 is assigned to the 

Y memory, as the benefit of assigning it to the Y memory (20) is greater thau the benefit 

associat-xi with assigning it to the X memory (10). 



Thus far, we have considered the issues of duplication and memory size. In 

experiment 4 wnstmints are placed on the aciivity in the X memory. Specifically, we 

limit the number of "store" operations that c m  appear in memory X to just 4. Fig. 

10.8(d) shows the resulting memory configuration. Once again variable I appears in both 

memories. However, since there are 4 store operatiom (see Fig. 10.7) associated with 

variable 1, only variables lïke A, C, and F, which are always read but not written to, can 

appear in memory X. 
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Figure 10.7 : Data used with experimentt 16. 
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Figure 10.8 : Results of experiments 14. 



Finally, in experiment 5 we repeat the previous process but this time limit the 

number of "load" operations associateci with the X memory to at most 8. This causes a 

conflict to aise between two soft wnstraints. In particular, the desire to place variables A 

and C in the memory opposite to that of variable B, and the desire to have variable I 

appear in both memones. In the former case, variables A and C couid both be assigned to 

the X memory as together they combine for 8 (2+6) load operations. However, this 

assignment would require an additional 4 load operations and would not allow variable I 

to appear in the X mernory. Alternativeiy, variables I and A c m  be assigned to the X 

memoxy but not variable C. Either way, one soft consPaint will be violated. Figure 10.9 

shows that the EGA made the arbitrary decision to assign variable 1 to the X rnemory. 

This, in turn, lefi room for J (and k) to be duplicated. 

X rnemory Y memory 

: A - 2 loads ; 

i E - O loads ' 
t 

1 

l - Soft constraint violated 
i C - G l ~ a d s  ;- 

1 L - O loads i ! 

Figure 10.9 : Configuration for experiment 5. 



10.6 Mernory assignment and schedule length 

Partitionhg data objects in both memoria (without duplication) can improve the 

pdomiance of the final code by reducing schedule length. The graph in Fig. 10.10 

shows the percentage d-e in schedule length over the case where d l  data are stored 

in one memory. In ail but one instance (tese), assigning data to both rnemones resutts 

in a decrease in schedule length. 

When an application has little (or no) implicit parallelism, liRle can be done in the 

way of memory assigmnent to d u c e  schedule length. Test1 and test2 have significant 

numbers of memory operations, but fewer opportunities for exploiting parallelism than 

the other applications. As a result, M e  (if any) improvement in schedule length is 

reported. Test3 and test4 contain more opportunities for exploithg parallelism, but 

many of the paired operands refer to the s m e  data object. Therefore, without dup tication 

the potential parallelisru cannot be exploited. 

Figure 10.10 : Improvement resulting from partitioning data objects in both mernories. 
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10.7 Duplication 

In this Section we show how d z i p l i ~ ~ o n  cm afkct the performance and size of the final 

code. Duplication of data objects that are accessed shultaneously or that appear 

fiequently in the ' h n g "  memory can sometimes resuft in an improvement in 

performance - especially if the extra store operations required to maintai. data integrity 

can be scheduled in parallel with existing A .  operatiom. In general, data objects that 

are f?equentiy accessed but rarely lrpdated are good candidates for duplication, as they 

require few additional stores. 

Figure 10.1 1 shows the result of nmning GAMA on various inputs while allowing 

duplication of data objects. The figure shows the final schedule length, both with and 

without duplication. Test3, test4, and test5 aii benefit slightly fkom duplication. In the 

cases o f  test6 and test7, no perfiomance benefit is observe& Test8 shows how haWig 

to execute the additionai store operations resulting from duplication can actually degrade 

performance. These O bsewations suggest thai data duplication should be used sparingl y 

in practice. 

Figure 10.19 : Duplication versus nonduplication of data objects. 



10.8 Summary 

In this Chapter, we have presented a methodology, based on an enhanced genetic 

algonthm, for assigning data objects to dual-bank memories. Our approach is global, and 

special effort is made to identifi those objects that could potentially benefit fiom an 

assignment to a specific memory, or pcrhaps duplication in both memories. The EGA 

differs fkom earlier implementations in that it indudes both hard and sofl constraints. 

The objective is to satisfy aii of the hard wnstraints and as many of the soft constraints as 

possibie. 



Chapter 11 

Load-Store Scheduhg (US) 

11.0 Introduction 

As a final step in generating reference code, aU operations that move data between 

memory and the ALU must be scheduled by the Lod-Store Scheduling (Zss) module. 

The pinpose is to avoid exces parallelism on individual steps and excess demand for 

registers overall. At this point, the clean machine can be pictured as a grid with a central 

column of scheduled ALU operations. The X and Y memory domains correspond to 

adjacent columns. Each entry in these columns can be thought of as a "slot" in which a 

data movanent operation (load or store) can be placed. The coLlStiîuents of each column 

have already been decided. However, the specific row (or step) of the @d has not been 

fhaked, and that is the goal of US. 

Each load and store initially resides on its 'hatual" row, the row immediately 

preceding or following its associated ALU operation. The probIem is that more than one 

data movement opefation for the same memory may wind up on the same row, thus 

cornpethg for the same slot. The solution is to advance a cornpethg load or defer a 

competing store to an unoccupied slot. Re-scheduling does not imply re-ordering data- 

movement operations, ody "lînearizitlg" congested spots in the grid. 



There are, however, many subtle problems: choosing which operation to move; 

handling the cascading effect of having to move other operations out of the way; 

preserving the required ordering relationships among data movement and ALU 

operations; and obsenrulg machinedependent wnstraints on paralleiism, such as a 

maximum of one store per instruction. 

A m e r  problern is that separahg data movement operations fiom their point of 

use requires registers to retain values for longer periods of times. This means that ALU 

operations may aiso have to be moved to remain "close" to their supply of operandS. 

Rearranghg theîr order is not allowed, but gaps in the ALU schedule may be intmciucexi, 

producing rows that contain only dafa movement and no ALU operations (i-e., NOPs). 

LSS employs an enhancecl genetic algorithm to govem the Lineafization and stretching of 

the schedule. The EGA h d s  a minimum length schedule that avoids excess register 

demand on each step and satisfis other constraints of the clean machine. 

11.1 Scheduling issues 

There are five main issues that relate to ordering among operations, each of which 

directly afEcts the linearization or sttetching of a schedule. The first two issues relate to 

the target machine. The remaining issues relate to the ordering constraints among l d  

and store operations. 

1. Certain instructions may not aüow data-movement operations to occur in parallel with 

ALU operations. For example, the M56k prohibits load and store operations tiom 

occurring in parallel with compare operations. This means that every compare 

operation must be aeated as a "solo" operation and scheduled on a step by itself. 

2. Most DSP memones can be only accessed once per instruction. Therefore, at rnost 

one data movement o p d o n  per memory may occur on any step. 



3. When spilhg non-cyclic values to memory, load operations must always be 

scheduled aheud of their corresponding store operations. 

4. Ideally, the order in which load operations are performed should correspond to the 

order in which their associated ALU operations are performed. This reduces the 

demand for operand registers. 

5. It is assurneci th& values being written (or spilled) to memory reside in accumulators. 

Pnor to US, COGENT has already determined the minimum n u m k  of spills thai wilI 

resolve excess demand for accumulators on each step. The spill procedure assumed 

that each store would reside on the step following its source. However, if Lss allows 

store operations to migrate too fa, h m  their 'hatural" step, the number of 

accurndaiors required may once again exceed the actual number availabie. To ençure 

that this does not happen, ordering constraints must be introduced to constrain the 

movement of store operations. 

Since all of the previous issues affect the way operations are schedded, they ais0 

dkctly a e c t  the demand for accumulator and operand registm. As operaiions rnove 

further away h m  their 'hatural" steps, values rnay have to be retained in registers for 

longer periods of tirne. If too many of these vaiues overlap in the, the number of 

available registers may be exceeded. Scheduling loadktore operations must extend the 

overall schedule as little as possible and must ensure that all consaaints are met 

inciuding, not exceeding the register capabilitia cf the target machine. 

11.1.1 A typical problem 

TO understand how the previous issues may interact and affkxt one another, consider the 

reference code illustrated in Fig 11.1. For the sake of clarity, only the X memory and 

ALU stream are shown. Figure I l .  l(a) highlights issues relatcd to the nuances of the 

target DSP. First, notice that op2 and op7 are reverse shaded to indicate that they are 



"solo" operations. As such, each operation must be assigned to a step by itself. Since 

op2 and Id2 currently share the same step, at least one of them must be moved to a 

different step. Next, notice thaî Id4 and Id5 appear in the same slot. Since the X memory 

can be accessed only once per instruction, the curent schedde will have to be opened 

and the load o p d o n s  linearized- A similar situation exists for Id6 and st7. which also 

share the same dot. 

X Memory ALU X Memory ALU X Memory ALU 

F- - 
Id, . OP, 
"( Y 

-. 

Figure 11.1 : Constraints encountered by LSS. 



Figure 1 1 . l(b) shows the saxne reference code, but this time considers issues related 

to orderings between load and store operatiom. FKst, note that operations st3 and Id5 

(shaded) conespond to the spilling of 0p2. To ensure that Id5 does not migrate 

backwards past st3, an ordering wnstraint is placed between the two operations. Second, 

both Id1 and Id8 correspond to the loading of an address. To control the number of 

address registers, the two operations are ordered in the sarne way as their associated ALU 

operations. FinaiIy, store operations st3 and st7 are ordered with respect to ALU 

operations op3 and 0p5, respectively. These orderings cause each store to be scheduled 

no later than the "next" ALU operation; thus ensuring that the accumulator used for the 

store wiil be available if required by the ALU operation. 

Finaily, Fig. Il .  l(c) shows a feasible schedule that satisfies ail of the previous 

ordering consîraints. Notice how the schedule has been opened and extended by three 

steps. Both op2 and Id2 appear by thenselves on separate steps. in addition, Id4 and ld5, 

as weil as, Id6 and ld7, are scheduled LhearIy on separate steps. In the former case, the 

arbitrary decision was made to schedule Id4 prior to ld5. Though it may seem somewhat 

cumbersome, the previous example is typical of the types of problems regulariy 

encountered by L ~ s .  

11.2 The EGA approach 

This Section now describes how LSS uses an enhanced genetic algorithm to perfomi 

scheduiing. The first task is to h d  a single schedule that satisfies dl of the ordering 

constraints during which no opthkation of registers is performed. To extend the 

scheduie as üttle as possible, US starts with the tightest schedule possible. If the EGA 

cannot successfully resolve di of the orderings, the search is halted and restarted with a 

schedule Iength one step greater that before. This process repeats until a minimum or 

(near minimum) schedule is found. 



Having determinexi the rninimum number of steps, The EGA generates a "pool" of 

minimum-length schedules. The pool typicdy contains 15-20 schedules. The next task 

is to select fiom the p l  the schedde with the lowest register demand. The evaluation 

and selaction of a schedule is accomplished through various evaluation fhctions, which 

determine a profile of register demand for each schedule. The functions consider each 

schedule separately, and determine the maximum demand for operand registers for each 

memory, the number of inter-step boundaries where accumulators are exceeded, and the 

sum of ail of the individual edge lengths that emanate fiom load operations. This Iast 

criterion is a usefbl rneasure of how close loads are to their "natural" steps. 

A machine-dependent cost fùnction is used to rank the schedules. The schedule with 

minimum cost is selected and represents the nnal reference code for the ciean machine. 

11.2.1 Finding minimum-length schedules 

The problem of findhg a minimum-length schedule that avoids excess parallelism on 

each step is modeled as a CSP. The following symbols are used to identify object types 

and to index important scalar objects in the solution: (1) Operations are indexed by i and 

j; (2) T represents the maximum length of the schedule (for the current attempt); (3) E is 

a 0-1 matrix; if Ea=I, an edge connects operations i and j; edges represent either data 

dependency or required ordering; Sg is a O- 1 matrix; if S,=I, operations i andj access the 

same memory and should therefore be scheduled on separate steps. Variable, Y, indicates 

the stamng step of operation i. If the constraints are satisfied T is taken to be the 

minimum length of a valid schedule. 

Consûaints 1 and 2 must all be satisfied in a final solution. Constraints 3, 4, and 5 

deal with the special considerations discussed in Section 1 1  S .  They may be included to 

produce special effects. 



1 .  When spilling non-cyclic values to memory, load operations must always be 

scheduled uhead of th& corresponding store o p d o n s .  Furthexmore, al1 ordering 

between operations @lied by the data-fiow graph, and imposed by earlier 

optimizations, must be observecl in the nnal schedule. 

V i j where Ey= I :  

2. The completion step of each operation is bounded by T, the overall limit on schedule 

iength. 

3. If store operations are ailowed to migrate too far fiom their 'haturai" step, the number 

of accumulators required may once again exceed the actual number available. To 

ensure that this does not happen, the following ordering constraint is introduced to 

constrain the movement of store operations: store operation i cannot be scheduled any 

later than ALU operation j. 

4. This constraint ensures that the order in which load operatiom are performed 

corresponds to the order in which their associated ALU operations are performed, 

thus reducing the dernand for operand registers. 

5. On some machines, certain "solo" operatiom may have to be scheduled on steps by 

themseives. This constraùit ensures that "'solo" operation i appears on a step by itseiE 



V j where i #j: 

6 .  At most one memory reference to the same memory cari occur on any control step. If 

operations i and j both refet to the same memory, the following constraint ensures 

that they are not scheduled on the same step. 

V i,j where Sg=l:  q 

The data for generating the previous constraints is provided to LSS in the form of 

three separate database tables. The tables describe the operations to be scheduled, the 

data dependencies between the- and any ordering constraints that may exist. Note tiat 

prior to nmning the EGA for the first lime, the data containeci in the tables is analyzed to 

estimate the ASAP-ALAP scheduling windows of the operatiom. These windows help 

constrain the problem search space and lead to better performance. The EGA typically 

uses a population of size 20 and is allowed to run for at most 500 generationç. If no 

solution is found after this tirne, the schedule length is increased by adding 1 to the ALAP 

value of each operation. The pmcess repeats itself until a minllnurn (or near minimum) 

solution is found. 

11.2.2 Evaluating the pool of schedules 

Once a pool of candidate schedules is generated, various evaluation procedures inspect 

each schedule and assign it a score. These scores are weighted according to issues in the 

architecture, and an overail score ranks each schedule. Currently, the task of specifjmg 

weights for different architectures is left with the user. 

To assess the quality of a schedule, the following can be measured: 

The nurnber of operand registas r e q d  for loads h m  each memory. 



The number of gaps (between control steps) where the demand for any regiaer cl= 

exceeds the number available. 

The total number of steps over which values are live. This can be calculated by 

summing the individual edge lengths. 

Figure 11.2 shows the results of a typical schedule evaluation. Edges that cross step 

boundaries represent values lhar reside in registers. The type of register an edge 

represents depends on the source of the edge. Values that emanate h m  ALU operations 

are assumed to be in accumulators (or product registers), wkde values that ernanate fkom 

load operations are assumed to reside in operand registen. Of course, the type of operand 

register used may depend on the mernory being accessed. 

The figure indicates the number of necessary accumulator and operand registers at 

each step boundq.  For example, at the boundary between steps 5 and 6 two operand 

registers are requed (ld3 and Id4 - both for the X memory), dong with a single 

accumulator (O@). The only exception occurs on step 4 where op3 is reverse shaded to 

indicate that it requires an accumulator on one cf its inputs. Since both inputs are 

provided by load operations (Id2 and ld7), the closest (ld7) is selected to use the 

accumulator (indicated by the bold edge). The decision to select the closest load 

minimi;r.es the amount of time the accumulator is tied up. This is important as 

accumulators are often the most scarce type of register available. 

One evaluation h c t i o n  detenrilnes the minimum number of operand registers in use 

with each rnemory. In this case, two operand registers are required for the X memory 

Stream, one for the Y memory stream. 



step 1 

step 2 

step 3 

step 4 

step 5 

step 6 

st8p 7 

T 

'Si  

Load Edge length = I O  

Totals: 

Figure 1 1 9 : Evaluation of a typical schedule. 

When assessing the dernand for accumulators, another function counts the number of 

step boundaries where the accurndaton in use exceeds the number available. For 

example, assuming that only one accumulator is available, the evduation function would 

report that exactly 1 of the bondaries (the one between step 6 and step 7) in Fig. 11.2 

was stressad beyond its kt. A hnal evaluation fimction calculates the total length of al1 



edges associated with load operations, in the case of Fig. 11.2 a total edge length of 10. 

Individual edge lengths are depicted in shaded squares. 

113 EGA performance 

To be practical, LSS must be able to generate diverse pools of schedules quickly. We 

now illustrate its ability to do this by generating pools of schedules for standard filters, 

dong with some of our own test programs In each case, the pool size is set to 15. For the 

sake of cornparison US is nin twice: once with a population of 1 G strings and once with a 

population of 100 strings. The results in Table 1 1.1 demonstrate the speed of the genetic 

algorithm as well as its ability to generate multiple unique schedules. Lss always 

succeeds in each of its 15 applications, however not ail 15 schedules are necessarily 

unique. In nearly every case, the same number of distinct schedules was found, 

regardless of the population size. Furthemore, using a population size of 10 resulted in a 

1-6 fold reduction in the time required to generate the pool of schedules. This suggests 

using a mal1 population size in practice. 

Table 11.1 : Execution times and number of solutions found. 

Source Program 

n-reaIupdate 

n_real_muitiply 

biquad fiiter 

dMemntiai-eqn 

tir finer 

bandpass filter 

convolution 

matnx_rnuitipIy 

Test 1 

Test2 

# constraints 

32 

26 

193 

191 

28 

62 

32 

274 

125 

142 

Pop = 10 Pop = 100 

0.10s 

0.1 os 

8.33s 

12.2s 

0.1 os 

0.1 5s 

0.1 os 

5.1 3s 

1 .los 

0.67s 

Nurnber of Unique Schedules 



11.4 Bypassing SHAI(E 

Sometimes it is possible to bypass SHAKE completely when mapping the reference code 

generaîed by U S  directly to the target procesor. If the clean machine closely resembles 

the target architecture, the hnal schedule produced by LsS can often be submitted directly 

to AND and BAKE to discover a feasible register assigment. I f  a feasible register 

assigoment c m o t  be found, only thm does SHAKE need to be invoked. This is 

illustrateci in Table 1 1.2. 

Table 11 2 : Pool of schedules for alignment 13. 

The b t  two columns show the top 10 ranked schedules generated by U s  for the 

Biquad Filter. The remaining columns show the r d t  of m g  to map each of the 10 

schedules to s e v d  different configwations ushg AND and B e  only. Successfui 

mappings are indicated in the table by S. while unsuccessful mappings are indicated by LI. 

Notice that 50 percent of the schedules mapped directly to the MS6k without 

rearrangement. Most of the successful schedules were higher ranking. The more regular 

instruction sets of ConfigZConfig4 d t e d  in all of the scheddes king mapped 

Lss Target Ptocessor 

schedule 

1 53 

203 

183 

263 

123 

243 

273 

1 43 

83 

173 

rank 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Direct Mapping(%) 

Config4 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

100% 

Config3 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

100% 

M56k 

S 

S 

U 

S 

S 

U 

U 

S 

U 

U 

50% 

ST18950 

U 

U 

U 

U 

U 

U 

U 

U 

U 

U 

0% 

Confie 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

100% 



duectly, while none of the schedules mappbd directly to the instruction set of the 

STI 8950. 

Any t h e  a schedule cannot be rnapped directly to the target machine, SHAKE must 

be used io realign the operations on diEerent control steps. Figure 11.3 shows that SAB 

was able to map the 5 schedules (183, 243, 273, 83, 173) that could not be mapped 

directly to the M56k to the machine. In each instance, S m  generated a pool of 10 

schedules. Figure 1 1.3 shows the number of schedules in each pool that succasfulIy 

mapped to the M56k 

- - - - - - - - . - 

Figure 11.3 : Number of solutions found by SAB for each U S  schedule. 

11.5 Summary 

An optimisration has been presented for scheduling ALU and data-movement operations 

in parallel. Operations are schedded so as ta avoid excess parallelism on each control 

step and excess demand for registers. The EGA that perfom the opfimizations differs 

h m  d e r  implementations in that it uses two dinaent strategies for finding the best 

solution. To fhd a minimum-length schedule, a series of successive problems are soived 

wÏth incfea~ingly looser consûaints on schedule length. Once a minimum (or near 



minimum) length schedule has been found, a pool of nich scheduies is generated and 

evaluation criteria examine the schedules in order to select those with the best register- 

related characteristics. 



Chapter 12 

Conclusion 

12.0 Snmmary and coutribotion 

In this thesis we have introduced enhancements to the simple genetic algorithm and have 

demonstrateci their effêctiveness by applying the enhanced genetic algorithm to a variety 

of problems, includuig several of the more important code-generation probiems. A 

summary of the contributions made to genetic algorithms and code generation is 

presented in the foilowing Subsections. 

12.1 Genetic AIgorithms 

The first part of this fhesis deals with enhancemenîs to the simple GA that transform it 

into an effective mechanisn for handling certain types of constraint-satisfaction 

problems. The EGA differs h m  the simple GA in two major ways: Fim, the mutation 

operator has been elevated to the primary driver (directed mutation). ki every generation, 

every violaieci constraint triggers a mutation of one of the variables involved in the 

consîrainî, and that variable's value aiways remains within iîs window of fmsibility 

(domain). This technique allows the EGA to deal diractly with issues that may be 

causing constraint violations. To prevent premature convergence to what may be an 

unsuitable point in the search space, a second technique (partial elitisrn) retains divasity 

in the population. Our results show thaf when used together, both techniques result in 



rapid convergence. Furtherrnore, the same techniques require no special tuning and allow 

the EGA to run unsuperviseci fiom one probiem to the next Thus, they cm be embedded 

with confidence in a non-interactive application, imlike many traditional GAs. Further 

performance improvements are gained by the fact that the enhancements allow the EGA 

to operate with a small population. AU of the EGA7s employed in this thesis use a 

population size of 10 to 30 individuals. 

The main purpose of the enhancements is to improve the efficacy of the GA when 

solving comtmint-satisfaction problems. In particular, the enhancements to the GA 

d u c e  the time required to solve CSPs and increase the size of CSPs that can be solved in 

reasonable amounts of the.  This was illustrateci early in the thesis by applying the EGA 

to two classical problems: edge coloring, and the high-level synthesis problems of 

scheduling, module allocation, and binding . 

The problems considered in this thesis are primarily pure constraint-satisfaction 

problems, and the EGA is used to h d  a single feasible solution; that is, an assigrnent of 

values to variables that satisfies d constraiats. Through example, we have demonstrateci 

that the EGA can hande both hear and nonlinear collstraints. We have ais0 

demonstnited how the EGA7s ability to fmd feasible solutions quickly can be exploited to 

handle optirniration problems in non-traditional ways. When optimal or near-op tha l  

solutions are desired, the EGA can be used in two different maElIlers. Both exploit the 

ability of the EGA to fkd solutions quickly, both involve running the EGA multiple 

times, and both avoid opthking the objective hc t ion  directly. 

The nrst appmach seeks an optimal solution by solving a succession of problerns, 

each with tighter wnstraints than its predecessor. This approach was used successfully in 

Chapters 3, 4, 8. and 11. It is important to note, however, that this strategy cannot be 

generaked to hande all optirni;llition problems. It is primarily suiteci to problems with a 

single, well-defineci objective (e.g., miniminng time). For problems with complex 

objective bctions where two or more components of the problem are being optirnized 



simuitaneously, we adopt a second approach, whereby the EGA is nui multiple times to 

generate a pool of f a i b l e  solutions. Then each candidate solution is evaluated using the 

objective fiuiction. The solution(s) that best exploits the objective function is considered 

to be the final d t .  Of the two approaches, this approach is employed more frequently 

in the thesis, being used successfully in Chapters 4,7,9, 10, and 1 1. 

Regardles of how the EGA was use4 it perfomed well on al1 of the problems 

considered. However, our resuits reveal that it hds more solutions and does so faster on 

some problems more than on others. For example, the EGA performed v q  well on 

pmblems like edge-coloring, scheduling, and memory assignment. It performed less 
. .  . . 

effectively when applied to mode minunization. In the fonner cases, the problems 

exhibit the following common characteristics: a mal1 number of variables per constraint; 

variables with s m d  domains (windows of feasibility); and variables that tend to appear 

in multiple constraints. 

The problem characttenstics are important as they influence the effectiveness of 

directed mutation. When performing mutation, the hrst two characteristics increase the 

probability of selecting the correct variable(s) and replacement value(s) to correct the 

violated constraint(s). The third is especially important. If a variable is assigned a value 

that prevents a feasible solution h m  being found, and if the variable appears in multiple 

constraints, it is likely that one or more of the consbraints will be violated. The more 

violated constraints that contain the common variable(s), the more oppominity directed 

mutation will have to correct the problem. In particular, we observed that a lack of 

variable overlap among constraints often results in all but a handful of constraints being 

satisfied, as in the case of the mode-optimhation problem. 

Finally, perhaps the most attractive feature of genetic algorithms in general is the 

small amount of time required to implement the optimizations based on them. The basic 

structure of the genetic algonthm is straightfomd and can often be cuded in less than a 

&y. Many of the optimi;lations presented in this thesis required less than a week of 



actual coduig to implement This is significant when we consider that implementing the 

same modules as ILPs, for example, would require several months of work. Thus, we 

believe that one of the major benefits of using genetic algorithms is to develop a 

prototype system quickly. This is essentiaily what happened during the development of 

COGENT. 

12.2 Code Generation 

In the çecond part of the thesis, the EGA was applied to the problem of code generation, 

phari ly for digital-signal processors. This problem consists of a number of complex, 

subtly-interrelated subpmblems. A novel code generation methodology that uses EGAs 

has been developed for many of the required optimizations. Furthemore, different EGA 

strategies have been employed to deai with the structural difference between the different 

subproblems. 

In Chapter 7, GAS is used to schedule the operations that form the core of the data 

pipeline. At the point when scheduling is perfomed, the criteria for determining a good 

pipeline are numerous, subtly interrelated, and difficult to determine. To compensate, an 

EGA is used to quickly generate a pool of feasible schedules. Then evaluation criterion 

are applied to each schedule giving them scores. Each swre is weighted to reflect its 

relative importance for the curent architecture, and ail of the scores are summed to rank 

the schedules. Schedules that are f o n d  to be too costly are dropped nom the pool. The 

advantage of this approach is that it ailows multiple trajectories to be pursued in parallel 

- a .  important step in deahg with the interaction among the code-generation 

subproblems. Also, targeting another machine is a matter of weighting the evaluaîion 

criteria to refiect theK relative importance for the new machine- 

nie success of the previous strategy is, in part, dependent upon the EGA's ability to 

generate diverse pools of scheddes quickly. Our results reveal that only a few seconds 

are required to generate pools of schedules for standard benchmarkS. Inteteshgly, ushg 



a large population (size 100) does not significantly aEkt the number of solutions found. 

This, however, may change with m m  testing- In any case, the current results suggest 

using a d l  population (size 10-30) to benefit h m  improved performance. 

In Chapter 8 another EGA (MoM) is used to determine the optimal locations for 

insertirtg mode-setting instructions into the GAS schedules. The problcm is modeled as a 

rniriimum-cover problern and solved using an EGA. Since the objective in this problem 

is well defined, an EGA is used to find optimal (or near-optimal) solutions by solving a 

succession of problems, each with tighter wnstraints. The objective function is not 

directly optimized, but is replaced by a single lin- constraint that is iteratively 

constrained until no more feasible solutions can be found. 

Our results show that this strategy works weli whm the probiems are typical of those 

encountered in code generation. The EGA is nearly always able to h d  an optimal 

solution. However, as the problems become much larger, fewer optimal solutions and 

more near-optimal solutions are fmd. niis was explained in Section 8.5 as a lack of 

intarelation among the problem comtraints. It was also shown that the EGA's ability to 

h d  optimal solutions can be impmved by using a larger population. Thus, a trade-off 

exists between the time required to fbd solutions and the quality of solutions found. 

Arguably, SAB is the most important contribution to the code-generaîion problem 

and resides at the hem of the C O G M  methodology. SAB is responsible for mapping 

reference code for the clean machine onto the instruction set of the target machine. A 

pair of EGAs are responsible for mapping reference code to the actual instruction set. 

S w  recombines basic operations into Merent aligxments until the alignments match 

allowable @araIlel) instructions of the machine. AND then checks the pool of potential 

alignments to verify that all alipents constitute valid instructions. Those members of 

the pool that sunrive have their machineanstrained regîster sets assigned to their edges 

by AND. FinaUy, BAKE showers the edges connecting these instructions with registers 

until a f a i b l e  register assignment emerges. 



Both SHAKE and BAKE benefit fiom the fact that their respective collstraints are 

interrelated and the windows of feasibility (domains) are relatively small. This leads to 

rapid convergence. Typically, only a few seconds is required to perfonn a successful 

mapping. So far, this technique has been successfidly used to map reference code to two 

different DSPs and eight différent ASIP coafigurations. 

In Chapter 10, GAMA is used to assign memory-resident values to an appropnate 

memory (assurning that more than one exists). The memory choice is detemiined using 

an EGA which is sensitive to a variety of cutlstraints. The EGA is unique in that both 

hard and soft constrahts contribute to the (fitness) benefit of each individual member of 

the population. The fitness of any individual is equal to the nurnber of hard constraints it 

satisfies, plus the benefit of each satisfied soft constraint By including both types of 

constraints in the fiîness fiinction, the EGA is encourageci to satis@ as many sofi 

constraints as  possible. 

One may wondm what wodd happen if the contribution of the soft constraints to the 

fitness of an individual significantly exceed that of the soft constraints. Would this cause 

the EGA to fail to k d  a feasible solution that satisfied ali of the hard constraints? In 

practice, it was observed that the robust nature of directed mutation results in al1 of the 

hard constraints becoming satisfied quickly. As a result, the EGA may even converge to 

a sub-optimal result. To compensate, the decision was made to generate a pool (size 20) 

of feasible solutions fkom which the best was selected. So far, the EGA has no t required 

more than a couple of seconds to perform its task. The primary reason for this 

pafomiance is the s m d  domain size of the problem variables. Each variable cm assume 

only one of three values indicating whether it has been assigned to the X memory, Y 

memory, or perhaps both mernories. 

Finally, LSS is the last opthkation presented as part of this thesis. Its role is to 

schedule all operations thaî move data between the memory and ALU while avoiding 

excess parallelism on individual steps and excess demand for registen overall. In this 



case, the EGA is used twice. First, the EGA is used to h d  a minimum-length schedule 

by solving a succession of problerns with tighter constraints on schedule length. Once the 

minimum-length is detemined, a pool of minimum-length schedules is generated and the 

schedule(s) with the lowest register demand selected. As before, it is the EGA's ability 

to find feasible solutions quicWy that allows the previous strategy to be employed. Our 

results show that the EGA is able to h d  good solutions in reasonable amounts of time. 

The problem of retargetable code generation, so important for the design of 

processors and the design of systems with alternative embedded processors, has been 

given new promise by using EGAs. The EGA's ability to find feasible solutions quickly 

allows the previous strategies to be employed. Their use in generating pools of solutions 

for various subproblems in compilation - and doing so wupenised - allows the sarne 

methodology to work on any applicable target architecture. Only the weightings of 

evaluation criteria need to change b m  one machine to the next This standard 

methodology is aided by having earlier subproblems focus on the clean machine 

abstraction. Postponing consideration of the most troublesome machine-specific 

constraints is possible, in h m ,  thanks to the EGAs comprishg SHAKE AND BAKE. Use 

of stochastic techniques to achieve retargetability may tum out to be the most important 

contribution of this work. This is the area where firme efforts will next concentrate. 
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Appendix A 

ApplicationSpecific Instruction-Set Processors (ASIP) 

A.l Configurations 

Frequently, the size and power budgets of many embedded applications do not permit the 

extravagance of commercial DSPs. Generai-purpose DSPs often consume too much 

power and siliwn, and yield insufficient performance. For these reasons, system houses 

may wish to develop theu own applications-specific instruction-set processors. These 

processors often outperform commercial DSPs with respect to area and power, because 

certain features like registers, menmies, and interco~ltlectivity can be sacrificed, when 

they are not needed to meet the real-tirne operation of the system. The ability to exploit 

the application domain, however, requùes software compilers that c m  generate code not 

only for commercial DSPs, but for different proposed ASLP architectures. 

To demonstrate that COGENT can generate code for different ASIP architectures, we 

employ the following eight configurations in many of ou. experiments. Relatively simple, 

each configuration is closely linked to the architecture employai in M56K. In particuiar, 

we assume the same basic structure of the M56k including the same address-generation 

unit, program controller, and dual-memory structure, and nurnber of openuid registers. 

However, we Vary the number of avdable accumulators, and in sorne instances rnodify 

the datapath, forcing the output of the multiplia directly into special product registers or 



accumuiators. Of course, whenever the output of the multiplier is a register, single cycle 

multiply-accumulate instructions are not supported. 

Configurations 1 4  are depicted in Figure A.1. Both the multiply and ALU units 

write their results directly to one or more accumulators. Configuration 1 corresponds to 

one available accumulator, configuration 2 corresponds to two available accumulators 

etc. However, both fiuictional units can retrieve theû operands fkom accumulator a n d h  

operand registers. 

1 X Data Bus 

1 Y Data Bus 

Figure A.l : ASlP configurations 14. 

In configurations 5-7 we make a distinction between accumulators ami product 

registers. Figure A.2 shows that the result of the multiplier is now written to one of two 



product registers. The product registers connect directly to both ports of the ALU, but no 

similar connections exist with the multiplier Mi t  itself. Configuration 5 w~~esponds to 

the case of one accumulator and product register. In configuration 6 an additional 

accumulator register is made available, while in configuration 7 two accumulators and 

two product registers are present. 

Multiplier w w 

Bus 

Bus 

Finally, in configuration 8 the product registers have been removed and the output 

of the multiplier fceds directly into both ports of the ALU. In this configuration, a single- 

cycle MAC instruction is supported. In fact, the configuration is quivalent to the M56k 

except for the fact that there are no restrictions on the types of operand registers that can 



be used in wnjunction with the multiplier, that is, operands for the multiplier can be 

retrieved nom operand registers and/or accumulators. 

Y Data Bus 

.L 

figure 113 : ASlP configuration 8. 

X Data Bus 



Table 41 simimarizes the numbers of registm, types of registers, and the 

availability of MAC instructions for each of the previous ASIP configurations. 

Table A1 : Summary of ASIP configurations. 

1 ConRguration 1 No. of Product Registecs 1 No. of Accumulators 1 Support for MAC 1 
I 1 I 

I configl I O I 1 I No 

wnf1g8 O 2 Yes I 
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